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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the Yourba language newspapers,

particularly, in relation to their development communication content.

The study adopted, princlpaily, the content analysis method, and

as a supplément, stylistic analysis, The three newspapers content-

analysed wers: Gbohungbohun, Iroyin Yoruba and Isokan. Yoruba

language newspapers are weekiies. A total of 125 éditions of the

newspapers, spanning elev.en years (1986-1996) were sampled. Stylistic
analysis of the newspapers was done at the following levels: the

graphetic/graphological, the grammatical, the lexical and the semantio,
The following are some of the findings:

'Development-orlented items constituted 27,4% of the entire
éditorial content of the newspapers analysed, Among other measures,
17,3% of this storles were placed on the front page; 16,4% the back

page; and 66,3% the Inside pages, The treatment given to development-

oriented storles In the newspapers was considered to be fair, '

The newspapers disseminated theIr development messages
mostly through the news genre, This genre constituted 66,9% of ail

development-orlented Items content-analysed.
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There is a statistically significant relationship between ownership

patterns and coverage of development issues. Government-owned

newspaper covers development issues more than the privately-ov/ned

ones. The two privately-owned ne\wspapers content analysed had an

average of 26.4% for the coverage of development issues \while the

government-owned ne\wspaper had 26.7% (X^= 157.91, p<0.05).

The only area where variation in styles of these newspapers is

noticeable is in graphology. The problems of syntax and lexis in the

newspapers were not a 'house problem'. They did not represent the style

of a particular newspaper. Rather, they emanated from individuel

writers of development-oriented stories or write-ups.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

Perhaps, the most undevstudied aspect of development research has been
the development message itself, its nature and construction (Melkote, 1987) even
though, the treatment of development message is a great factor for the success or
otherwise of any development programme.

At the expiration of the era of adoption of innovations, (much of the 1960s

and into the 1970s) popularly known as the era of the dominant paradigm of
development - when development was largely viewed as économie (Rogers, 1976,
1978) - a new approach to development communication emerged. This new
approach is geared toward the popularisation of the development and design of
campaign messages, that are supposed to be culturally sensitive, language
spécifie (emphasis mine) and in tune with the social realities of the people of the
developing world (Nwuneli, 1993).

The language in which a development message would be disseminated is a

very important aspect of the message treatment. Nwuneli (1986; 203) posits that
the indigenous language of a community is the best suited for the purpose of
conveying any message, whatsoever, to the said community.

Every human community needs communication because communication

is, inextricably, intertwined with human existence. There is, practically, nothing
man can do without communication.

I
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Essentially. communication is the sharing of meaning through sigris

and symbols. A systerri of symbols is. what is cailed language, and

language is a basic tool of communication (Berger, 1987). Language,

therefore, is a system of symbols that may be oral or written used in a

fairly standardized way by members of the same community to cail forth

meaning.

Every human society has a language through which its members

communicate. Because this language is indigenous to them, they

communicate better with onê another when the médium is used.

in most deveioping countries, communication In indigienous

language. however, has been adversely affected due to the fact of their

colonisation. This fact of history has actually affected the sensibility of

the peopie of the third world. Ngugi Wa Thiong'o (1986: 116), a foremost

African writer and crusader of African languages for creative writings by

Africans. underscored the all-importance of language to a people's

defintion of reality:

Since the new language as a means of communication

was a product ofand was reflecting the Yea/' langu

age of life elsewhere, it could never as spoken or written

properly reflect ofimitate the reàl life of that community,

This may in part explain why technology aiways appears
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to us as sHghtIy external, their product and not ours.

Elugbe (1991:44) stressed this further:

Peop/e are just as attached to their languages as they

are to other aspects of their culture, such as religion,

a way of dressing, a politisai system, and so on; it is

not easy to make them give up their language.

As a resuit of this, language is seen as a major aspect of culture which

every society guards jéalously for, among other things, "transmission of

the culturel héritage" (for social continuity) (Lassw'ell, 1948).

Language is used not only in interpersonal communication, but

also in the transmission of mass mediated messages. Technblogy has

made possible the emergence of média of mass communication which

have improved communication systems within and among corhmunitles.

These média of mass communication basically fall Jnto two broad

catergories. The first category is the print which comprises, among

others, newspapers and magazines. The second category is the

electronic. made up of radio, télévision and film.

What Is, however, of importance is that these mediâ disseminate

messages through the use of language.

And, because of the colonial history of Nigeria, coupled with the

diversity of its ethnie composition. English js its officiai language and the
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major médium of communication. For this reason. native languages are

not highiy esteemed.

The situation is not différent in other African countries. Ngugi

(1986: 11, 1993) attesta to this fact while narrating an experience he had

in school after the 1952 déclaration of state of emergency in Kenya.

He wrote;

English became more than a language: it was the langu-

age, and ail the others had to bow before it in deference.

Thus one of the most humiliating experienœs was to be

caught speaking Gikuyu in the vicinity of the school. The

culprit was given corporal punishment - three to fîve strokes

ofthe cane on bare buttocks - or was made to carry a

métal plate arouno the neck with inscriptions such as IAM

STUPID or I AM A DONKEY. Sometimes, the culprits were

fined money they could hardiy afford.

The média of mass communication are aiso caught in this web as

they disseminate information mostly in the foreign language. By and

large, the print média seem more culpable as the eiectronic média do

better in the use of native languages. This is probably accounted for by
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virtue of it. being principally, an oral/aural médium and the point that its

production is not too cumbersome.

Being oral, the indigenous language does not cost the broadcaster,

who may not be able to write it, anything to broadoast in it. Also, being

aurai, it does not cost the listener. who may not be able to read the

language, anything to listen to it. (Salawu, 1993:2).

Becuase of the simplicity of radio and its accessibility (Moemeka.

1990:65; Soola, 1997:13), it naturally'becomes the rural médium. And,

since the rural populace and the urban poor are mostly uneducated in the

Western tradition, they do not understand English and other Western

languages. Thus, there is the necessity to broadcast in native languages

for the benefit of the rural dwellers and the urban poor.

■In Nigeria, for instance, the print média appear to be urban-

oriented. Because of the nature of the production, transmission of

messages and cost, they obviousiy are not the channels for the rural

dwellers and the urban poor. Consequently, they focus their attention on

the urban people, some of whom can read English. This, presumably, is

because of the diverse nature of Nigeria's ethnie composition.

Notwithstanding the factors mentioned above, there are

newspapers published in native languages, but are critically suffering

from low awareness and patronage. Ironically, Coker (1968) says troyin

Yoruba, established in 1945, was the widest read weekly in the 40s.

Gradually, however, the people who aré'supposed to be the readers

became more and more anglicised, and, therefore, jettisoned the reading
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of the indigenous language newspapers. The situation did net change

despite ail attempts to induce sale of the newspapers. For instance,

today, while English language newspapers, published in Nigeria, sell for

between N30 and N40, ail indigenous language newspapers carry the

cover price of N20, yet they are not considerably patronised,

The neglect these newspapers suffer is not only from the général

public. Most people who work in the establishments where the

newspapers are published do not give them any considération, either. For

instance, advertisement executives in these establishments are not

aiways enthusiastic about canvassing for advertisements for these média.

Their lack of enthusiasm may, however, have been a resuit of the

unwillingness of advertisers to put their adverts in these newspapers

(Salawu, 1993).

Given this situation, managements of the newspaper establishmets

do not consider as very important the indigenous language section,

especially when it comes to allocation of resources such as newsprint,

among others. Ail attention is focused on other titles of the

establishments published in English language (Salawu, 1993).

Ail this is a resuit of 'colonial mentality', as most educated

Nigérians cannot read and write their native languages or, may be, feign

lack of ability to do so, so as not to appear 'local'.

Though, not absoluteiy blameless of the syndrome. Chinua Achebe

{Morning Yet On Création Day), quoted in Ngugi (1986), asks.
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rhetorically, "Is it right that a man should abandon his rriother longue for

someone else's? It looks like a dreadful betrayal and produces a guilty

feeling." The problem, however, seems to be peculiar to the urban

educated elite, as the rural dwellers and the urban poor still have a lot of

appréciation and regard for their native languages.

Ngugi (1993:35) v/rote:

What prevented our languages from being completely

swallowed up by English and other oppresser languages

was that the rural and urban masses, who had refused to

surrender œmpletely in the political and eœnomic

spheres, aiso œntinued to breathe life into our languages

and thus helped te keep alive the historiés and cultures

they carried. The masses ofAfrica would often dérivé the

strength needed in their économie and political struggles

from those very languages, Thus, the people ofthe Third

Worid had refused to surrender their soûls to English,

French, or Portuguese.

In essence, because of the non-challant attitude of the urban

educated elite to our native languages, newspapers written in our native

languages have not been enjoying the kind of patronage, récognition and
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respect enjoyed by those written in English Language, the country's

second but officiai language.

Ngugi, In an interview published in African Theater Review

(Eyoh, 1986:112) explained thus:

Whereas you see, today people identify themselves

with that which is removed from themselves. That

which istear them, they dont want ta identify with.

in our Society, language bas become a status symbol in the sense

that ability to speak, read and write English Language has become a

ticket to the upper strata of the society, Somebody who displays this

ability is looked at with respect and admiration, while anybody who cannot.

display it is naturally seen as crude, raw, uneducated and uncouth.

Ngugi (1993:12), oontinuing on his school experience about the

language question earlier referred to. recollects:

The attitude to English was the exact opposite:

any achievement in spoken or written English
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was highiy rewarded; prizes, prestige,

appiause; the ticket to higher realms. Engiish

became the measure of intelligence and ability

in the arts, the sciences, and ail the other

branches of learning, Engiish became the

main déterminant of a child's progress up the

ladder of formai éducation.

i".

The tendency, thereforejis for our people to be afraid and ashamed

of things native. Our written native v/ords, significantly, suffer this. This

has retarded the growth of literature in our native languages. Needless to

say, newspapers v/ritten in the languages are not, significantly.

patronised.

In démonstration oî his avowed conviction that African languages

are effective in transmitting messages. Ngugi. for about two décades now,

has been doing his creative and literary works in Gikuyu. his mother

tongue. though they subsequently get translated into Engiish. His works

which had been originally done in Gikuyu include such plays as

Ngaahika Ndeeda (written with Ngugi Wa Miiri and translated into

Engiish as / will Marry When I want) and Maitu NJugira (Mother Sing

for Me). Children's books: Njamba Nene na Mbaa thiki Mathaga,

Bathitoora ya Njamba Nene and Njamba Nene na cibu King*ang'i.
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Novels: Caitaani Mutharabaini (Devil on îhe cross) and Matigari Ma

Njiruungi (Hgug\, 1993).
He stated his position thus:

A language is capable to do whatever a people

want it to do You know, when the English

language was dominated by Latin, there were

some people who used to argue that the
I

English language could not cope with certain

utterances and so on. When the Russian

language was dominated by French and

German, it was said that Russian language

could not express certain scientific thoughts.

The Finish' language is dominated by

Swedish in the seventeenth Century, until

some Finish writers dedded to start writing in

Finnish and discovered the richness of their

language. Now, our language can develop in

any way.Every language has the potentiality of

developing and coping with whatever its users

want it to taik about.

(Eyoh, 1986).

10
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The foregoing, thus, answers the question of whether our languages are

capable of carrying development messages of scientific and technological

nature.

Elugbe (1991:44) moved the thesis further:

As we try to œnquer our environment using

tools and technologies, so do we adapt our

languages to the newiy acquired Knowledge,

The English language did not aiways have

words like 'electricty', ^computeh, Téléphoné',

Télévision', and ^aéroplane'. These words

came into the language over time and as. a

response to spécifie situations. Any language

can expand in a similar way to accommodate

any new idea or object.

It has also been proved that information and knowledge are better

acquired and retained in a language that is native to one. This v/as amply

demonslrated with the Mfe Six-Year Primary Project'. (Afolayan 1976;

Babalola. 1985; Fafunwa, 1974, 1977, 1982). The project was an

experiment carried out by the Institute of Education of the then University

of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University, lle-ife). The experiment was

done using pupils of a primai^ school in ile-lfe. A set of these pupils was

taught ail their subjects, except English language. in Yoruba, while

another set received its own instructions in English. When examinations
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were conducted, pupils whose médium of instruction was Yoruba

performed far better than thbse instructed in English.

With the stipulation of the National Policy on Education (1977, and

revised in 1981) that every child should start his éducation in his mother-

tongue or the language of his immédiate environment, it is reasonably

deduced that every typical Nigérian should, at least, have a modicum of

literacy in an indigenous language of the country.

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The observation ^f Meikote (1987) that the domain of message

analysis (i.e. message design, construction, treatment, stratégies etc.)

was a seldom researched area in Development Support Communication

is still valid today. Similarly, development agencies and practitioners in

the média are yet to consider the fact that many of our people towards

whom development efforts are geared (Rogers, 1978:52) could be better

communicated with in the language of their own (Nwuneli, 1986).

Although, mass média (print média inclusive), unless integrated

with other communication approaches, have been said to be incapable of

bringing about social change by themselves (Klapper. 1960;

Moemeka,1991), the fact remains that they are a véritable channel for

development communication.

Print média, essentially, because pf their permanence and benefit

of Visual, are very important in the process pf development

communication, although they only appeal to the literate. Their

12
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usefulness, presumably, can be further enhanced if the messages they
carry are printed in the indigenous language(s) of the society or

community which they serve. But, unfortunately, compared to their English

Language counterparts in Nigeria, not much is known about these

indigenous ianguage newspapers, particularly in reiation to their

development communication content and styles, Therefore, this study
attempted to investigate the Yoruba newspapers, particularly,
in relation to their development communication content,

The foliowing researoh objectives and questions shed more light
on the stated research problems.

1.2 Research Objectives

1. To détermine development content of Yoruba

nev/spapers - the kinds. the frequency of coverage.

prominence arid depth of treatment.

2. To ascertain the journalistic genres and the proportions in

vvhich these genres are used for the dissémination of

development messages. ; ■

3. To détermine whether or not there are variations in the

cove-rage of. development issues in terms of extent,

catégories, prominence depth of treatment due to ownership

patterns.

lâ
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4. To détermine whether or not there are variations in the

styles of the Yoruba newspapers for the dissémination of

develop-ment messages.

1.3 Research Questions

1. To what extent do Yoruba : newspapers carry

developmetn messages?

2. In what proportions are journalistic genres used for the

dissémination of development messages?

3. Does the coverage of development issues by Yoruba news

papers vary in extent, catégories, prominence and depth of

treatment according to ownership?

4. Do Yoruba newspapers vary in styles in the dissémination of

development messages?

1.4 Purpose of the Study

This study aims at examining how the language of people in

developing countries can be used to diffuse innovations to them. It

examines the approphateness and effectiveness of indigenous languages

for Social Marketing and Information Campaigns (Nwuneli, 1993).

It aiso sets out to examine the appropriateness of these média for

development communication and whether they are being used at ail for

this purpose.

14
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1,5 Significance of the Stùdy

Ngugi Wa Thiong'o's décision to do his wrjtings in his native

language, Gikuyu, might look uitra ayant garde, yet, it remains a

statement that Africans aisu desire that their languages should not be

seen as a crude "system of symbois" fit only for extinction. This study,

therefore, is a contribution to this campaign that African ianguages can be

effective vehicles for message dissémination and innovation diffusion. ;

in a v/ay, it aiso calUsociety's and government's attention to the

importance of this phënomenon of indigenous ian^uage inewspapers,

thereby endeavouring to seek récognition for them. It seeks to also

sensitise government and developmênt agencies tc^ the importance of

■  indigenous language newspapers to the developrrjient communication
1  '

process. ;
,  I

Communication echolars, in général, |and ' development
î

communication ̂ cholars, in particular, will also benefit from this study as it

-  wiil call their attention to this channei of communication that has béen,
i

'  seemingly, suffering neglect. 1 ;

■  ■ ■■ ■ . i . i ■ ■
!

1.6 Scope
i  ;.

Because the only Nigérian language understoûd by this researcher

.  is Yoruba, the study concentrated only on newspapers, publishèd in

Yoruba language. j
j  It also determin^the coverage of development issues by these

newspapers, as well as the scope of this coverage in ferms of the

15
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prominence and treatmerit given the development slories published. It

vwtt ëxamin^hether the stpries are in différent genres of journalistic

writings viz^ news iteins, featufes and éditorials (corpdrate or pêrsonal.

and verbal or pictoriial). Thô study aiso found but the kinds of

development issues coverfed. , , .

The content àrialytical study, importantly, covered a period bf

elevén yeafs and use threé newspapers nàmely, Iroyin Yoruba,

Gboungboùn,and/so/can as sample. , ' ,

1.7 Limitation

The study is, however, fraught with a'limitation in the sense that

some of the issue^ neede<j in the sample were not available, This was
due to a nurhber of factors. •

One is thatithe newspapers are not regulariy published. vyheri
there is scarcity of resources, the pubicatioh of the ihdgenous titlès is

susp6nGled,:.whereas> the English titlés do not suffer this fate,

Twp, stpràge of dpcurnerits - newspapers inclusivê-in this part of

thé world is not pfoperly harjdied. As such, mPst vital documents are
misplaced or lost and, thué, are not available when needed'

■ Three, >with the polifical repression in the country, some rrièdia

houses hàd, on à numbér of occasions, sufférèd the faté of being closed

down by the natibn's military goyenmentS; Ànd, indigenous language

newspapers had not been immune tP this. . '

1  ■ "
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1.8 Ôperational Définitions ofTerms

Content. Ail journalistic v./rite-ups which include news, features, opinions, essays

news photographs, cartoons and literary write-ups, ■ '

Editorial: Ail opinion write-ups,- either represenling the views of a newspaper

organisàtion or views of an individual writer. . j ■

Yotnba ne^^>spapers■. Newspapers.published in Yoruba langu|age for any person literate
in it; ' ■" I • „
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 COMMUNICATION

Communication, as a concept, has varying aspects that are of

interest to varying scholars across disciplines. Communication has been

looked at in terms of .its définition, element, functions, activities, contexts,

effects, types and significance.

Communication, simply put, has been defined as the sharing of

meanings. Defleur and Dennis (1981 :14) note that:

the basic of communication begins when

one person décidés that he or she wants to

use a given language symbol (a word or some

object for which there is a standard

interprétation) to arouse a spécifie set of

meanings in another person,

And, by meanings, they refer to "inner subjective responses to

images, interprétations and feelings such as those aroused by each v/ord

we know". Defieur and Dennis (1981:14)

Stressing the essence of sharing of meanings in communication,

they v/rite:
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The act of œmmunication is œmpleted when the internai

responses of the receiver (the persan ta whom the

message has been sent) are more or less parallel to those

intended by the œmmunicator. Thus, the act of commu

nication results in a correspondence of inner meanings

between Communicator and receiver. (DefJeur <& Dennis

1981:14).

This, significantly, applies to ail types of communication, even

intrapersonal-the person being both the source and the receiver. Rogers

(1962 :5) aiso reinforces the issue of mutuel understanding in the process

of communication,

Taking communication out of this abstract, Seymour-Smith (1986)

attempts to link the process with the society, thus:

Communication, oi the sending and receiving of

messages, is essential to al! social iife and cultural

Systems, so much sa that it is often taken in anthro-

pological theory to be the paradigm of ail culture and of

ail social organisation.

!n the Rhetohc, Aristc-lie identifies three ingrédients of communic-aliorv

the speaker, the speech and the audience (Roberts, 1948:14). This har;

infiuencsd other commui'. cat'on models .'ugh snmewhat more comple:<

as developed by Schra-'im yv'a.-'.'ey ar:'- ^'•acîsan (1957). Mac
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(1977) identifies three approaches to the study of communication:

dimensional - Riley and Riley (1959) and Berlo (1960); process - Westley

and Maciean (1957). Greenberg (1964); and fonctions - Hall (1959).

Aristotle defines the study of rhetoric (communication) as the

search for "ail the available means of persuasion" (Roberts 1946:6). But,

by the psychology theory which makes a clear distinction between the

soul and the mind, attributing separate faculties to each. one purpose of

communication is informative - an appeal to the mind, A second is

persuasive - an appeal to the soul, the émotions. A third is entertainment.

(Campbell, 1951:23-24).

Berlo (1960:12) says we communicate to influence - to affect with

intent. According to him, "Purpose and audience are not separable. Ail

communication behavlour has as its purpose the eliciting of a spécifie

response from a person (or group of persons)" (Berlo, 1960:16).

He, later, identifies two types of communication purpose. One is

consummatory and the other, instrumental. It is consurnmatory v/hen the

purpose is accomplished entirely at the moment of its consomption and it

is instrumental when the consomption produces further behaviour.

Schramm (1949:269) makes the distinction in another \way: immédiate

reward, delayed reward.

Lasswell (1948) names three général fonctions of all

communication viz: surveillance of the environment, corrélation of parts

and transmission of the cultural héritage. Meanwhile, Dance and Larson
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(1976), on their own part, describe the functions of communication as
linking, mentation and regulatory.

But, what makes communication possible? Liebenau (1990:13)

says that communication takes place by the use of signs which have a

number of properties! These properties can be considered at four levels

and, these represent "a range from the most social to the most technical
aspects of communication"; According to him, the levels can be seen in

two parts. Pragmatics and^semantics roughly correspond to the context

and purpose of communication, while syntactics and empirics roughly
correspond to the form and means.

2.2 DEVELOPMENT

The concept 'development' has undergone a kaleidoscopic

treatment over the décades. In the past. development had been largely

viewed as économie, with the development of a nation being marked with

such indices as gross national product (GNP), gross domestic product

(GDP) and income per capita. The assumption v/as that the benefits of
économie advancement, even if initially concentrated in the metropolitan

centres, would eventually trickle down to the periphery.

This assumption has been describéd as being both simplistic and

qn>workable (Habte. 1983; Mabogunje. 1980; Hamelink,1983). The

underlying point here is that national ecppdmic grovrth does not translate
to tpe v/ell-being of the éitizens. Mabogunje (1980) cpntends that this
assumption results in situations where foreign weaith, produced within the

x\
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shores of an indigent country, was faisely credited to its citizenry when, in

fact, such populace continues to wallow in poverty, while international

statistics parades them as growing, even developing,
Meanwhile, the whole world has realised the hollowness of this and

has, therefore, evolved .alternative development paradigms. The

indicators ofthese alternative paradigms are:

Human Development Index (HDI) popularized by the

UNDP; its Sustainable Human Development (SHD);

people -œntred development through people's empower-

ment, popular participation and 'putting the people first';

bottom-up development from the grassroots;

environmental'accounting: and the restructuring ofthe

world économie and financial system along with the UN

System and the Bretton Woods Institutions (Onimode, 1995),

Since économie growth through industrialisation had been faulted as

the legitimate development goal, the new paradigm that emerged in the

late 1960s and 1970s had shifted emphasis of development goals

towards:

1. Equality of the distribution of socio-economic benefits, information,

resources, v/ealth, e.t.c;

2  Popular participation in self-development planning and

exécution,usually accompanied by the decentralization of certain

of these activities to the village lévèl;
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3  Self -reliance and indépendance in deveiopment, with an emphasis
upon the potentîal of local resources; and

4. Intégration of traditionai with modem Systems, so that
modernisation is a syncrtetisation of old and new ideas, with the

exact mixture somewhat différant in each locale (Rogers, 1976).
Suld and Tyson (1978), in spécifie terms, catégorisé

deveiopment goals for the purpose of planning;
1. Physical and mental health, which also involves

proper nutrition, shelter and housing, work safety. récréation
and leisure and community participation,

2. Security, dignity and freedom which entail equal protection
under law. equal respect and dignity, freedom of expression,
communication and peaceful assembly. security against

crime etc.

3. Education and training; and

4. Culture and leisure.

The iuference drawn from the above is that the goal of

deveiopment is humanitarian and people-centered, and the world
community is already aware of its essence. For instance, the World
Summit on Children in 1990, United Nations Conférence on
Environmental Development (UNCED) in 1992, World Conférence on

Human Rights 1993, the Year of the World's Indigenous People 1993,
Sustainable Development of Small Islande 1994, International Year of the
Family 1994, International Conférence on Population and Development
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(ICPD) 1994, World Social Development Summit 1995 and UN Womer's

Conférence 1995, have allr underscored the need to put people of ail

catégories in the centre of development.

Awe (1995) quotes Principle 2 of the ICPD document as stating

that:

human beings are at the œntre of œncerns for

sustainable development... People are the most

important and valuable resources of any nation.

In fact, the kind of development this study is preocccupied with is

one that improves the quality of lives of people and move the soclety to

désirable ideals. The indicators of this for the people are appropriate

heaith programs. increased food production, housing, higher income.

environmental heaith, rriass and adult literacy, urban and rural

development, population control, youth and child development, justice,

democracy, unity and enhancement of culture.

In consonance with this, Walter Rodney, quotedin Opubor(1985) says:

Development in human society is a many-sided process.

At the level of the individuel, it implies increased skill and

capacity, greater freedom, creativity,self-discipline, respon-

sibility and matériel well-being. The achievment of any of

those aspects ofpersonal development is very much tied in

with the state of the society as a whole.
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Dudley Sears, also quoted in Opubor (1985) asserts that

development invoives the création of human potential. According to him,

the questions to ask about a country's development are: What bas been

happening to poverty? What has been happening to unemployment?

What has been happening to inequality?

Torado et al (1974:207) seemed to be answering these questions

when they recognised the indicators of development as "the appropriate

production and more équitable distribution of... food, income and quality

social services, including éducation and heaith",

Karl Manhein (IS1S,1983) identifies two baslc modes of thinking.

based on one's class interest that shapes one's perception of reality.

These are the ideological and the utopian.

Going by these tv/c modes, the dominant paradigm of development

can be said to be based on the ideological mode which asserts the world

viev/s of ruiing groups. supports the status quo, and sees change taking

place largely within currently established structures. So, the dominant

paradigm sees development as an adminsitrative problem. the solution to

which lies in the transfer of vast amounts of capital and technological

resources from the rlch to'the poor nations.

The people-centred model of development is of the utopian mode

and this reflects the opinions of certain oppressed groups, believes in the

transformation of the existing structures by overthrowing the status quo

and sees change through destruction of structures responsible for

exploitation and oprression of the masses. Miller (1974:83), Pajestka
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(1970) and Hancook (1981:14) have ail made postulations about

development in this direction.

Sheldon Gellar, referred to in ISIS (1983), cites a. third model of

development, based on moralist-idealist thought. The moralist-idealists

are those who believe in the "good society", defined in terms of justice,

freedom and libération, rather than GNP , industrialisation or public

ov/nership of the means of production.

The people-centered development can thus be said to be a hybrid

of the utopian mode and Gellar's moralist-idealist model.

2,3 Development Communication

Moemeka (1991) defines development communication as the

application of the process of communication to the development process.

In other v/ords, development communication is the use of the principles

and practice of exchange of ideas to fulfill development objectives.

In short, the purpose of development communication is to advance

development (Quebral, 1973). It is further said that development requires

that a mass of people with a lov/ rate of literacy and income and the socio-

economic attributes that go with it, first of ail be informed about and

motivated to accept and use a sizeable body of hitherto unfamiliar ideas

and skills in very much less time than that process would normally take.

Thus. the job of development,. communication is to inform and

motivate at the national, sectoral and project levels. Stated in these

terms, Quebral (1973) notes, "the job of development communication is
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the process of development itself. Furthermore. Goldhaber (1983) states

that the ultimate aim of communication for development is the facilitatlon

of the exchange of infoimation for increased productivity and

development.

The early paradigm of development communication had conceived
u

of communication as having an all-pov/erful affect, akin to the discredited

bullet (hypodermic needie) theory. (Rogers, 1978). Early studies had

discussed what communication could do or the effect which

communication could have on literacy, aspiration, empathy, attitudes etc.

but without regard to the cultural and social-economic realities of the

récipient audiences (F\/ioemeka, 1991).

These studies (Almon and Verba, 1963; Pye, 1963 and Deutsch,

1964) did not consider the social and historical contexts of these

variables and hov/ they are logically linked with one another. They also

did not consider as an important influence on communication, the social

structures of villages and larger communities and the type of interest

groups v^ithin the larger communities as well as the économie, polltical,

educational and social institutions in villages or in nations.

According to Moemeka, this old paradigm was unilinear as v/ell as

being "transportationar. It^v/as transportational in the sense that it
a

assumed that communicating to the elites in the communities was just

enough, believing that the information wpuld just "trickie down" to the

masses from them.
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A later réalisation that development of each society is deterrnined

by that society's own needs which in turn are a question of the peculiar

circumstances of climatic. historical, culturel and social conditions began

to emerge. (Okigbo, 1991),

The 1975 conférence held in Honolulu, Hawaii, for the purpose of

reviewing the use of communication in économie and social development

marked a turning point in the study of development communication. A
'i-

direct resuit of these proceedings was the emergence of a new paradigm

of development and development communication.

Significantly. the new model of development communication

"stresses access to the média of communication; participation in

communication activities and relevance of content to the socio-cultural

context".

In concise terms, the purpose of development communication is to

understand the needs and social realities of the people and mobilize them

towards the development goals. In other words, development

communication is one with a "social conscience", having the people as its

focus.

An International Conférence on Communication Policies for

Rapidly Developing Societies, held at Mashhad, Iran, in 1975, identified

spécifie activities that development communication must strive to

accomplish if it must contribute effectively to development;
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1. Détermination of the needs of the people and the provision of

sufficient citizen access to the communication system to serve as

effective feedback to the government;

2. Provision of horizontal and vertical (interactive) communication

linkage at ail levels of society and communication channels

through which people have the capability to communicate v/ith one

another in order to accomplish coordination necessary for human

and matehal development,

3. Provision of local community support for cuitural préservation;

provision of local média to serve as effective channels.

4. Provision of relevant information;

5. Support for spécifie development projects and social services; and

raising people's awareness of development projects and

opportunities, and helping to foster attitudes and motivations that

contribute to development (Moemeka, 1991),

Moemeka further says that development communication "involves

the génération of psychic mobility or empathy, raising of aspirations,

teaching of new skills and encouragement of local participation in

development activities."

The point to note here is that no amount of investment or provision

of technology and inputs will bring any lasting improvement in the living

standards of people unless they, themselves, change their attitude and

behavioural patterns. In essence, it is people who will bring about

development. and there can be no change for the better "without their
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informée! participation, without mobilizing their capacities and energies.

and without increasing their Knowledge and skills" (FAO, 1979).

This is where communication cornes in because it caters to these

human dimensions.

According to the report of the World Conférence on Agrarian

Reform and Rural Development (WCARRD), held in Rome in 1979,

development stratégies can realise their full potential only through the

motivation, active involvement and organisation of people in

conceptualising and designing policies and programmes.
The report also postulâtes that development stratégies must aim at

engendering;

Understanding and awareness of the problems and

opportunities of rural people at ail levels and (at)

Improving the interaction between development per

sonnel and the masses through an efficient communi

cation System. (FAO, 1979).

To be effective, the report advocates:

Development communication must be based on pro-

per audience research, good planning and management,

the use of a variety of média channels, and on-going

testing and évaluation. (FAO, 1979).

This is the essence of what Nwuneli (1993) calls social marketing

stratégies and information campaigns.
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Social marketing is a>mechanism of social control to achieve

objectives of social change v^here these objectives are said to be in the

best interests of the individuels or Systems being changed. Information

campaign is a form of social intervention prompted by a détermination that

some situation represents a social problem meriting social action.

Information campaigns and social marketing are made possible

through the integrated média approach. The integrated média approach

involves the use of a variety of média channels.

This study will catégorisé the "variety of média channels" into tvi/o:

the formai and the informai. The formai takes care of ail mass média

channels which include print média (newspapers, magazines and other

adjuncts such as posters and handbills) and broadcast média (radio and

télévision).

The informai would include ail Interpersonal approaches and

traditional folk média channels. in short, the informai channel is tho

oramedia. The traditional média channels include such popular arts as

music, dance, drama e.t.c.

Significantly, both the formai and informai channels could also

come together to form v^/hat is referred to as the integrated approach.

From this. v^e may attempt an examination of the relationship

between the média and society, or put differently, the rôle of the média in

Society.

M
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2.4 The Media and Society , ,

There is inter-relationship between the média and the society, for

the society brings about the média and the nature of the society

détermines the kinds of média that exists. Likewise, as the society

impacts on the média- their nature and content - so do the média reflect

the society and impact on the society. The média impact on the society as

a whole, as well as the institutions and the various individuels that make it

up.

The extent of thé influence of the média upon society has been a

subject of debate among critics, scholars and média professionals. Whîle

many would argue that the influence is minimal, others like McLuhan

>would assert that the média have an all-encompasing impact on the

society. McLuhan and Fiore (1967:26) sum up the view thus:

AH média work us over completely. They are so pervas-

s/Ve in their personal, political, économie, aesthetic,

psychological, moral, ethical, and social conséquences

that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, un-

altered. The médium is the message. Any understanding

of social and culturel change is impossible without a know-

ledge of the way média work as environments.

As there are debates on the extent of mass média influence on the

society, so are there debates on whether this influence is négative or

positive. Wood (1983) identifies eight major charges levelled against the

mass média. These include: passivity. low cultural tastes, violence and
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delinquency, moral détérioration, illiteracy, and disintegration of the

family. And, according to him, the positive efîects argument is hinged on

the following: expensive entertainment, free speech, cleaner government,

higher cultural tastes, important and usefui information, participatory

democracy as well as higher standard of living.

He, later, grouped the (actual) behavioural effects of mass média

into six catégories. The first is that the média occupy our attention, which

may resuit in narcotizing dysfunction. Lazarsfeld and Merton (1948)

described narcotizing dysfunction as the bombardment of the média

rôceiver with such an overwhelming mass of social and poiitical

information that he or she is numbed into inaction.

They further explained:

In short, he (the reader/IistenerA/iewer) takes his seœn-

dary confacf with the worid of poiitical reality, his read-

ing and listening and thinking, as a vicarious performance.

He cornes fo mistake knowing about problems of the day

for doing something about them, Mis social conscience

remains spotless clean. He is concerned. He is informed.

And he has ail sorts ofideas as to what should be done.

But, after he h'as gotten through his dinner and after he has

Hstened to his favoured radio programs and after he has

read his second newspaper of the day, it is really time

forbed. (Lazai-sfêd and Merton, 1948).

2>3
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The second category of média behavioural effects identified by

Wood (1983) Is that "the média create a well Informed citizenry, although

the important information may be hard to distlnguish from the trivial and

the misleading".

The third is that "the média détermine what is important for us

through status conferral. agenda setting and the establishment of

materiallstic goals". Four, that "the média contribute to social conformity

by reinforcing the status quo and promoting social regularity,

socialization, and culturel homogenization". (Wood, 1983).

Murphy (1977) provides an illustration of the promotion of social

regularity function of the média:

The média, too, provide reinforœment for socially accep-

ted conduct. They tell us about boys and girfs and impe-

cunious old ladies, who, upon finding large sums ofmoney,

turn them over to the police for return to their hghtfui

owners. By their accounts ofarrests for selling drugs, they

remind us of the fate of transgressors. They help us to

stay sober by recounfing the punishment of those arrested

for drunk driving or public intoxication.,, ail in ail, theypro-
mote social regularity by reminding us, day in day out, ofthe

rewards of regularity and the penalties for its lack.
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Five, the mediia facilitate the modification of values, although they

do so less by direct manipulation than by defining the culturel norme, And

six, sometimes the média stlmulate anti-social behaviour, occassionally of

a sexuel nature but is often of a violent nature.

Suerez (1978:3) reinforces this influence of mass média on society,

stressing in particular, the functional nature of the média institution:

/ do not regard Journalism and communciation média

as autonomous, as existing indépendant from overall

national and social awareness, but as a part of it This

social entity and its structure act on mass média, '

influence them directiy, détermina their character

and content.,. Journalism and communication média

cannot be entirely independent if only because without

a certain conception of shaping social awareness they

would lose the main objectives of their activities.

Building on previous works such as Lassweit (1948), Wright

(1960), Mendelsohn (1966). Williams (1972) and Macbride et al (1980),

McQuail (1978:71) identifies five functions of the mass média. These are:

i. Information: providing information about events and conditions in

society and the world. indicating relations of power; facilitating

innovation, adaptation and progress.

ii. Corrélation: explaining.interpreting .and commenting on the

meaning of events and information, providing support for
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establishment authohty and norms; socialising; cp-ordinating

seperate activities; consensus building; setting orders of prlority

and signaling relative status.

iii. Continuity: expressing the dominant culture and reocognsizing

cultures and nev/ culturai development; forging and maintaining

commonality of values.

iv. Entertainment: providing amusement, diversion, the means of

relaxation; reducing social tension.

V. Mobilization: campaignlng for social objectives in the sphere of

politlcs, war,économie development, work and sometimes religion.

Okigbo (1991:3) postulâtes that print média (emphasis mine)

should contribute to national development by fulfilling the important

fonctions of disseminating truthfui and useful information, correlatlng the

parts of Society and sensitising (or conscientising) the people to the need

for planned development and social change.

Other important functions of the print média in the development

process, according to him, are persuasion, motivation, providing learning

materials and appropfiate development information for educated m'embers

of the Society.

Defleur and Dennis (1981:1483) point out that diffusion of

Information is the first crucial step, in social change, contending that

traditlonal societies which have only llmited, mass communication tend to

change slov/ly.
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In concrète terms, Sphramm (1964:114) asserts that mass média

can be important agents of deliberate social change.

Important as the rôle of mass média may be in social change, it

may be .too simplistic if other factors are not taken into considération.
Klapper (1960) points out that mass média cannot, by themselves. bring
about the desired change in people's attitudes. According to him, the

média perform this function through and among a nexus of mediating

factors.

The mediating factors. he says, are such that they typically see

mass média as contributory agent but not the sole cause of a process of

reinforcing the existing condition. His mediating factors include sélective

processes (sélective perception, sélective attention and sélective

rétention), group processes,'group norms and opinion leadership.

2.5 Origin and Development of Print Media

The modem news^aper is society's primary instrument for mass

communication.lt has, with greater regularity. over more years and m

more places, kept the logbook of human affairs than any other médium of

communication.

Prior to the advent of printing technology, human societies had

evolved a number of methods to record information through v/riting.

Defleur and Dennis (1981:32) note that before the advent of v/riting and

média, social, political and économie devêlopment had been agonizingly

slov7 and human existence remained relatively simple for centuries.
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The transition to writlng changed ail thls but It took some time.

Stone was the first médium used extensively to record human

expériences. Records have it that between 35,000 and 30,000 B.C.. Cro-

Magnon people in South Uruope painted elaborate murais on caves.

Later development in pre-literate societies led to the use of pottery,

basket, sticks, cloth, walls, animal skins, bark, and even leaves as média

to store and exchange information. By 4.000, B.C., hieroglyphic writing

had been developed in Egypt and this was later followed, between 3,000

and 1,7000 B.C., wîth the development, by the Summering, of cuneiform

writing on clay tablets, being the first phonetic writing.

With time, writing surface aiso developed. It moved from the use of

papyrus by the Egyptiens, to parchment, to vellum and finaliy to paper, as

invented by the Chinese duhng the second century. Its widespread use

around the globe, however, came much later.

Meanwhile, before the invention of the movable type around the

middle of the 15th century. the only books available to Européens were

handwritten mansuscripts which were costly and often inaccurate copies.

Essentially. printing made possible the popularisation of learning, a resuit

of the Renaissance movement.

The invention of printing has been credited to John Gutenberg, a

German who lived between f1400 and 1468. His 42-line 'Bible', generaily

known as the 'Gutenberg Bible', was, to some extent, the first printed

book. This was printed by Gutenberg at Mainz and was finished not later

than 1455-possibly a year or two earlier. The technical excellence of the
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book makes it unlikely that Ihis was the first that Gutenberg attempted,

and it was later established that It was preceded by a number of earlier

and tess perfect efforts, including several éditions of Aclius Donatus's Ars
, i
! f

Grammatica.

These earlier works, in types which can almost certainly be

attributed to Gutenberg, show the progressive development of the varlous

techniques that culminated in the perfection of 42-line Bible.

There are also in existence fragments of early printing in types

différent from any used by Gutenberg. They may indicate an indépendant

and possibly even earlier development of the art in the Netherlands.

Defieur and Dennis (1981) posit that the history of newspapers is

as long as the history of books. According to them, the newspaper had

some fore-runners. The Romans, about the time of Christ, posted daily

news sheets in public placés. In the mid-1500s. leaders of Venice made

news of the war in Dalmatia regularly available to the public at the

payment of a gazette, a small coin. In London, 1621, Coranto was also

sold to the public.

However, the characterization of modem newspapers is

remarkably différent from those of the above-mentioned publications.

Emery (1972) defines a true newspaper as a paper that:

a  is published at least weekly;

b  is produced by a mechanical printing process;

c  is available to people of ail walks of life' (for a price);
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d  prints news of général interest rather than items on specialized

topics

such as religion or business;

e  is readable by people of ordinary lileracy;

f  is timely, and

g  is stable over time.

In line with this définition. Oxford Gazzette, iater called London

Gazzette, couid be said to be the first true newspaper. First published in

1665, under the authority of the Crown, the Gazzette appeared twice

weekiy and it lasted till the twentieth century.

The pioneer daiiy newspaper in Engiish, the Daily Courant, began

publication in London on March 11, 1702. It was a newspaper of high

quality and considérable integrity (Defleur and Dennis, 1981).

2.6 Early Press in Afrïca

The African Press. had its origin in the continenVs contact with

Europe, (Okigbo, 1991). it was also helped mostly by the nationalistic

fervour pervading the continent during the period of coionialism. Writing

about the African Press, Ekwelie (1985:5) noted that :

Its birth and growth in différent colonies depended on

such factors as the fervour of the hationalist spirit,

commitment to the nationalist cause and the state of
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the eœnomy.

True to its name as the cradle of civilization, Egypt had the fortune

of publishing the first nevtfspapers in Africa. Thls dates back to the end of

the 18th century, According to Okigbo (1991:2), these publications were

in French and blossomed during the Napoleohic occupation of 1797. The

growth of newspapers in Egyptian local languages(s) was, however, slov>/

and unsystematic (Ainslie, 1962; Hatchten, 1971).

The newspaper in Africa that followed after this was the Cape

Town Gazzette and African Advertiser, published for the first time in

1800 in South Africa. Next was the Royal Gazzette and Sierra Leone

Advertiser, first published in 1801 at Fort Thornton, near Freetown,

Sierra-Leone. it was the first newspaper In tropical Africa and was later

followed in 1822 by The Royal Gold Coast Gazzette and Commercial

Intelligence, published in the then Gold Coast, now Ghana. Barton

(1979) records that The Royal Gold Coast Gazzette and Commercial

Intelligence handwritten, newspaper was " the first newspaper

enterprises on the entire continent produced in partnership with an

African". Okigbo (1991);adds that " it maintained reasonable presence as

the first newspaper and a seml-official mouth-piece in the Gold Coast until

1825."

Closely following this was the South African Commercial

Advertiser in 1824. A rhore serious âttempt was made in Liberia by an

African- Amèrican, Charles Force, who in 1826, started publishing
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Libella Herald, a four-page monthly that survived for 30 years under

différant editors.

In 1830, another newspaper emerged in South Africa, this time in

Dutch and it had the name, De Zaid-Afrikaan. It was a pro slavery

newspaper. Charles Bannerman became the first African éditer in the

Gold Coast when,in 1858, he edited the Accra Herald which later

became West African Herald.

Nigeria's Iwe Irohin which emerged in 1859 became the first

indigenous language.and the first bi-lingual newspaper which was sold for

120, cowries shells (less than the 1B00s t/,S. one penny) (Akinfeleye,

1985:35). The indigenous press in South Africa has a remarkable history

and greatly had the involvement of the missionary. (Okigbo, 1991:2).

Among the earliest were Imvo Zabantsundu (Native Opinion) in 1884

and Um Afrika In 1888.

Omu(1978) reveals other pioneer newspapers in West Africa to be

The African Luminary of Liberia, The Christian Messenger and The

Examiner of Ghana.

In East Africa, the first pubtished newspaper was The East

African and Ugandan Mail, published in 1899 in Mombasa. AIso, in the

same place, three years later. predsely in 1902. the East African

Standard was published

Okigbo (1991) notes that "the early'newspapers had a very clear

religious imprint, since in many cases, they were founded or supported by

missionaries". He, further, points out that the early African newspapers
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played important rôles in mobilising people for planned development and

social change.

In retrospect, Okigbo(1991:3) sums up:

.„the press aiso played catalytic rôles in sensitizing the

people, criticizing the colonialists and setting the agenda

for social development, through économie and poHtical

stimulL Such stimuli wère accom -panied by normative

change in the patterns ofpeople's beliefs and values.

The dominant nature, character and functions of the

African print média have aiways reflected the values

and norms of African societies.

2.7 The Growth of the Pres^ in Nigeria

/we trohin was the first newspaper published in Nigeria. It came

about in Abeokuta in 1859 as the sole effort of a missionary, the

Reverend Henry Townsend. The full title of the newspaper was Iwe Irohin

Fun Awon Ara Egba ati Yoruba ( The Newspaper for the Egbas and

Yorubas). Townsend was an Anglican missionary, sent by the Church

Missionary Society of England to Nigeria after the slave trade so that he

could help build a strong religious foundation among the Sierra Leone

immigrants who had settled in Badagry and Abeokuta. He was aIso to
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establish the Anglican missions in the Yoruba country and convert the'
natives lo Christianity through éducation,

initiaiiy, Townsend stayed in Badagry carrying eut his missionary

work in coniunction with Ajayi Crowther, the first African Bishop, He ieft
for Abeokuta iater and iived the rest of his iife there. With the printing -
experience acquired in Engiand from a brother of his who was a printer,
Townsend, with a handy machine he imported (from Engiand),
estabiished, in 1854, a smaii printing press, Five years after, he set up an

indigenous ianguage Christian newspaper, the iegendary Iwe irohin,
Excited ovec this unique feat, Townsend, in a despatch to the CMS

in Engiand, wrote;

/ have set on foot a Yoruba newspaper. My first number

is ouf, / am writing me second. My object is to get the

people to read i.e. to beget the habit ofseeking infor

mation by reading. /fis very difficult (Duyile. 1987). .

From the foregoing, it is obvions that whiie taiking about the

évolution of Nigérian press, we cannot negiect the roie of the Christian
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missionary in pioneering the development. Professer Saburi Biobaku

noted:

In général, the missionahes were enlightened enough

to œnceive their missions not in the narrow evange-

Hcal terms ofsaving soûls butin the broad tradition

of David Livingstone, ofhelping the indigenous people

to develop their resourœs, bringing knowledge to the

ignorant and médical care to the sick, The founding of

the first press and newspaper in Nigeria by the Reverend

Henry Townsend at Abeokuta in 1859 was in keeping

with the progressive missionary thinking at the time

(quotedin Coker, 1968).

The second newspaper in Nigeria was the Angio African,

pubiished by Robert Campbell (Duyile, 1987). The next was the Lagos

Times which pubiished between 1880 and 1883. It, however, reappeared

in 1890. The Lagos Observer appeared in. 1882 with J. Bagan

Benjamin as the publisher Then, on 31 st March, 1883 came the Eagle

and Lagos Cr/f/c, pubiished by Owen Emeric Macaulay.

Next came the turn of (militant) nationalist press. Lagos Weekiy

Record, pubiished by John Payne Jackson, existed between 1891 and

1930, (Coker, 1968). T/ie W/gerian C/ifon/c/e pubiished and edited by
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Christopher Kumolu Johnson, made its first appearance on the 20th

November, 1908. Sharing the same year of birth with the Chronicle was

the Lagos Standard, published by G,A. Williams.

In 1914, Sir Kitoyi Ajasa's Nigérian P/oneer started publishing. It

was, in 1921, followed by Ernest Ikoli's African Messenger, later sold to

the Nigérian Printing and Publishing Company Limited whiist its publlsher

joined the establishment that formed the Nigérian Daiiy Times in 1926.

The Lagos Daily News, established by Herbert Macaulay, the

founding father of Nigérian nationalism, came about in 1925 as the first

newspaper ever to exist along the West Coast of Africa as a daily.

It was the turn of Nigérian Daily Times in 1926. and it is still

published today. In 1932, "an inteilectualiy oriented and edited weekiy

newspaper. the Co/nefwas started by Duse Mohammed Ali. an Egyptien"

(Uche. 1989).

Another landmark was made in the area of Nigérian press in 1937

when Nnamdi Azikiwe began his West African Pilot Efforts were made

recentiy (sometimes. in 1994) to revive this. The Pilot was published by

Zik Press Limited. The press later had a newspaper chain with différent

names in many cities. It launched the Eastern Nigérian Guardian in Port

Harcourt, 1940; Nigérian Spokesman, Onitsha and Soutbern Defender,

Warri, both in 1943. in 194p, it established the Northern Advocate in

Jos. In the same year, 1949, Chief Obafemi Awolowo's African Press

Limited started publishing the Nigérian Tribune in Ibadan.
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The governments in the country were also part of the development

of the nation's press. The then northern government was the first to own

a newspaper. It establihed the Northern Literature Agency which, in

1939, launched the Gaskiya Tafi Kwabo (The Truth is worth more than a

penny). This same agency also published the English daily newspaper,

Nigérian Citizen. The Nié^rian Citizen later metamorphosed into the

présent New Nigérian which made it first appearance on January 1, 1966.

(Uche. 1989).

Meanwhile, the Eastern Région government, in 1949 had

established the EasternOuilook. the name which was later changed to

Nigérian Outlook in 1955. It was the turn of the Fédéral Government in

1961 when it established Morning Post In 1964, the Western Région

government started the Daily Sketch, which exists till today.

One remarkable trend in Nigérian press is that it aiways records a

grovrth in number at the approach of and during a civilian political era. In

this vein, the nation's second republic (1979-1983) witnessed a flurry of

newspaper publishing in The country. Among the néwspapers that

appeared during this period were; National Concord, Satellite,

Guardian, Nigérian Call, Eagle, Okigwe Voice, Trumpet, Daily Nation,

Echo, Daily News, Record, Stamp, Advocate, Premier, Hope,

Graphie, Sun, People's t^'ews, Of these.only Concord and Guardian

are still published today while some others like Sateilite and People*s

News made a brief return to the market before they folded up again.
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At the end of the second republic (1979 - 1983). other newspapers

sprang up. These include> the Democrat, The Reporter, Champion,
Republic, Mail, Independent Weekiy. Of these, only Champion is still

on the newstand. but of recent. other newspapers such as This Day, A.M.

News (now defunct). Third Eye, Monitor, Post Express, Today's News

Today, Diet and Winner, liàve appeared

Despite the harsh socio-economic and political situation under

which the Nigérian press opérâtes, there has been so much resilience in

it and this is what has kept it going.

Meanwhile, the history of Nigérian Press has not, ail aiong, been

that of newspapers alone. There have also been magazines.

Newswatch, established in 1985 marked a watershed in magazine

publishing. But, before it, there had been others such as Drum, Spear,

Happy Home, Newbreed.

Newswatch only brought a novel tradition of invesligative

journalism into magazine publishing. Others have come after it. Among

these are African Guardian, Tell, the News, This Week, The Week,

Probe, Viva and Sentinei Some of Ihem are no lohger being published.

While ail the above-mentioned are serious news magazines, there

also emerged in 1986 a new trend of soft-sell magazines (derisively

called junk journlism) in Nigeria. This genre has had in its fold, Prime

People, Vintage People, Quality, Classique, Famé, Today's Choice,

Razor and many more. Some are still existing, and others are defunct.

(Salawu, 1993).
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2.8. Language and Ccmmunication

Berlo, (t990; 172) defines language thus:

a sysfem involving tioth elements and structures. As

in any system, we can define elemental and structural

units et many levais, depending on purpose. At any level,

however, language includes a set ofsymbols (vocabulary)

and the meaningfui methods ofcombining those units (a

syntax). A grammar (emphasis provided) is the descrip

tion ofthe structural characteristics of language.

Here, Berlo defines language in terms of elements and structures

within the system. Other scholars have concentrated more or less on

différant aspects of the phenomenon. Block and Trapper (1942:5), for

instance, focus on the social fonction of language. According to them,

language is "a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means of v^hich a

social group co-operates".

Hall (1968:158) defines language as "the institution whereby

humans communicate and interact v^ith each other by means of habitually

used oral-auditory arbitrary symbols".
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Noting that no particular définition of language can be exhaustive, Robin

(1964:14) stresses the fiexibility and adaptablity of language thus:

"Languages are infinitely extendable and modifiable ta

the changing needs and œnditions of speakers". This,

therefore, underscores the fact that language is adeipt-

able ta new situations, new ideas, new aspects of culture,

(Elugbe, 1991).

A number of théories have been propounded about the origin of

language. From the assufnptions of these théories, Berlo (1960:173)
1 ■

draws out some implications which are:

1. Language consists of a set of significant symbols (vocabulary)

plus meaningfui methods for their combination (syntax).

2. The symbols of a language v/ere chosen by chance. They are not

fixed or God-given.

3. Man constructed his ov/n language under the samé principles of

interprétation, respohse, and reward that govern al! learning.

4. Man gradually created language in order to express his meanings

to himself and others, to get other people to have the same

meanings, and to make responses that increased his ability to

affect. ,
■!i

From the above, v^e can deduce that language is innate and

unique to man; captures man's world of reality; serves as the

vehicle of man's interaction (communication) with others; and that

no language is supehor to others.
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Reinforcing language as a distinct characteristic of bomo sapiens,

Greenberg (1971: 156) puts itthus:

Language is unique to man. No other spec/es posses-

ses a truly symbolic means of œmmunication and no

human society, hov^ever simple its material culture,

lacks the basic human héritage ofa well developed

language.

•I "

The central idea of the Sapir-Whort hypothesis is that language

functions, not simply as a device for reporting experience, but aiso, and

more significantly, as a way of defining experience for its speakers. Sapir

(1931: 578), for example,i says:

Language is not merely a more or less systematic in-

ventory of the various items of experience which seem

relevant ta the individuel, as is so ofîen naively

assumed, but is aiso a self-contained creative symbolic

organization, which not only refers to experience largely

acquired withoùt its help but actually defines experience

for us by reason of its formai completeness and because

of our unconscious projection of its implicit expectaions into
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the fîe/d of experience. In this respect, language is very much

like a mathematical System which , aiso, records experience

in the truest sense of the word, only in the crudest beginnings,

but, as time goes on, becomes elaborated into a self-con-

tained conceptuel experience in accordance with certain

accepted formai limitations... (Meanings are) not so much dis-

covered in experience as imposed upon it, because of the

tyrannisai orientation in the world.

This thesis seems to have had its initial formulation in an article of Sapir,

first published in 1929.

Language is a guide to "social reality". Though langu

age is not ordinarily thought of as of essentiel interest to

the students of social science, it powerfully conditions

ail thinking about social problème and processes. Human

beings do not live in the objective world alone, nor alone

in he world of social activity as ordinarily understood, but

are very much at the mercy ofthe particular language

which has become the médium of expression for their

Society It is quite an illusion to imagine that one adjusts
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to reality essentially without the use oflanguage and that

language is merely an inddental means ofsoMng spécifie

pmblems of communication or reflection, The tact of the

matter is that the "ree.l world" is to a large extent uncons-

ciously built upon on the language habits of the group.

No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be con~

sidered as representing the same social reality, The woiids

in which différent societies live are distinct woiids, not

merely the same world with différent labels attached.

(Quoted In Mandelbaum, 1942: 162).

It is évident from these statements that language plays a signficant

role in the totality of culture. Hoijer (1982: 211) says language, far from

being simply a technique of communication, is itself a way of directing the

perceptions of its speakers and it provides for them habituai modes of

analysing experience into significant catégories,

Greenberg (1971: 156) moves this thesis further when hewrites;

Language is the prerequisite for the accumulation and

transmission of other culturel traits. Such fundamental

aspects of culture as organised political Hfe, légal Systems,

religion and science are inconcevable without that most
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basic and human of tools, a linguistic System ofœmmu-

nication. Language is not only a neœssary œndition for

culture, it is itself part of culture.

If we agree that language reflects the culture of a people, it is

logical to say that people would express themselves and their cultures

better in the language of their own culture. Communication is better

enhanced in a médium that expresses the totality of the culture of a given

people. This is to say that rather than communicating in English, native

speakers of Yoruba would fare better if they communicate in their mother-

tongue, Yoruba. (Salawu, 1993:16).

Chieka (1982:45) argues, further, the case for the use of language

for the development of application of culture.

Each local language bas a/ways been down the millenia, .

at once an intégral part,, a repository and a vehicle of ex

pression and transmission ofits culture. Naturally, there-

fore, it bas hitherto been part of the development and appli

cation of that culture. In reality, culture can hardiy be fully

developed and appHed outside language and conversely.

Expressing his concern for the dwindiing fortunes of the nation's

culture, he ferrets out, calling for urgent measures for improved

"communication and communion aiînong the peopie" in "our languâges".
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There -s aiso the possimy oflosing much ofour
culture if no deliberate and directed effort is made to
develop and apply it to ttie daily lives of the rising
génération of Nigérians as expressed in ianguage. It
has further beœme necessary to rationalize our Iangu
age policies and re-assure our people about fhe
future of our languages, wblle at tbe same time striving
to increase and improve communication and communion
among our peop/e.

Loca, languages as a .edium of oommunicfion, ChieKa sfreeses
further, is important to the ordinary folk, especlally men and women of theIr génération, for .ostofwho.lt lsstll, thelronlyverhal.ed.u.of
expression of self and culfLire.

A Nigerla's Head of state. Général Olusegun Obasanjo (rtd , ) ,
supported thls assertion, In hls remarks at the openlng oeremony of a
Colloqulm on Blaok Civillzatlon and Education , he observed.

n is now generally recognized tbat Ianguage is probably
tpe single most characteristic element of any culture .and
tdat it is an unmitigated (ragedy for any buman group to be
unable to work in its own indigenous Ianguage form .
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(quotedin Iwara , 1988).

Unfortunately, this is the situation with us in this country where

people take phde in their (sincere or feigned) inability to read and write in

thelr own language. When we consider the following statement by Elugbe

(1991:44), we find that ours is an irony.

People arejust as attached to their languages as they

are to other aspects of their culture such as religion .

But while people may easily give up a religion, a way of

dressing, a poliiical system, and so on, it is not easy to

make them give up their language.

Yet, no language is superior to any other. Hymes (1961) posits

that "ail known languages roughly manifest the same kind of symbolic

behaviour system, in spite of their great variety".

Fergusson (1968:28) puts it more succinctly:

There is no simple scele of superiohty In structure and

no simple evolutionary line along which known linguistic

structures could be pfaced. In this fundamental sense,

there is as yet no convincing evidence that the total

structure of one language is better than that of another
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in that it is easier to acquire ( as a first language), less

ambiguous. more emàent for cognitive processes,

or more eœnomical of effort in oral use. let atone

more logicaf, 'expressive' or the like.

Ngugi (1993:36) offers an explanation of the positions of West
European languages and African languages,

Today. the West European languages and African

languages are where they are In relation to one

another, not because they are Inherently progressive

or backward but because of the history of oppression

on the one hand, and the résistance to that oppression

on the other.

Recognising. though. that the West European languages are the
language of power, he. nevertheless. contends:

But they are stiH spoken only by a minohty

v\/ithin each of the nationalities that make up

these counthes. The majority of the working

people in Africa retain our African languages.

Therefore, the majority of the people are
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excluded from œntre stage since they do not

have master/ of the language of power.

They are aiso excluded from ariy meaningfui

participation in modem discovehes. English,

French and Portuguese are the languages in

which the African peopie have been

educated; for this reason the results of our

research into science, technology and of our
[

achievemenis in the creative arts are stored

in those languages. Thus a large portion of

this vast knowledge is locked up in the

linguistic prison of English, French and

Portuguese. Even, the libraries are really

English (or indeed French or Portuguese)

language fortresses inaccessible to the

majority.So, the cultivation of these

languages makes for more effective

communication only between the elite and the

international English-speaking bourgeoisie

(Ngugi 1993:37)
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Thus, he sees writing in these European languages as parochial.

(Eyoh, 1986:111). In consonance with what has been earlier discussed,

Ngugi (1986:13) says language has a dual character - a means of

communication and a carrier of culture,

He expresses the idea further this way:

Every language has fwo aspects. One aspect is its rôle

as an agent that enables us ta communicate with one

anotherin ourstruggle to fmd the means forsurvival.

The other is its rôle as a carrier of the history and the

culture built into the process of that communication

overtime. (1993:30).

Taking a peculiar Marxian perspective. Ngugi (1986) says

language as communication has three aspects or elements. The first,

according to him, is "what Karl Marx once called the language of real Hfe.

the element basic to the whole notion of language, its origins and

development: that is, the relations people enter into with one another in

the labour process, the links they necessarily establish among

themselves in the act of a people. a community of human beings,

producing wealth or means of life like food;'clothing, houses".
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The second aspect is speech and it imitâtes the tanguage of real
life, that is communication in production, While the third aspect is the
written signs. The written word, he noted, imitâtes the spoken word.

Then, he submitted:

Since the new language as a means of commu-

nication was a prvduct of and was reflecting the 'real

langauge of life' elsewhere, it couid never as spoken

or written propeiiy refiect or imitate the reai iife of that

community. This may, in part, expiain why techno-

iogy aiways appears to us as siighty externai, their pro-

duct and not ours. (Ngugi,1986;16),

2.9 Wlother-tongue as a médium of instruction

There have been arguments on the efficacy or otherwise of the use

of mother-tongue for instructional purposes, While some scholars have
argued that the use of any language other than the native language of the
child results in cognitive and pédagogie difficulties, other scholars have
opined that it is difficult to détermine the exact degree of importance of
maternai language on académie success; as other variables, which
cannot be fully controlled, influence the performance of learners.
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This segment would review various researches already carried out

in this area and draw out their implications for development

communication purposes.

In her research on the effects of the use of other languages other

than the child's mother tongue, Mcnamara (1965) opined that when

Hiligayon was used in teaching, learners were happier, relaxed,

understood more and were more regular in school than when English was

used. This was in spite of the care taken to make for smooth transition

from learning in the mother-tongue to learning in English.

Other research findings have reinforced this. , In 1978. the

-University of Bradford in Great Britain observed the effects of a yearly

bilingual programme on five year old native Indians. The subjects were

divided into two groups. While the control group used only English as

the médium of instruction, the expérimental group used both English and

Punjabi. When their performance was compared. it was discovered that

the control group scored much lower than the expérimental group, Klein

(1994) reinforced the aboyé findings in his studies.

In the United States of America. the flow of immersion theory for

immigrant children triggered off a comprehensive iongitudinal study, from

1981 through 1991. of bilingual éducation prograrnme at the Centre for

Minohty Education and Research, University of California. The main aim

of the research was to find out which .language of instruction will put

Spanish-speaking students at par, in performance in Language Arts ana

Mathematics, with their native English-speaking classmates, The
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study/research examined three programmes. The study. among other
i.

things, revealed that: ,

(i) The molher longue of the learner is the most effective language to

be used in instruction.

(il) Rapid transition from mother longue to second language médium

does not allow for satisfactory development of the students'

linguistic and cognitive abilities.
^  (

(iii) A bilinguaiymultilingual programme integrated into the regular ,;i
i

curricular gives the best results (Okombo and Rubgumya, 1996).

Coming nearer home, we have, in abondance, research findings

which reinforce the essence of mother longue in the acqisition of

knov^ledge. In South Africa. the Threshold Project - a bilingual transition

programme in which students' mother longue was replaced with English'in

their third year in the primary school was studied. The study revealed that

a bilingual programme where pupils have not reache'd a certain cognitive

âge is bound to fail (Luckett, 1994). Similarly, the research carried out

on the secondary school circle in Tanzania demonstrated the superiority

of teaching in Swahili rather than in English for effective development of

cognitive functions. The research revealed that students' answers to

questions asked in English are often vague, incohérent and irrelevant,

implying either poor.understanding of the questions or inability to use

language effectively in giving correct and coherent answers. Whereas,

-r-when similar questions were asked in Swahili, their responses to them
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were not only articulate and coherent, but also relevant, Miama (1978) in

Okombo and Rubgumya (1996).

In Mali, a study set out to evaluate the cognitive benefits for

students-taught in French. The investigation revealed that 48% of

learners in the expérimental schools (taught in mother longue of learners)

completed their studies without repeating a single class or year, while

those in the control schools (taught in French) had only 7% of the

students completing their studies without repeating a class or year. The

implication is that 93% of learners in the control schools repeated and this

was attributed to language problem (Okombo and Rubgumya, 1996).

■  In Nigeria, a major research endeavour In this area was the Ife Six-

Year Primary Project which revealed that the expérimental schools scored

higher than the control schools in ail the subjects. It was, equally,

idenlified that they had less learning anxiety and participated, more

effectively, in the teaching - learning process.

The Ife Six-Year Primary Project (Afolayan 1976; Babalola, 1985;

Fafunwa, 1974, 1977, 1982) was an experiment carried out by the

Institute of Education of the then University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo

University, lle-lfe). The experiment was done, using pupils of a primary

school in lle-lfe. A set of Ihese pupils was taught ail their subjects, except

English language, in Yoruba, while another received its own instructions

in English. When examinations were conducted, pupils whose médium of

instruction was Yorùba performed far better than those instructed in

English.
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Ogu (1992), however. doubted language use as the factor in the

apparent excellent performance of the expérimental schools of the

Project, suggesting that rather than the mother tongue médium, he would,

rather, think that the intensive training given to the expérimental schools

was responsible for the excellent results. Despite the cynical remarks.

Fafunwa et al (1989) opined that it was the fear of the unknown that has

actually prevented us from using our local languages in teaching ail

school subjects, but English.

A review of language policy in Nigeria since the inception of formai

éducation in 1843 indicates that both the colonial and the Nigérian

governments are aware of the relevance of mother tongue médium to

learning. Izuagba (1997) reports that the 1930 Mémorandum, for instance,

called for the use of local language in the éducation of the natives, and to

make this possible, the colonial government established a bureau that

undertook the translation of textbooks for use in the Primary School from

English to Igbo, Yoruba. Hausa and Efik. In 1943, another mémorandum

was issued on the importance of the use of the child's mother tongue in

instruction for effective development, especially at the early stage of

school life. The language policy in the National Primary Education. 1977,

revised in 1981. also emphasised this point. What, however, remains to

be seen is the faithful and effective implementation of this policy.

Since it has been vahously demonstrated that mother-tongue is

invaluable for knowledge acquisition, it is needless to emphasise the

importance of this médium for information acquisition. In the same vein.
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Ihe médium has also been proved crucial in technological advancemenb
Olanrewaiu (1997) points eut that India has achieved se much today .n
the areas of science and technoiogy due to the faat of her linguiste who
experimented with the indlgenous sanksrit language, Perhaps,
commenting on this, Ezikeojinaku (1987) believes that "tool-making and
word-making are simllar processes, To be fully human, we need to be ,
skillful with words and tools, even the tools mdy be pens and paint-
brushes".

2.i0 The Nigérian Socio-lingulstic scene

Ajeigbe (1987) has noted that there are more than two thousand,
and five hundred languages in the world, A thousand of these are to be
found on the continent of Africa, Within the boundaries .of Nigeria alone,
four hundred of them are to be found.

" Greenberg (1963) points out that ail African languages dérivé from
four basic roots. These are:

Afro-Asiatic;

Nilo-Saharan;

Niger Korfodanian, and

Khoisan.

Ajeigbe (1987) suggests that a quarter__of ail sub-Saharan
languages are spoken In Nigeria.

Elugbe (1991) contends that the celebrated différences in trlbe and
■  tongue In Nigeria are exaggerated. According to him, a genetic
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classification of the languages of Nigeria shows that three major language

familles are represented in Nigeria;

the Afroasiaticfamily;

the Nilo-Saharan family; and

the Niger-Ccingo family.

In describing the socio-linguistics of Nigeria further, Elugbe

(1991:45) says;

Virtuaily ail Afrqasiatic languages of Nigeria are

membe:^ of the Chadic branch of that familly.

Such languages include Hausa, Margi, Ngizim

and others. With regard to those of the Nilo-

Saharan family, Yanuri is the best known of

those in Nigeria, and it is aiso the largest (the

'size' of a language is measured in terms of

the number of its speakers). But most of the

languages of Nigeria (including most of the

Middie Beit languages and every language

below the Niger-Benue line) are fo the Niger-

Congo family. Thus Igbo, Voruba, IJo(ljaw),

Kambari, Edo, Efik, Fulanl. Nupe et cetera are

ail Niger-Congo languages.

He further revealed that Fulani are linguistically more related to the

Igbo, Yoruba. Ijo et cetera than to the Hausa. His basis is this: some

iinguists beiieve that Nilo-Saharan and Niger-Congo are related as
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daughters of an older Kongo-Saharan superfamily. Therefore, Hausa and

Fulla (normally called Fulfude, the language of the Fulani) do not beiong

to the same family .

Meanwhile, of ail the numerous languages in Nigeria, twelve of

them are considered major becasue they are spoken by a considérable

percentage of Nigérians. The major languages include Edo, Efik, Fulfude,

Hausa. Igbala. Igbo, Ijo, Kanuri, Nupe. Tiv, Urhobo, and Yoruba.

Based on the nation's 1963 census, Olagoke, in a 1982 study -

'Choosing a National Language for Nigeria' - (quoted in Ajeigbe, 1987)

made a numerical distribution of the eleven of the major languages

according to the number of their speakers and the states in which they

are spoken. His table is presented on the next page.
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TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF SOME NIGERIAN LANGUAGES AND THEIR

SPEAKERS AMONG STATES OF THE FEDERATION.

Language Number of Speakers States in which spoken

Hausa 1,5,000.000 Kaduna, Kano, Sokoto. Plateau,

Bauchi.

Yoruba 10,000,000 Oyo. Ogun, Ondo, Lagos, Kwara,

Bendel.

Igbo 6,000,000 Anambra, Imo, Bendel Rivera.

Fulani 3,000,000 Gongola, Bauchi. Kano, Sokoto.

Bomo.

Kanuri 3,000,000 Gongola, Bomo. Bauchi.

Efik 1,500,000 Cross River.

Tiv 1.000.000 Plateau, Benùe

Ijo 780,000 Bendel. Rivers.

Nupe 500,000 Niger. Kv^ara.

Edo 300,000 Bendel

Uitiobo 300,000 Bendel.
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The study was conducted when Nigeria was made up of 19 States.

The country . currently has 36 States (and the Fédéral Capital Territory,

Abuja).

In an earlier survey, Oke (1969), aiso referred to in Ajeigbe (1987),

the figures for the first three major languages were as follows:

Hausa - 13.000.000

Yoruba - 12.500.000 and

Igbo - 9,000.000

Considering the socio-iinguistic situation in Nigeria. It is very difficult

for an Indigenous language to emerge as the national language. Because

of the nation's linguistic diversity. Eiugbe (1991:50) says "the choice of any

of the major indigenous languages would arouse discontent in the other

areas not covered by that language".

Thus, the 1978 constituition labelled or proposed Hausa, Igbo and

Yoruba as the national languages. But. no meanihgfui effort has since,

been made to promote these languages.
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As a resuit. English, since 1947, had been adopted as the officiai

language. This was officially stated In the popular Richard's consticution.

Earlier, in 1942, Arthur Richard had given his reasons for making English

the officiai language. According to him, the main problem was "how best to

promote Nigérian unity" because of the "patent diversity of outlook between

the différent parts of Nige^ia^

On the choice of English as Nigeria's officiai language. Professer

Ayo Bamgbose, quoîed in Ajeigbe (1967:74) says:

Of ail the héritage left behind by Britain at the

end of the colonial administration, probably none

is more important than the English language.

This is now the language of the government,

business and commerce, éducation, the mass

média, literature and much internai as well

as external communication.

Yet, the search for a mono-national language continues. Such a

search has led to attempts such as WAZOBIA. formed from WA, ZO, and

BIA ('corne ' in Youruba, Hausa and Igbo respectively). Elugbe (1991:50)

comments that WAZOBIA attempt which was short-lived "represerits the
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possiMtty of «ohlna a na«oaal l^^uage M «ald ba m»ia up ot
éléments of différent Nigérian languages,"

Wore recently, 'Guosa', an artificial language, was proposed to solve
this problem of national language question. Elugbe disclosed tbat the
System is to take element from différent languages and string them
together, Stressing the impractioability of this venture. he comments:
"Artificial languages are not usable for serious ends".

Noting that the case for English is strong, Elugbe (1991:50),
however, points out that "with proper handiing, one of the (major) national
languages - Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba - may emerge in the next few centuries
as our national language".

Eb9» ~m.ib. thé »<«««

Pidglb Engliéh, é haa.tdls.d form df Ehgnsh cohlindéé to asédmo th»
g,o«1h9 ...td. Of th. natioh. «hgu.fr.ho. b.i"3 "PO"»»
d„dthahsténdé,dEdgllsh-(Bu,b.,«31:5l). •">" »•
i„d, of nattooal lahgo.g. is also that of l.t«oaga ih éduoatloa. Dtffar.at
Nigarian gosammarts had codsldarad what l.ogoag.a ara su.t.W. for
paasipg Ihatroofloas a, diffaraot iavaf, of addoa.ldh. Th. Natiortal Poiic, on
Eduoalion (1977) stlpolaté. that th. rhédM of ihstfoctloh ihltlally io th.
prlmary sohool ...old b. th. fhoth» - loogo. ot th. t.hgoaga of th.
immédiate community and. at a later stage, English.
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The 1981 revised édition of the policy aimed net at
just promoting the mother tongue, but also enhancing
national unity. {Adeniran, 1995:192) states:

In addition ta appreciating the importance, and as a

means of preserving the people's culture, the

Government considéra it to be in the interest of

national unity that each child should be encouraged to
learn one of the three mâjor languages other than his

own mother-tongue. In this cqnection, the

Government considéra the three major languages in
Nigeria to be Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba.

This policy, just like any poiicy, has been bedevilled with the

problems of implementation and geo-political protestations. The problem
of implementation could be tied to paucity in both human and materia!

resources as well as lack of political will and commitments on the part of

governments. Yet. the minorities continue to protest the imposition of the

three big languages - Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba - op them (Aniche,
1997:79),
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2.11 Indigenous Language Newspapers in Nigeria
/WG Irohin Fun Awon Ara Egba ati Yoruba was historically

significant for being the f.rst indigenous ianguage newspaper in Africa
(Akinfeieye, 1985:35; Duyiie, 1987:17) and indeed the first newspaper in
Nigeria.

;wG Irohin was established by Reverend Henry Townsend, a
missionary of CMS. Townsend was on a ministry to Nigeria to heip buiid a
strong reiigious foundation in Badagry and Abeokuta for the iiberated
siaves who were just returning from Sierra-Leone. On 17th December,
1842, he ianded in Badagry and worked with many freed siaves and
natives of Badagry.

In 1846, he moved to Abeokuta where he established a mission with
Samuei Ajayi Crovrther (later first African Bishop) (Coker, 1968).

Having leamt printing in Engiand from a brother of his who was a
printer, Townsend ordered for a smaii printing machine from Engiand. And,
in 1854, he established a smaii printing press. Reputed for being abie to
speak Yoruba, Townsend, in 1859, founded the (Christain) newspaper
called Iwe Irohin,

The maiden issue of the newspaper hit the streets of Abeokuta on
December, 3, 1859. At inception. the newspaper was published fortnigtly.
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It started with only Yoruba édition. In the following year of its publication,
the English édition was added to it.

It then became a bilingual weekiy (Duyile 1987:17), It had eight
pages with four pages in Yoruba language and four in-English, translating
the Yoruba version of it (Akinfeleye, 1985:33).

The contents of Iwe Irohin foucused on a wide range of
issues:births; deaths; movement of religions ministers; parish activities;
baptism and confirmation; politics especially those concerning Abeokuta
and its environs; économie matters such as the trade reports - cottons
statistics and produce phces, It aiso included news about colonial
administration, some foregin news, advertisements and public
announcements.

In 1866, the English and Yoruba éditions of the newspaper began to
be published seperately.

Iwe Irohin soid for 120 cowries, (Akinfeleye, 1985:35), équivalant of
one penny, This price was considered "low so as to give more
opportunities for large circulations because Iwe IrohinS philosophy was
geared toward humanity, morality and not so much on profit making
ventures" (Akinfeleye, 1085:35).

In its first few years of existence, the newspaper was considered
"hard" to read and comprehend (Akinfeleye, 1985:;34-35), The teenagers.
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for instance, quarrelled with the strict moral philosophies espoused In the

paper. In contrast, however, the elders took the contents of the

newspapeer as the gospel truth.

In termsof layout, typography and design, every page of the

newspaper was divided into columns and they measured, each

approximately 6.5 x 8 inches deep (Akinfeleye. 1985:33). It did not carry

any picture. Iwe Irohin featured on the vertical make-up. It generally lacked

typographical pluralism (Akinfeleye 1985:33). Its éditorials were mostly

antl-slavery. Sirnilary. it carhed no advertisement until five years of its

publishing (Akinfeleye, 1985:33).

Akinfeleye (1985) aiso notes that there ^as great lack of

typographical harmony, contrast, balance and unity in the earlier copies of

Iwe Irohin.

Iwe Irohin existed for eight years before it ceased publication. The

immédiate reason for its "demise" could be attributed to its dabbling into

the politics of the people. Iwe irohin v/itnessed a period of rivalries among

the Yoruba people. One of such was the one between the Egba traders

which led to the civil disruption (popular uprising called IFOLE)

(Akinfelelye, 1985:18). It was alleged by the Egba people that the

European (colonialists) were aiding the people of Ibadan to by-pass Egba

commercial middilemen in trading directiy with the Lagos colony. As a
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resuit of this, nearly ail the Europeans living in Abeokuta were driven away

by the Egba people, îronically, /we Irohin which had always propagated

the View of the Egbas (Duyiie, 1987:18) was also affected in the uprising.

Ade Ajayi wrote:
It was a spontaneous uprising ...Ubraries were

destroyed, harmoniums broken down, and the

printing works where the fwe Irohin fwas

publishedj was destroyed. (Duyiie, 1987:21).

Thus, /we irohin came to an abrupt end on October 13. 1867. This,

however, was not a "permanent death" as in scores of years later, the

newspaper would resurrect and start publising again. We shall know

about this presently.

The following table, however. shows us a number of indigenous

language newspapers published since the publication of the first, /we

Irohin.
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TABLE 2

SaOîïdINa AH ARRAY 0P3NDEEN0USLANGUAGEHEW SPAPERS3N
NIGERIA.

Namo: Date oF RegisF - Place of -

ration or first Publication -

appearance.

IWQ Irohin December, 1859. Abeokuta

Eko

Editor/Publisher

Printer

Iweirohin December. 1885. Lagos

Printed & Published

by CMS Press at

Abeokuta. Edited by Revd.

Henry Townsend.

Editor/Publisher was

Andrew M. Thomas

Unwana Effk December, 1885, Calabar

Obukpong December, 1855. Calabar

Efik

ThQ Yoruba Ibadan.

Wews

(Bilingual) May, 1923

Produced by the Press of

the Churhc of Scotland

Mission.

Produced by the Press of

Church of Scotland Mission

Priprietors: D.A. Obasa and

Chief Salami Agbaje

Frequency oî

Publication

Fortnlghtly

Fortnlghtly

Fortnightly

Fortnightly

Weekly
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EkoAketQ 18th July, 1922. Lagos, Eîdited by Adeoye Deniga and

jrinted by Tika-Tore Press. \Veekiy

BetiOfe 9th Dec, 1923. Lagos.

1  (Bilingual)

Editor/Publisher, E.A.Akintan,

Prinlen Akln Adeshigbin Weekly

E/(o/gbeh/n 9th Dec.. 1925, Lagos Publisher. Olagunji Oni Weekiy

AkedeEko 23rd Dec.. 1927. Lagos Editor/Publishenl.B.Thomas

Printer: Akin Adeshigbin of

Tika-Tore press.

Weekly

Osumar©Eg6a21stNov..1925. Abeokuta Published by the Nigérian

Blessed Press. Weekly

1  irohin Yomba 3rd Nov., 1945. Ibadan Founded by Service Press

Ltd.. later moved to Lagos

as base. Weekly

Egba/endEcbo 28th Aug., 1S47. Lagos Editor & Publisher:

Chief Ayo Ajala Weekly

GaskiyaTan Ist Jan., 1939. Zaria Northern Literature Agency
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Kwabo later Gaskiya Corporation Weekiy

Irohin Imole Lagos
Weekly

/roh/n Owuro Ogbomoso Proprietor: Mr. E. Adisa Weekiy

Labein BkJesia 7lh Dec., • Jos

1959.

Sudan Interior Mission Monthly

Yoruba Cba//enge Lagos Sudan Interior Mission Monthly

Kahaki (Hausa) Kagoro Sudan Interior Mission Wef-kly

.

Source: Coker, Increase (1968). Landmarks of tho Nigérian Press.
Lagos: Nigérian National Press Ltd.

Folarin and Mohammed (1996:101) categorised the establishment

and appearance of these publications into five 'waves', According to them,

iwe Irohin stood on its own in the first wave (1859-97) while the second
wave covers the period 1885-92 and featured two Efik papers, Unwanw

Efik and Obukpon Efik as well as a Yoruba paper, Iwe Irohin Eko. The third
wave started with the founding of Eko Akete in 1922 and ended with the

second and finai death of the paper in 1937. The fourth wave began with

the entry of Gaskiya Tafi Kwabo (1937/38) and went on till Nigeria attained
indépendance and republican status in the 60s. While the rest of the
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development till the présent time, they note, may be conveniently-

subsumed in the fifth and the last 'wave'.

From the table, it should be noted that the fifth and last wave was

not covered at ail. The rest of this section will, however, deal wlth that since

that is the pre-ocupation of this study. And, of ail the newspapers listed in

the table, only Irohin Yoruba and Gaskiya Tafi Kwabo still exist till today.

Before we go into the discussion of the "last wave" with partlcular emphasis

on the Yoruba language newspapers, which, of course, include Irohin

Yoruba, one or two statements will be made about the Gaskiya because of

its pre-eminence as the "influential Hausa language newspaper" (Folarin

and Mohhammed, 1996:101),

Gaskiya Tafi Kwabo (Truth is worth more than a penny) was

established by the quasi-official Gaskiya Corporation which had an

objective of promoting the development of literature in the North.

The newspaper which came during the period of German

propaganda in the pre- and post- colonial second World War international

politics (Ekwelie, 1985, Iman, 1989:31) had as its purpose, according to Dr.

R.M. East, (cited in Folarin and Mohammed. 1996:106), a co-founder of it

with Dr. Abubakar Imam, first, to promote literacy by giving the people

something which they will find pleasure in reading ... Secondly, by giving

them the truth about matters of internai policy and external affaire, to
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contradict false rumours which are difficult to check in an almost illiterate

community especially deiiberate propagande of a subversive kind which

filtered in from the outside worid in small quantities in recent years...

Thirdiy, when the paper has found its feet and is being widely bought for

its own sake, it is hoped to insinuate unobstrusively articles of an éducative

nature.

Gaskiya Corporation which. at différent times, had been named

Northern Literature Bureau and Northern Literature Agency (NORLA) for

the purpose of expansion published other periodicais in the différent

languages of the région (Coker. 1968:21). Duyile (1987:115) and

Hayat(1983) make a list of the periodicais for each of the tweive provinces

of the then Northern Région: Ardo, in Fulfulde for Adamawa; Gamzaki in

Hausa for Bauchi; Mwanger U Tiv (1948) for Tiv and Okaki Idoma in Idoma

for Benue; Albashir (1951) in Kanuri for Borno; and Durosi Oto in Yoruba

for llorin; Igbira Bow and Oke- Ane in Igbira and Igala respectively for

Kabba. Others were Nne Nyetsu in Nupe for Niger while Himna Zaruma

Sakhawatance (1951), Haske, Bazazzaga and Takadiya (1948), al! in

Hausa, for Kastina, Sokoto, Plateau, Zaria and Kano provinces

respectively.

In the présent Nigeria, a number of indigenous languagè

newspapers have been published in the various ianguages of the country.
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A lot of them are obscure and unknown. For instance, there used to be

Paru, published in Batonu language by a Kwara State Government. Batonu

is the language of a minor tribe, the Ibarubas. in Kwara State.

Until the 1994 closure of some newspaper houses, including the

Concord Press of Nigeria (CPN) Ud.. by the late Général San! Abacha's

governiTient, Aivana (Hau*=a) and Udoka (Ibo) used to be virile indlgenous

language newspapers. Both, published by the CPN, began in October,

1980 and 1981 respectively. Only Isokan (Yoruba). of the indigenous

language newspapers published by the CPN. is known to have been

resuscitated since the return of the company into the market early 1996.

At this juncture, it is necessary we undertake a journey into the three

indigenous newspapers (published in Yoruba) that would be of tremendous

interest to us in the course of this study.

2. 11.1 Iroyin Yoruba

Iroyin Yoruba (Yoruba News), founded in 1945, was among the

newspapers published by the Allied Nevyspapers of Nigeria Limited (Coker,

1968), a publishing company, formed by leaders of the Action Group as an

alternative to the old Service Press Ltd, Other publications by the company

included Daily Express, Sunday Express and Nigérian Tribune, founded in
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1949. It is pertinent to note that Iroyin Yoruba was the most widely read

weekiy et that time (Coker, ;968).

The similarity in the names of Iwe frohin Yoruba and Iroyin Yoruba

is 80 striking that one tends to suspect a connection between the two

newspapers. There was an éclipsé on /we Irohin Yoruba in 1867, while

Iroyin Yoruba came alive in 1945 and still existe till today.

It is possible that the management of African Newspapers of Nigeria

Pic., présent publishers of Tribune titles and Iroyin Yoruba bought the title

Iwe Irohin Yoruba for the Yoruba newspaper (Salawu, 1993:360.Akinfeleye

(1985:35-36) was more assertive in his view:

Iwe Irohin is unique because it is still the

only native language newspaper in the œntinent

of Africa thai has lived for over 120 years

without any major stoppage. Today, in Nigeria,

œpies of the Iwe Iroyin (though now under

another management, but same title) can still be

found on sale in several Nigérian newsstands

particularly in the Southern States of Nigeria.

Most of its corViemporaries have been closed or

ceased publication.
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What Akinfeleye is, invariably, telling us is that Iwe Irohin still exista

till today and is one and the same with Iroyin Voruba.

Established on Junc 4, 1945 by the legendary politician, late Chief

Obafemi Awolowo, Iroyin Yoruba was given a political understone to reach

eut to Awolowo's Yoruba admirera particulary those sojourning in ttie North

and virtualty, every nook and crany of the country.

At its early stage, Iroyin Yoruba was written in the oid orthography.

This is évident in the title spelt, Iroyin Yoruba on the masthead. Unlike

today's title which runs accross five columns leaving the sixth as space for

an ear-piece, the early one of (1973) covers the whole of the six columns.

This early version, though also a tabloid, measured 11V^ inches by 14

inches unlike the présent one which measured 111^ inches by 15 inches.

The eariy version did not carry many stories on its front page. It

carhed only one big story with very bold headlines, having the first letters

of each word of the headline in caps while others appear in lower case.

This big story is complemented by a smaller story on the front page.

The présent version of the newspaper iocks quite différent from the

old in its front page. Of course, the lead story carries a. bold headline, ail

caps in this case. In fact, one striking différence in the front page of the

two versions is that the masthead of the old was in red (color) while that of

the new is in purple.
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Sold for 4 kobo or 5cl, the 1973 version was 12 pages. The new has

the same pagination with the? cover price of N20. Prices ol nev/papers

have changed in response te the économie dictâtes of the country v/hich

aiso affect the production cosxs - the costs of newsprints, plate, ink, and the

rest. ,

Perhaps, to make it easily accessible to its readers who,

presumably, are found among the low-income earners, the current price of

Indigenous ianguage newspapers remains at N20 while the English

conterparts sel! anything from N30. Indigenous Ianguage newspaper will

be making up in this price différence because they carry less number of

pages (Salav/u, 1993:38).

As it was in the past, Iroyin Yoruba still publishes weekiy, appearing

on newsstands with fresh issues every Wednesday.

Over the years and from one editor to the other, there have been

slight différences in the contents and names of columns in the newspaper.

However, the basic things in a typical indigenous Ianguage newspaper are

still found there in one proportion or the other. The regulars include news,

mostly tending towards the weird and the sensational; religious-traditional.

Christian and islamic; pools; market days in Yorubaland; socials, poetry,

fictional and true-to-life stories; humour etc.
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A glance at the old issue of Iroyin Yorube reveals that it contained

more advertisements than we have in the présent issue.Maybe, this

happens as more and more people are getting "modem fashioned"

(Salawu, 1993:39).

Unlike the past, when people still had respect for things that are

ours, today, not many people want to associate with them. The

discrimiation against things typically African is very high now. It is

suspected that Advert Executives in the newspapers would only be obliged

to canvas for English titles in the stable while totally neglecting the

indigenous,

Another point is that it might be difficult convincing the advertiser to
place his advertisement in the indigenous language nev/spaper because
he, himself, is already brainwashed by the foreign culture. Ail this inspite of
the fact that advert spaces in indigenous language nev/spapers are
"ridiculously" cheap compared to the English counterparts. Whereas an

English newspaper would take N20,000 or more for a page advert. Iroyin
Yoruba only demands for N4.000. {Salawu 1993:40). Yet. the patronage is
elther nill or low.

Thus, it Is apparent that Irohin Yoruba would mostly rely on the sale

of its copies for revenue. A 1990 United Nations Publication. Worid Media

Handbook, gave 20.000 copies as the circulation figure for Iroyin Yoruba.
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However. a source from the publishers of this newspaper gave the number

of copies sold per week at between 8,000 and 10,000 (Salawu, 1993:40)
An earlier eslimate gave the circulation figure in the rosier days of the

economy and the newspaper at 32.000 (Salawu, 1993:40). But, because of
the probiem of scarcity of newsprint, the figure dropped to 20,000 - the
number of copies almost solO off every week. Salawu(1993:40) says there

is a probiem of research in this area in this part of the world as the
researcher may not get hold cf relevant documents to establish the facts.

Iroyin Yoruba is read by people of différent démographie and
psychographic characters. it is read by people of ail âges, éducation,
location and values. According to a source, "there's clamour for it

everywhere. Of ail the Yoruba publications, it is the most sought after.The

Yoruba in the North see the newspaper as a companion. It sells faster

there than in any other place".

The source added: "iri the past, it can be addressed to the old cargo;

now, it cuts accross. In terms of modem orthography, it has become a

case study for students of Yoruba language, It perfomrs the traditional rôle

of éducation, information and entertainment. The newspaper appeals to

Yoruba audience in its entirety ranging from the young, the aged and the

scholars". (Salawu, 1993:41),
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2.11.2 Gbohungbohun

Gbohungbohun (Echo) appeared on the newstands on Oclober 29.

1970. A weekly newspaper, the first issue was to run for October 29 lo
November 4,1970. Initialiy, the day of appearance of the fresh issue of this

paper was Thursday. It now comes out on Wednesdays.
U, initially, appeared in broadsheet format measuhng 13 by ISVa

inches. Its masthead was pink unlike the présent blue that runs across

three columns of the six-column tabloid.

Its initial pagination was eight, When it became a tabloid, it

published 16 pages. But because of the scarcity of newsprints, ît reduced
to 12 and that is what it is till today (Salawu. 1993:43).

The major headline of the maiden issue was "Oyo nwa Alaafin (Oyo
town is searching for an Alaafin - a king). The issue contained news stories
and other features of a typical indigenous newspaper-tradition; Yoruba
market-day; fictional and true-to-life stories; exhortations, history, sports.

Published by Sketch Press Limited, Ibadan. a member of O'dua
Group of Companies owned by the then Western State Government of
Nigeria (now broken into Oyo, Ogun. Ondo. Osun and Ekiti States). the
newspaper was aimed at the masses, the common folks who were only
fairly educated to receive Yoruba written messages. (Salawu, 1993:43).
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Quoting a source in the management of the newspaper, Salawu

(1993:44) writes:

They (the peop/e in government) wanted

the paper to feed information ta the peop/e

and feedback from the peop/e. It was an

opportunity to give the semi-illiterates the

opportunity to read.

Just like the source at Iroyin Yoruba, the source at Gbohungbohun

aiso maintained that readers of the newspaper go beyond people in the

South-West of Nigeria. A good number of them are found mostly among

Yorubas residing in the Northern part of the country (Salawu 1993:45).

The source further stated that for the paper's standard Yoruba orthography,

it is relied upon by teachers/lecturers and students of Yoruba language in

secondary and tertiary institutions.

The same United Nations publication aiready mentioned gave the

circulation figure of Gbohungbohun as 23,000 in 1990 (UN, 1990). But,

the source disclosed that about 1976, the circulation figure was about

20,000 while a copy of the newspaper sold for 10 kobo. As at 1993, a copy

sold for N10 and the circulation figure was 10,000, due mainly to the high

cost of newsprint (Salawu, 1993:45). The source claimed, ''Gbohungbohun

is the only paper in this Sketch that does not record unsold copies".
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What of ads? "We get ads - occassionally", responded the source

in the management of the Sketch Press Limited, "Our ad department is not

doing enough for the title" (Salawu, 1993,45).

2.11.3 Isokan

Isokan (Unity) is a publication of Concord Press of Nigeria Ltd,,

owned by late Bashorun M.K.O, Abiola, It initially had its base in the
company's headquarters at Ikeja, Lagos. But, in 1992, it moved down to

Abiola House, the Western Nigeria corporate headquarters of CPN - 22,

Fajuyi Road, Ekotedo, Ibadan, Oyo State.

Salawu (1993:46) reports that the newspaper appeared on the

newstands on July 15, 1980, This first issue sold well as it coincided with

the death of the late Ooni of Ife, Oba Adesoji Aderemi, a former governor of

the Western région of Nigeria who was on Ife throne for 50 years. The

news of the paper was tirnely as, just like any other (Engiish) newspaper, iv

had on its first page: 'Oba Aderemi D'ara Ile'.

The purpose of estabiishing the newspaper was borne out ot the

ambition of Bashorun Abiola, its pubiisher, to vie for the presidency of the

country. And, the man did so in 1993, He was "the unofficial winner" of the
élection held on the June 12 of the year, the resuits of which were annuled

by the governraent of Général Ibrahim B, Babangida (rtd.).
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The idea behind the paper, just as it was for the other indigenous
language titles of the company, was to reach to the grassroots,

Although, the newspaper is based in Ibadan, it is printed every week
in the CPN Lagos headquarters. How is this done? The stories for ail the
pages except the front are ready by Friday. The Production Editer plans
the pages with the stories and takes them to Lagos every Friday. The
frontpage is stepped down and if there is any major news outbreak, the
editor takes this to Lagos on Monday for processing. (Saiawu, 1993:48).

Of the three Yoruba newspapers' circulation figures published by the
already mentioned World Media Handbook. the one for Isokan was the
highest with 25,000. A source at Isokan gave the reason for the high
circulation as the "good network distribution" of the newspaper.
Thesource says, "where you read {National Concord) bëfore breakfast, you
would read Isokan on Tuesday morning". Just iike other indigenous
language newspapers, the source particularly commends the readership of
the paper in the North. (Saiawu, 1993:48).

Concerning the audience of the newspaper, the source says, "We
Write for every Dick and Harry". He debunks the idea that well-educated
people do not read indigenous language newspapers. He maintains that
this is not true as these people are also fascinated by the kinds of
headlines carried by the indigenous newspapers. He reveals that just like
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they do with soft sell, popularly known as "junk" magazines, these

(educated) people buy indigenous language newspapers and wrap them

among English newspapers. And, when they get to their offices, the first

thing they wouid read that morning would be the indigenous language

newspapers they bought. (Salawu, 1993:48).

Yes, it is true indigenous language newspapers carry sensational

headlines that are very attractive. Examples: "Kayeefi: Iwin le Oba l'aafin'

{Isokan, March, 1994) (Wonder: Ghomid chases king out of palace).

'Gbesee! Agbe onikoko bus' ekun {Isokan, February 1994) (Debt! Gocoa

farmer bursts into tears). Others are: "Apero Ofin Ile Wa: Talaka fee

soro' (March 1994) (Constitutional Conférence; The poor want to talk);

'Oofiisi Obinrin. Kin-ir>ni poora' {Iroyin Yoruba March 1994) (First Lady's

office disappears): and 'Aare Onilu k'agbako gbewiri' (March 1994) (Top

Musician in the calamity of a burglary).

The sensational headlines are screaming as they appear in bold

type - face with a bold kicker on revsrsed line block, ail in caps.

At the initail stage of Isokan, advertisements were not forthcoming.

A source at the newspaper says there is hardly a year the newspaper does

not get NI50,000 advertisement revenue. (Salawu, 1993:49).

The source discloses that the fortune of the title changed when the

management handed down a directive to the newspaper's staff urging them
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to find ways of bettering the lots of the newspaper in terms of adverts or

they lose their job.

As the staff aiso recognised the fact that the survival of any

newspaper dépends on advertisement, they took the décision, went to

town, devising varlous stratégies and lending themselves to smart ideas to

get adverts. And the efforts have been paying off. (Salawu, 1993:50).

Ordinarily, Isokan publishes 12 pages. But, when there are, at least,

four pages of adverts, the pagination shoots up to 16 pages. "Sometimes",

the ource adds, "we get six-page ads". This is évident in its February 15-

21 (1994) issues of 16 pages in which it ran a supplément on traditional

healers.

Another rnethod devised by Isokan to get adverts is to approach

advertising agencies handiing any "interesting" ad. copy. If the agency

agréés to their entreaties. they corne back to their office and make an

artwork of a Yoruba version of the copy. The reason is that indigenous

language newspapers prefer ads. in the indigenous language. (Salawu,

1993:50).

A tabloid like any typical Nigérian newspaper. Isokan parades such

regulars which include newstories. It carries very bold healines on its front

page. It is not regualr with any particular type face or either upper case or

lower case. It alternâtes. At times, 'its headiine letters. al! may be in caps.
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while at some other times, it would be in upper case, lower case. Us
masthead, at inception, was in pink, now, in blue,

Other features of the newspaper's contents include discourses on
Cbristain and Islamic religions, éditorial commente, horoscope, fem.nme
ooiumn, iiterarv appraisai,humours. A significant observation m th,s
newspaper is that its current issues show that it is not deep in the coverage
of Yoruba tradition and culture as ,roy/n Yoruba and Gbouhungbohun are .
,sokan does not have any ooiumn for Yoruba market-days, for instanoe,
Maybe, it is tending more toward the modem,

From the evidence avaiiabie, we can say that the indigenous
,.„gu.9. press ip Nlg.dP te tpal, « Pas Paap «i.P ua W »9, IPteol, P .a
the cradie of Nigérian press. and it can continue to be with us forever,
mougp, IP« teval ot a«il, In Ida p.aas and ma atlanlion whicn « te b«n9
given is not encouraging.

M Ihe samo, iadiganoua languaga preas, ainoe lia mcaplion. Pas
p.an makipg «s owp aPnlPPu.l.ps loward IPa daa.lopm.n. af tPte
„a,laa O. m. aa,l, indigappus lapguaga praaa, FdlaPp and MoPammad
(1996:109) write:

It may be argued that in pite of its relative failure
as financial proposition and its inadequacies as
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journalistic onterprise, the eariy indigenous

{anguage pmss in Nigeria did make varying

degrees of impact on evangelization, literacy

and général public enlightenment, entertainment

and, above ail, the popularization of nationalism.

The social development crusade of the early Yoruba newspapers

was even indicated in theii mottos. (Ajayi, 1990).

2.12 The Yoruba Race

SInce the focus of thls thesis is Yoruba newspapers as a vehicle for

development communication, it is apposlte at this stage to understand the

people who own this language of communication.

The Yoruba people are found in the west of the lower Niger. It has

even been claimed that at one time the vast areas from the banks of the

Niger to the Volta had come under the authority of Yoruba rulers.

The origine of this tribe are so shrouded in antiquity that ail

traditions relating to its eai ly grwoth are so strongly tinged with legend and

obscurity. In essence, the main guide to the early history of the tribe is oral

traditon and this is beset with a number of shortcomings.

The Yoruba have several traditions about how their people began
life. One of them says that it was at lle-lfe, which the Yoruba, regard as the
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cradle of their nations, that mankind was first created (Davidson. 1976.

117). This mythical création legend intimâtes that the Yoruba were the
original inhabitants of the Ife area.

Recounting this legend. Sthde and Ifeka (1978:288) report that et

the dawn of time, the world was a watery waste. On the orders of his father

- the suprême god, Olorun - Oduduwa climbed down a chain from the sky.

He brought with him a handful of earth. a cockerel and a palm nut. He
scattered the earth upon the water and it formed the earth at lle-lfe. The

cockerel dug a hole in which Oduduwa planted the palm nut, and up

sprang a mighty tree with sixteen branches, each the ruling family of an

early Yoruba state.

Stride and Ifeka (1978: 290) also recall another tradition which

indicates that the Yoruba people were produced by inter-marriage between

a small band of invaders from the savanna and the indigenous inhabitants

of the forest. The story is that Oduduwa was the son of Lamurudu,

sometimes described as a ruler from the East. sometimes as a prince of

Mecca. When islam was introduced into his homeland, Oduduwa refused

to forsake the religion of his ancestors. so he and his supporters were

expelled from their native land. After long wanderings, they settled among

the forest people and founded the site of Ife.
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The déviations in these two traditions. nothwUhstanding, one

common fact is that Oduduwa is regarded as "the much-revered legendary

ancestral hero of the Yoruba" (Osae and Nv/abara (1980:92).

Oduduv/a had seven close descendants. Some traditions say they

were his sons; others call them grandsons. These seven young men

moved out to found the ruling families oî seven new Yoruba states. These

are named as the states of Owu, Sabe, Popo, Bénin, lia, Ketu and Oyo.

These Yoruba sites were linked together during ancient times in a

confédération under the spiritual and political leadership of the Oni of Ife

who was the senior living représentative of the Oduduwa ancestors. This

confédéral system seems to have left each state to run its own affaire,

while providing means for keeping the peace between them. Ife, however,

began to lose its political leadership in the sixteenth century with the rise of

Oyo in nothern Yorubaland. Nothwithstanding. Oni remains the spiritual

head of the Yoruba (Osae and Nwabara, 1980: 92; Stride and Ifeka, 1978:

291). Oyo, a formidable empire, reached the height of its power in the

eighteenth century.

The collective success of the Yoruba under Oyo leadership was to

make the Yoruba tongue as recognised lingua franca almost to the shores

of Volta. (Stride and Ifeka, 1978: 302). Regretably, the collapse of the

empire became inévitable, with constitutional upheavals, dynastie intrigues.
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local particularism and the effort of the adventurers to turn the breakdown

of the constitution to their personal advantage. Stride and Ifeka. (1978:

302) noted that 'With such a burden of internat dissension, Oyo could not

withstand the advance of the calvary of the new Fulani empire to the north

nor check Dahomeian raids across the 'Egbado Corridor'... and... the

British advance when it came".

Meanwhile, the Arab connection with the Yoruba is alluded to by

Davidson (1959) when he remarks that the overwhelrhing evidence of

eastern influence on Yoruba culture, especially, in religion and arts cast in

bronze and brass, has made scholars believe that the Yoruba might havc

migrated from the Upper Nile Valley. According to him, this is as a resuit of

archaeologicai discoveries of meticulous artistic carvings of Yoruba

national god, Sango, in which appears a ram's mask. He goes further to

say that this kind of artistic design is reminiscent of Kushite or old Egyptien

origin.

Apart from Nigeria, people of Yoruba descent are aiso found in the

Republic of Bénin. Togo. Sierra Leone, the Carribeans and Latin American

countries such as Brazil and Cuba (Westerman and Bryan, 1980).

The Yoruba-speaking people found in the South -West of Nigeria

number more than 20 million. They are said to be the most urbanised
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group of people in Nigeria and Africa (Uche, 1989) while Ibadan, one of
their cities, is arnong the most populous in tropicai Afnca,

The Yoruba were among those early exposed to western éducation
in Nigeria, Before, too long, this western éducation and other value
Systems diffused within the culture of the pepple, The reason for this was
that Lagos, a Yoruba city which also serves as the nation's principal port
was the avenue through which the early European missionaries and
traders entered the country and established trading posts, Ezera (1964)
notes that this early contact with the Europenas aroused in them an
interest in western éducation, propensity for commercial activity which
enabled them to occupy leading positions not only in govenment services
but also in the professional and commercial life of the country,

Among the Yoruba are found christalns and moslems while some
stlll hold on to the traditlonal religion of their forefathers.

As with most African peoples, the Yoruba still maintain their
traditional System of government i,e, the institution of obaship.

One unique feature of the Yoruba people of Nigeria is their
homogeneity. In the other- former régions of North, East and Wlid- west,
there are people of diverse origin and cultures. The WeSt remains
homogerious.
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2.13 Traditionai Media of Communication in Yorubatand

The newspapers represent a literate culture. We may, then, ask

what were the média of communication in the pre-literate African, nay

Yoruba culture?

Wilson (1991), broadly, classifed the numerous traditionai forms of

communication found in Nigeria and most other rural communities in Africa.

The following are the classes: Idiophones, membranophones, aerophones,

symbolography, signais, objectifics, colour schemes, music, extra-mundane

communication and symbolic displays.

Idiophones are self-sounding instruments on technical wares which

produce sound wlthout the addition or use of an intermediary médium,

They include gong, woodiock, wooden drum, bail and rattle.

Membranophones are média on which sound is produced through the

vibration of membranes. These are ail varieties of skin or leather drums.

Aerophones are média which produce sound as a resuit of the vibration of

a column of air, The flûte family, whilstle, real pipes, horns and trumpets

are found in this category.

Symbolography is said to mean symbolic writing or représentation,

Wilson identifies three main kinds of symbolography used among the

Cross River people (the Efik-lbibio-lgbo) of Nigeria. These are; " (i) the

fresh unfolding frond of the palm tree usually with a greenish yellow colour.
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It is tied and shaped in différent ways to convey différent meanings; (ii) a
decorated stick made from the outer part of the dry branch of the raffia

palm tree; and (iii) a kind of cryptic writing. used among the Cross River
people and in the border areas of Western Cameroon".

Signais are the physical embodiments of a message; and, they

include fire, gunshots. canon shots. and drumbeats. Objectifics are média

in concrète forms, and may be culture bound or universel. These comprise

kolanut, the young unopened bud of the palmfrond. charcoal, whlte pigeon

or fowl, white egg, feather, cowries, mimosa, flowers, sculptures, pictures,

drawings and the flag.

Colour schemes are the général conception and use of combination

of colours in a design to convey some meanings. Music is used to satirise,

praise and generally chticize wrongdoings in society. Extra-mundane
communication is the mode of communication betv^een the living and the

dead, the supernatural or suprême being; usually done through incantation,

spiritual chants, rituals, prayers, sacrifice, invocation, seance, trance,

hystéries or libation. Symbolic displays include smiling; sticking eut the

longues; expression of anger. disgust. happiness and fear; the way we

walk or sit, gestures we use, voice qualifies and other facial expressions.

Wilson, further, noted that in addition to the above, many traditional

institutions, clubs or societies are also used for the purpose of
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disseminating information, passing on gossips, rumours and, at times,

highly confidential information.

The various Yoruba traditional média of communication fall into

these various classes made by Wilson. This would be évident as we

consider them in Omu's classification.

Omu (1978) suggests that the agencies of public commmunication in

traditional African including, Yoruba society might be conveniently classifeid

into tv/o groups: the oral communication or informai transference média

and the organised communication or formai transference média.

Traditional Yoruba informai média of communication included

visiting of kins, community.people and neighbours. During these visits, a

lot of Information is shared among the hosts and the guests. These may be

information concerning family, neighbourhood, village or town.

Messages are also shared during gatherings. Traditional folks, for

one reason or the other, gather together and on these occasions,

messages are exchanged. One of such gatherings Is the moonlight story -

telling. Here, young folks, in evening moonlight, gather at the feet of an

elderly person to listen to his words of vvisdom, storles, folktales and fables.

A lot of information, both past and présent, about the commmunity is

passed this v/ay.
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Another médium of community is trade-market. Buyers and sellera
come to market not only to exchange goods and services, but aiso to
exchange information. This is information concerning the individual and
the community.

While this first group of communication média served as a vehicle of
communication between peopie and people, the second group was a

vehicle more from government to people, Omu (1978) notes that tools
employed in this regard were recognised officiais and recognisabie sounds,
signs and symbols.

in the oid Oyo empire, the 'iiaris' (state messengers and inteiiiigence
officers) were sent by the king to convey messages to his chiefs, peopie
and fellow kings (in olher lands).

Town criers who beat, "gongs" and shout on top of their voices were

aiso used to announce the promulgation of iaws and régulations, meetings,
arrangements for communal worir and generaiiy spread 'officiai' information
in the community (Omu. 1978).

Booming sound of guns was aiso used to announce deaths oî
important personaiities as weii as to warn of imminent danger,

Smoke of burning bushes was aiso used to convey (unpaiatabie)
information, The significance of a particuiar message was determined by
the thickness of the smoke.
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'Aroko' was a mediurh of communication between a king and other

important people, Depending on the material content of the 'aroko', the

message could be pleaseant or unpleasant.

The most extensively used médium was the drum. Some types of

drum are capable of conveying spécifie meaning. These 'talking' drums

stand out as a most fascinating agency of organised communication. A

perfect example of this type is 'dundun'. 'Gbedu' was used to summon

spécial meetings, proclaim the arrivai and departure of important visitors to

the palace and announce serious acts of sacrilege and disasters, alert the

community against invasion and, in war, advertise the presence of war

chiefs (Omu, 1978),

Discussing the purppse(s) served by these traditional média, Wilson

(1991; 26-27) points out that the traditional média serve the same général

purpose as the modem means of communication. Therefore, for him, the

nature and content of these traditional média include directives, news,

advertising, public relations, entertainment and éducation.

He gives the funclions of these média as "(a) reporting on and

criticizing organs within the System; (b) issuing directives from the

legtimate, or in some cases, titular head; (c) providing éducation in the

norms and mores of the.society; (d) stimulating the émotions; ani e)

generally providing the light to innovations and helping the diffusion".
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Evidently, the traditional média are very crucial in the development

process of the African society.

2.14 Development-related Communication Théories.

This study identifies four théories that are related to development

communication. They are; Diffusion of Innovations, Social Responsibility.

Development Media and Démocratie-Participant Media. While Diffusion of

Innovations stands on its own, the other three wiil be subsumed under the

Normative Théories of the Press.

2.14,1 Diffusion of Innovations

This theory deals with the spread of social change and studies

about it date back to, at least, the nineteenth century when Gabriel Tarde

(1903) said that imitation explained the spread of new social form. (cited in

Defleur and Dennis, 1981).

Rogers(1962:5) defines difusion as the process by which an

innovation is communicated through certain cbannels over time

among members of a soda! System (emphasis mine). Diffusion is a

spécial type of communication, concerned with the spread of messages

that are laden with new ideas. Rogers says it is the newness of the idea in

the message content that gives diffusion its spécial character as some
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degree of uncertainty can be reduced by an individual by obtaining

information. Therefore, the "information (emphasis supplied) is a

différence in matter-energy that affects uncertainty in a situation whers a

choice exists among a set of alternatives".

An innovation js an idea, practice, or object perceived as nev/ by an

indidual or other unit of adoption.

Five characteristics of an innovation détermine its rate of adoption

by members of a social system. These are:

(1) relative advantage (2) compatibility (3) complexity (4) trialability and

(5) observability (Rogers. 1,962:15-16).

A communication channel is the means by which messages are sent

from one individual to another. Rogers says mass média channels are

more effective in creating Knowledge of innovations whereas interpersonal

channels are more effective in forming and changirg attitudes towards the

new idea, thereby influencing the décision to adopi or reject a new idea.

For individuals to influence the décision of one ancther. Rogers says the

two concepts of hornophily and heterophily are gréa? determining factors

(Rogers, 1962:18-19).

Yarbrough et al (1995:5) note that uniike the dilfusion system in the

neolithic âge. (modem) mass média have helped in the diffusion of

innovations in this présent âge. According to them,
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it propably took centuries for neo//fri/c man... fo
domesticate wild grains such as wrieaf, riariey and

rye. And, it took something like 3,000 years for trie
innovation and agricultural System they necessitated

to spread from their point of origin in trie Middie East
through ail of Europe. In contrast, hybrid varieties of
zea maize were developed and tested during a period
of about 30 years and, once developed, completely

diffused through trie United States during a period of

less than 25 years.

This, however. is not to say that the mass média are all-powerful in

the diffusion process. McQuail (1987:272) says "the mainstream view of
média effect has been as mass educator in alliance with officiais, experts

and local leaders, applied to spécifie objectives of change". With the
passing away of the era of "dominant paradigm" (Rogers, 1976), the
alternative théories of development allot to mass média a rather small rôle,

with benefits depending on their remaining close to the basis of the society
and to Us native culture.

(McQuail, 1987:273).
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This point is quile germane to the issue of the use of indigenous

language press for development communication. The point made by

McQuail (1987) is that the média would remain bénéficiai to people if they

(the média) are close to the native culture of the people. A médium, using

the indigenous language. is very much close to the native culture, and will,

therefore. be bénéficiai.

To say that indigenous language press cannot work in our situation

is to lose sight of a fundamental issue. McQuail, (1987:273), further. notes

that mass communication is itself an innovation which has to be diffused

before it can play a p^irt in diffusion processes of the kind familiar in

modem or developed societies.

Meanwhile, tirne is involved in diffusion in (1) the innovation décision

process, (2) innovativeness, and (3) an innovafion's rate of adoption.

According to Rogers, the innovation-décision process is the mental

process through which an indiviciual (or other décision making unit) passes

from first knowledge of an innovation to forming an attitude toward the

innovation, to a décision to adopt or reject, to implementation of the new

idea, and to confirmation of this décision. Five steps are conceptualised in

this process:

(1) Knowledge (Awareness), (2) Persuasion (Interest stage). (3) Décision

(Evaluation stage), (4) Implementation (Trial stage), and (5)
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Confirmation (Adoption stage). (Rogers. 1962:20-21; Rogers and

Shoemaker, 1971; 52-70).

And, a social system is a set of interrelated units that are engaged in

joint problem solving to accomplish a common goal. The social and

communication structure of a system facilitâtes or impedes the diffusion of

innovations in the system (Rogers, 1962:24).

innovation research has a long tradition (Rogers, 1962;Rogers and

Shoemaker. 1971; Schramm, 1967; Hovland, 1959; Klapper, 1960 e.t.c.).

Yarbrough et al (1995:2) disclose that more than 1,000 empirical

studies of adoption and diffusion processes have been completed in the

fields of anthropology, sociology, médical sociology, éducation,

communication and marketing.

Mbidyo (1991:20) notes that the pimary factor accounting for the

diffusion of innovations in social psychology largely deals with individual

personality variables; in sociology. social Systems and structures; and in

marketing, cost-effectiveness of the innovation.

2.14.2 Normative Media Théories

The basic assumption of normative média théories is that the press

aiways takes on the "form and coloration" (Kunczik, 1988) of the social and

political structures within which it opérâtes. There are six of these théories:
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Authoritarian. Libertarian. Social responsibillity. Soviet-communist,

Development média and Démocratie-participant média.

This study v/ill only consider three that are relevant to it.

2.14.3 Social Responsibility

The idea and press performance resulting from Social Responsibility

theory represent an important modification of traditional libertarian(free

press) theory (Siebert et al 1963:73).

McQuail{1987;116) says the main impetus of the theory "was a

growing awareness that in some important respects the market had failed

to fulfil the promise of press freedom and to deliver expected benefits to

Society". '

According to Siebert at al(1963:74). the major premise of the theory

goes thus:

Freedom carnes concomitant obligation and the
t

press, which enjoys a privilège position under our

government, is obliged to be responsible to society for

carrying out certain essentiel functions of mass

communication in contemporery society.
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The theory, like the libertarian theory which it replaced, is an Anglo-

America concept. Precisely, it owes its origin to an American initiative - the

Commission on Freedom of the Press.

Siebert et al(1963:77) disclose that a number of factors accounted

for the birth of the theory. One v/as the technologicai and industrial
r

révolution which changed the face of the nation and the American way of

llving and which affected the nature of the press itself. Two, the sharp voice

of criticism which spoko often as the média grew in size and importance

and which sometimes carried the tacit threat of government régulation.

Three, a new intellectual climate in which some persons looked with

suspicion on the basic assumption of the Enlightenment. And, four, the

development of a professional spirit as journalism attracted

men of principle and éducation and as the communication industries

reflected the growing sense of social responsibiiity assumed by American

business and industry generaliy.

As a resuit of these, the Commission on Freedom of the Press listed

five things which contemporary society requires of its press:

1. A truthful, comprehensive, and intelligent account of the day's event

In a context which gives them meaning.

2. A forum for the exçhange of comment and criticism.
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3. A représentative picture of the constituent groups in society.

4. The présentation and clarification of goals and values of the society.

5. Provision of full access to the day"s intelligence.

Siebert et al (1963:87-92)

Taking a eue from the above, indigenous language press could aiso

be used to serve the society.

2.14.4 Development Media

This theory arose out of the concern to describe and prescribe the

norms of journalism practicce in the developing world as the earlier four

normative théories of the press-authoritarian, libertarian, social

responsibiiity and soviet-communist have limited application and potential

benefits for these countries.

The normative elements of this emerging development theory "are,

especially, opposed to dependency and foreign domination and to arbitrary

authoritarianism. They are for positive uses of the média In national

development, for the autonomy and culturel identity of the particular

national society. To a certain extent, they favour démocratie, grass-roots

involvement, thus participative communication models"

(McQuail,1987:120).
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McQuail lists the main principles of the Iheory thus;

Media should accept end carry out positive development tasks in

line with nationally established policy.

Freedom of the média should be open to restriction according to

(1,) économie priorities and (2.) development needs of society.

Media should give priority in their contents to the national culture

and language.

Media should give priority in news and information to links with other

çjeyelQping countries which are close geographically, culturally of

politically.

Journalists and other média workers have responsibilites as well as

freedoms in their information-gathering and dissémination tasks.

In the interest of development ends, the state has a right to

intervene in, or restrict, média opérations, and devices of

censorship, subsidy and direct control can bejustified. (p. 121).

Essentially, indigenous language press willl bring about the

démocratie and grass-roots participation in development process as it

offers the greatest access to the vast majority of our people, unprivileged

and marginalised. The press will help in our cultural idenlity.
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2.14.5 Démocratie-Participant Media

Just like the Development Media theory, the emphasis of this theory

is on the basis of society and on the value of horizontal rather than

vertical (top-down) communication. (McQuail.1987:122).

The theory has been a reaction against the commercialisation and

monopolisation of privately-owned média and against the centralism and

bureaucratisation of public broadcasting institutions, established according
to the norm of social responsibility.

It is aiso against the System of parliamentary democracy v/hich has

seemed to become detached from its grassroots origine, to impede rather

than facillitate movement in political and social life. Again, it takes

exception to a 'mass society which is over-organised, over-centralised and

fails to offer realistic opportunities for individuel and minority expression.

McQuail says "the central point of a démocratie-participant theory
lies with the needs, interests and aspirations of the active Yeeceiver' in a

political society. It has to do with thii right to relevant information, the right

to answer back, the right, to use the means of commmunication for

interaction in smail-scalle settings of community, interest group, sub

culture". (p.122).
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The point here that tne means of communication should be used for

interaction in small scale settings of community debunks any argument that

indigenous language press - because they cannot serve the entire nation,

but a section of it where the language of its (the médium) expression is

used - is net idéal for development communication purpose. What is

important is that people should be able to participate in the communication

process, and indigenous language press offers this opportunity most.

The theory aiso cautions that communication should not be left in

the hands of professionals alone.

2.15 Theoretical Framework

Although, each of the development-related communication théories

earlier examined has provided an insight or the other for this work, it was,

yet, necessary for us to build a spécifie theoretical framework for the study.

As a resuit, this study proposes the following framework to serve as a basis

for it.

The proposed model includes basic elements of communication as

found in aiready existing communication models. These elements include

the Source, the Message, the Channel, the Receiver and the Feedback

System or the Interactions system.
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In the proposée! model, the Source is a change agent which could be
' i.

a development agency, a non- governmental organisation, a governmental

body or a média organisation.

The message is basically development-oriented and it is constructed

in the indigenous language of the community for wljiich the development
.1.. ̂

programme is meant.

And, of course, the Receiver(s) are the owners of the language.

They pick the development messages better in this language and they can

express themselves better in it; thus. facilitating robust interraction

between them and the Source, and also, between them and the média

channel. The communicative interraction is necessary for the purposes of

seeking and making clarifications, making suggestions, expressing

opinions and measuring the effectiveness of the communication.
. ,(

This model actually dérivés its strength from. the myriad of studies

already carried out which, undoubtedly, confirmed the effectiveness of

mother-tongue or indigenous language (Ll) for instructional purposes. The

findings of some of the studies had, already, been discussed under a

section in this work.
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2.16 Summary of the Chapter

Différent aspects cf the concept, 'communication', hold attractions

for différent scholars across disciplines. In matters of définition,

communication is simply seen as the sharing of meanings through symbois.

And, for communication to be effective, there must be mutual

understanding between the source and the receiver.

Development is seen in human terms as the greatest good for the

great majority of people whîle development communication is perceived as

the application of the process of communication to development. At the

passing away of the dominant paradigms of development and development

commuunication, the alternative paradigm now emphasises participatory

process. the bottom-up not the top-down approach.

Mass média may have some dysfunctional effects on the society. yet

they are indispensable in the development process of any society. They

do not, however, fonction alone, except through "a nexus of mediating

factors".

The origin of writing could be traced to the stone âge when man

started using various 'média' to record his experience. Printing technology
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came in the 16th century through the German Johann Gutenberg. London

Gazette, published in 1655, is said to be the first modem newspaper.

In Afhca, oolonialism brought about the press institution and Egypt

had the first taste. Factors such as nationalism. christain evangelisaiion

gave the great impetùs to the development of the Press in the continent.

/we Irohin was the first indigenous language newspaper on the

continent and also the first newspaper in Nigeria. Existing indigenous

language newspapers in Nigeria include Gaskiya Ta Fi Kwabo, Iroyin

Yoruba, Gbohungbohun, and Isokan. Nigeria has a vivacious press

institution with a pletheora of publications- newspapers and magazines.

There have been ample evidence about the potency of mother-

tongue for instructional purpose; and with this, we can deduce the potency

of indigenous language for information.

Nigeria is a linguistically heterogeneous society having about 250

languages with Hausa, Igbc, Yoruba as major languages. English language

is the officiai language. while pidgin English could safely be said to be the

lingua franca. By now, no national language has evolved for the country.

Language is important to communication because it is thrrough it

that man captures the reality of his worid. Language is both an agent of
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communication and a carrier of culture; no language is superlor to the

other. Man expresses his idea and receives information better in his own

language.

Iroyin Voruba, Gbohungbohun and Isokan are published in Yoruba

language. The owners of the language. the Yoruba, are found in the South

- West of Nigeria. A genteel people with rich history. culture and

achievements. The pre-literate Yoruba society used oral communication or

informai transference média and the organised communication or formai

transference média.

Development-related communication théories include diffusion of

innovations and the normative théories such as Social Responsibility,

Development Media and Démocratie-Participant Media.
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Design

This study is an investigation into Yoruba newspapers, particularly, in

relation to development communication; Do Yoruba newspapers carry

development information? If they do, what is the nature of development

information carried by the Yoruba newspapers? How is language used in

Yoruba newspapers for the dissémination of development messages?

The study was undertaken to obtain, some answers to the above

questions. The content and style of a sample of the newspapers were

studied to have an understandihg of the development content of these

newspapers.

Based on the fore-going, this study adopted, principally, the content

analysis method, and as a supplément, stylistic analysis. Content analysis

was used to analyse the content of édifions of three Yoruba newspapers with

a View to determining their development communication content.

Stylistic nalysis belongs to the level of form in language description.

The stylistic analyses of some of the issues of the newspapers were done at

the following levels: the graphetic/graphologica., the grammatical, the lexical

and the semantic (Crystal and Davy. 1969:15-23).
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At the graphetic/graphological level, we considered how the print, the

shape of the printed marks, punctuation and paragraphing contribute to the

aesthetic appeal and readabiliîy of the matter. At the grammatical level, v\/e

considered the question of syntax and sentence types, while at the lexical

level, v^e considered the choice of words and the collocation of words.

Finally, at the semantic level, we considered the tone and the degree of

formality and informality in the présentation of the matter (Nigeria, 1982:17)..

To address the problem of this research, the following research

questions were raised:

3.1.1 Research Questions

1. To what extent do Yoruba newspapers carry development

messages?

2. In what proportions are journalistic genres used for the dissémination

of development messages by Yoruba newspapers?

3. Does the coverage of development issues by Yoruba newspapers vary

in extent, catégories, prominence and depth of treatment according to

ownership?

4. Do Yoruba newspapers vary in styles in the dissémination of

development messages?
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3.2 Study Population

The population was ail newspapers published in Yoruba Language between the

years 1986 and 1996.

3.2.1 Sample and Sampling Technique

From the Yoruba mass cîrculated newspapers currently in existence, narnely

Aîaroye, Gbohungbohim, Iroyin Yoruba and Isokan issues from three of them were

selected for the study. Out of the issues of these three, six issues of each of the

publications per year between 1986 and 1996 were taken for the sample. Gbohungbohun,

Iroyin Yoruba and Isokan were sampled. The fourth, Alaroye, was not sampled bccause

its publication started only in 1996 and as such it would nol satisfy the requirement of

eleven years (i.e. 1986-1996) of analysis proposed forthis study.

A systematic method was adopted in the sampling of issues of each of the

newspapers per year were drawn into the sample. To realize this, each year was divided

into six parts of two months each i.e. January/February, March/April, May/June,

July/August, September/October, November/December. From a segment of two months,

an édition was sampled, and as such, three were six (6) in ail per year.

The newspapers are weeklies. To pick a particular week's publication into the

sample, the weeks were systematically alternated. For instance, if for 1986, the issue of
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week oiie (1) in January was picked for January/February segment, for the same segme.it

in 1987, the issue of the fourth week of January/Februai7 was picked. For 1988, third

week Januaiy was picked; and 1989, second week February. Such was the procédure.

(See appendix for the arrangement).

A total of 125 issues of selected Yoruba newspapers were content-analysed. Some

46 of them were Gbohungbohun, 30 îroyin Yoruba^ and 49, îsokan.

From the issues of ail the newspapers studied, a total of 4,983 items were content-

analysed.

3.3 Units of Analysis

The units of analysis are articles or stories on developraent

programmes/projects/issues. The articles or stories could be in form of news, features oi

opinion.

3.4 Content Catégories

Two broad catégories were created: development-oriented stories and non-

development-oriented stories. The development-oriented stories include the following

sub-categories.
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1) Agricultural Practice

This concerns crop and livestock farming as well as fishery.

Market and climatic trends as well as technological innovations

concerning agriculture were considered. Government's

agricultural policies and actions; farmers' expériences and farming

Systems aiso formed part of this sub-category.

2) Nutrition

This has to do with vahous types of food and their nutritional

values as well as issues concerning feeding habits. How the

various socio-economic factors affect human nutrition and feeding

habits also came under focus.

3) Heaith

The concern of this includes various diseases and their effects.

Government's heaith policies and actions were considered.

Drugs, their .uses and abuses as well as innovations in medicine

also formed part of this sub-category.
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4) . . Family Planning

This covers various mehtods of planning family. It includes

contraceptives and their uses, Socio-economic effects of

unplanned family were aiso considered.

5) Child Health, Welfare and Development

This has to do with the général health of children, the care for

them, and their physical, Inteliectual and moral development.

6.) Social Development Programmes:

This includes issues concerning Children in Especially Difficult

Circumstances (CEDG), juvénile delinquency, unemployment,

poverty, injustice and social malaise. Social malaise has to do

with various misdemeanours and crimes in homes- and général

Society. Ail these classifications form différent sub-units under

this category,

7) Political Programmes

This concerns democracy/transition-to-civil ruie; women

development/empowerment; peace and security; unity; good

governance and accountability; and civic duties and

responsibilities. Ail these classifications form différent sub-units

under this category.
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8) Literacy/Education

This has to do with ail forms of formai éducation - western éducation,

Islamic éducation and nomadic éducation. It concerns issues, events,

organs and bodles related to the purpose of éducation. It also includes

government's educationai policies and actions.

9) Economie Programmes

This includes various économie activities- exchange of goods and

services, trading and business. It aiso has to do with governments

économie policies and actions.

10) Housing and Environment

This concerns activities in the housing sector, where peopie iive and

various government's policies and actions to house the peopie. It aiso

has to do with environmental health. Issues concerning refuse dump,

waste disposai, air pollution and environmental planning were

considered.
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11) Community Self-Help and Development

This concerns various physical and socio-economic development

efforts embarked ppon by various local communities themselves. It

includes mobilisation and fund-raising drives towards these efforts.

Every other éditorial mattei in the newspapers that did not fall into any

of these catégories was regarded as a non-development-oriented story and

■ was thus excluded from the sample.

Bach of the catégories in the development-oriented stories was examined for:

1. Frequency of Coverage

This means the number of times a sub-category appears in the

publication.

2. Type of Editorial 'Matter

This has to do with whether a sub-category appears in the form of

news, features, corporate éditorial, personal éditorial, columns,

photographe, cartoons or in the literary form. The items were aiso

broadiy categorised into two. Ali items that are straight news-reporting

particularly events or statements - either verbally or pictorialiy, were

categorised as news. Ail other items - features, personal and
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corporate éditorials, photographs and cartoons - were regarded as just

features.

3. Prominence

This has to do with the part of the newspapers in which a sub-category

appears. A sub-category may appear in the front page, back page or

inside pages. It'aiso includes point-size used for the.headlines of

stories.

4. Depth of Treatment

This has to do with the amount of space an issue is given in a

particular story; in other words, the lengths of stories. Lengths of

stories are measured in paragraphs and page dimension.

3.5 Research Procédure

The data for this study were collected between September, 1997

and January, 1998. Some of the issues of the newspapers proposed

for sampling were not available. This was due to a number of factors.

One, these newspapers do not publish regularly. When there is

scarcity of resources, their publications are suspended while the little

resources available are committed to just the English titles. And these

suspensions take weeks, months and years.

Two, the politicai repression in the country was another factor.

Some média houses had, on a numbèr of occasions, suffered the fate
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of being closed down by military governments in the country. Arid, of

course, when this happened, titles on the stable of the embattled

organizations would not be published.

Three, even when the newspapers were published during the

particular weeks chosen for sampling, poor record keeping in these

organisations did not help matters. The libraries (only that of Concord

Press of Nigeria, publishers of Isokan is an exception) of these

organisations could not provide ail the issues published. Many had

been lost. The National Archives, with its office on the campus of the

University of Ibadan, ibadan, offered some help in providing sonne

copies of Gbohungbohun that were not available in the library of

Sketch Press Limited, the publisher of the stable The Archives only,

"at times", gets copies of Gbohungbohun and no other Yoruba
I

newspapers.

The National Library in Lagos could not even believe that these

newspapers are still being published as copies of some of them got last were

in the early 80s. a period-not ccvered by the research.

Actually. for some of the issues content analysed, the actual issues

proposed were not availabie. What 'he researcher did was to pick anyone

available (preferably. the one closest to the real sample) from among issues

published within the two-month segment that the actual sample belongs to,
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In some cases, however, Jio issue could be obtained for the particular two-month

segment. And, this means that thr're was no publication within that period. This could be

due to one of the reasons already mentioned. Eventually, a total of 46 issues were

analysed for Gbohmgbohun, 30 for îroyin Yoruba and 49 for Isokan.

AU the data obtained from the analysis were coded, with numbers assigned to

each category. For an assured proper handling of the exercise (s), the researcher did the

data collection, ail by him.

3.6 Method of Data Analysis

Data obtained from the issues of the newspapers studied were analysed with the

use of the computer. Data obtained from the contents of the newspapers were

consequently coded on the standard IBM coding sheets and punched on IBM cards for

computer processing.

Since development communication research is a research in social investigation,

I

the SPSS computer System analysis was adopted. SPSS, an acronym for Statistical

Package for the Social Science, is an integrated system of computer programme designed

for the analysis of Social Science data.

SPSS offers a comprehensive package of procédures for survey data analysis,

taking care not only of descriptive statistics - simple frequency distributions, averages,

percentages and cross tabulation-but also accommodating analytical procédures such as

simple corrélation, means and variance, among others.
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Raw data collected from the issues of the newspapers sampled were assigned

figures based on catégories and sub-categories; types of éditorial matter; prominènce,

which includes placement of stories on pages and use of point-sizes for headlines; and

depth of treatment which has to do with the amount of space measured in paragraphs and

page dimension.

Frequencies of the catégories and sub-categories; and the varions variables were

determined. The frequencies were later translated into percentages and presented in

tables.

The statistical tool of chi-square was adopted to déterminé possible relationships

among variables. For instance, the study sought to establish whether or not ownership of

a newspaper as a variable has any relationship with the extent of the coverage of

development issues, catégories, prominence and depth of treatment.

With the level of significance put at 0.05, various cross-tabulations in the study

revealed whether or not there were relationships among the variables measured.

Stylistic analysis is not a quantitative research method. Thus, the styles of the

newspapers studied were qualitatively analysed. Stories picked for analysis were

carefully studied and observations were made conceming their graphitic, grammatical,

lexical and semantic properties. From these observations, inferences were made and these

formed the basis of our judgments.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

4.1 Analysis and Discussion of Findings

The main purpose of this studywas to investigate selected Yoruba newspapers,

particularly, in relation to development communication. Specifically, it sought to

détermine whether or not Yoruba newspapers carry development information. And, if

they do, what is the nature of development information carried by them and how are the

messages treated? The study. lurther, probed the styles of the newspapers used in

dissémination of development messages.

In order to provide answers to the research questions raised in the study, some of

the data collected through the use of the instruments described in Chapter 3 were

computer analysed, using the SPSS format while some others were qualitatively

analysed. In this Chapter, the findings are presented and discussed with a view to making

inferences and drawing conclusions from the study.
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4.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Discussion in this section is aimed at providing answers to the

spécifie research questions raised in this study. This is done through

the application of the relevant data collected through instruments used

in this study.

A total of 125 issues of selected Yoruba newspapers

were content-analysed. Some 46 of them were Gbohungbohurr, 30

Iroyin Yoruba] and 49, Isokan. The analysis spanned a period of

eleven years (1986 - 1996) for the nev\/spapers, although, in a

staggered manner, as some of the issues v^ere not available, owing to

reasons mentioned in Chapters One and Three.
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Research Question 1:

To what extent do Yoruba newspapers carry

development messages?

This question is interested in knowing the catégories of development

issues covered by the Yoruba nev^/spapers content-analysed and the extent to

which these issues v^ere covered.

The question is simiiariy interested in the level of prominence given to

the deveiopment-oriented stories. This prominence v^as measured in terms

of the kînds of pages on \which these stories appeared and in terms of the

point-sizes in which their headiines were cast.

The question is aiso interested in the depth of treatment. that is, the

amount of space devoted to these stories. This was measured in number of

paragraphs and page dimension.
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TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION Oh ITEMS INTO DEVELOPMENT-

ORIENTEDAND NON-DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED

NEWSPAPERS ITEMS CONTENT-ANALYSED

ALL DEVELOPMENT-

ORIENTED

NON-DEVELOP-

MENT-

ORIENTED

GBOHUNGBOHUN 1,627 435 1,182

IROYIN YORUBA 1,450 251 1,119

ISOKAN 1,906 679 1,227

TOTAL 4,983 1,365 3,528

% 100 27.4 73.6

Table 3 indicates that a total of 4, 983 items were content-analysed. A

total of 1,365 of the analysed Items were development-oriented, representing

27.4%. Gbohungbhoun contained 435 of the development-oriented items

while Iroyin Yoruba and Isokan had 251 and 679 development-oriented items

respectivély.

Altogether, from these issues, a total of 4. 983 items were content-

analysed. Of this number, 1.365 items, representing 27.4% were found to be

development oriented.
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TABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUIVIBER OF ITEMS FOR THE VARIOUS

CATEGORIES OF DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED STORIES

DEVELOPMENT CATEGORIES NUMBER OF ITEMS

AGRICULTURE 60

4.4-

NUTRITION 11

0.8

HEALTH 89

6.6

FAMILY PLANNING 24

1.8

CHILD HEALTH AND WELFARE 24

1.8'

SOCIAL PROBLEM AND DEVELOPMENT 462

33.8

POLITICAL PROGRAMMES 322

23.6

LITERACY/EDUCATION 67

4.9

ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES 194

14.2

HOUSING AND ENVIRONMENT 40

2.9

COMMUNITY SELF-HELP AND

DEVELOPMENT

72

5.3

TOTAL 1,365

% 100
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As indicated on Table 4, the newspapers were found to publish

(jeveiopment-oriented stories in the areas of Agricultural Practice. Nutrition,

Heaith; Family Planning; Child Health and Welfare; Social

Problem/Development (which include Children in Especially Difficult

Circumstances, Juvénile Deiiquency, Unemployment, Poverty, Justice/Human

Rights, Social Malaise); Political Programmes (which include

Democracy/Transition to Civil Ruie, Women Development/Empowerment,

Peace/Security, Unity, Good Governance/Accountability. Civic Duties and

Responsibilities; Literacy/Education; Economie Programmes; Housing and

Environment; and Community Self-Help/Development.

The category of Social Problem and Development has the highest

frequency of 33.8%. followed by Political Programmes, 23.6%. The category

with the least frequency is Nutrition (0.8%) while Family Planning; and Child

Health and Welfare have 1.8%each (Table 4).
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TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF PLACEMENT (ON PAGES) OF DEVELOPMENT-

ORIENTED STORIES.

FRONT

PAGE

BACK

PAGE

ANYINSIDE

PAGE
AGRICULTURE 16 7 37

NUTRITION 4 1 6

HEALTH 15 15 59

FAMILY PLANNING 4 2 18

CHILD HEALTH & WELFARE 2 2 20

SOCIAL PROBLEMS & DEVT. 89 102 271

POLITICAL PROGRAMMES 67 57 198

LITERACY/EDUCATION 12 10 45

ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES 19 8 167

HOUSING & ENVIRONMENT 5 9 26

GOMMUNITY SELF-HELP &

DEVT.

3 11 58

TOTAL 236 224 905

% 17.3 16.4 66.3

Table 5 présents the distribution of placement (on pages) of development

oriented items. A good majority of the items - 66.3% to be précisé -
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appeared on the inside pages. This is understandable because there are

more inside pages than front or back pages. Pagination of the newspapers

varies between 12 and 16.

More of the items appeared on the front pages than on the back

pages. Two hundred and thirty-six (or 17.3%) of the items were found on the

front pages; 225 (or 16.4%) on the back pages.

This analysis indicates the prominence given the development-oriented

items.
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TABLE 6

OlSTRIBLlIiON OF HEADUNE FOIKT-SIZES FORfflE DEVEIÛPMENT-CRIENTED SIORIES
LIÎERAWPERSONAL EDITORIALSCÛRPORATE EDITORIALSfEATURESNEWS

72 +54-6036-8-2472 +54-6036-488-2472 +54-6036-4818-2472 +54-6036-4818-242 +54-6036-18-24

agriculture

NUTRinON

HEALTH

F A-VilLY PLANNING

CHIlDHEALTHRWELfARE

112218SOC. PROBSy DEVELOPALENI

114POLITICAl PROGRA,\\WES

IITERACY/EDUCATION

PCONO/.\IC PROGRAWAES

HOUSING&ENVIRONAUH!

CG.'.WUNIIYSELF-HELP

DEVELOPMENT
20.016.002 32.032.0227 6.0544 64.727.9lOlAl 40.459.67.525.561.2

72-f - 5.7
= 36.0/AEAN(X) 18-24 = 52.3 36-' 54 - 60 = 6.0
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Still on the issue of prominence, Table 6 depicts the distribution of headline point-

sizes for the deveiopment-oriented stories.

The point size category of 18-24 is the most used with a mean of 52.3,%

followed by the category of 36-48 with a mean of 36.0%. The catégories of 54-66

and 72 and above are less regularly used The category 72+ has the least mean of

5.7%, followed by the category of 54-60, 6.0%.

This analysis does not, however, connote that deveiopment-oriented stones

'are not.given prominence, going by the fact that their headiines are cast in the

smaller point-sizes. This, the study revealed, was just the général pattern of point-

sizes for headiines for ail stories. There is no distinction.

Table 6 also indicates that headiines for some genres were not, at ail, cast

in 54-60 point size category and 72+ category. For instance, no corporate éditorial

headline was cast on either of the two; and no feature headline was cast 72+ and

above point sizes.
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: TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTHS QF DEVELOPMENT - ORIENTED STORIES MEASURED IN PARA6RAPHS AND PAGE
DIMENSION

1-5 6-10 11-

15

16-

20

21-1- FULL 1 HALF y. V4 1/3 2/3

AGRICULTURE 16 25 8 3 1 5 2

NUTRITION 1 2 2' 1

HEALTH 1 38 13 5 2 1 1

FAMiLY PLANNING 1 10 7 1 1 1

CHtLD HEALTH aV^ELFARE 2 10 4 5 2 1 2

OCIALPROBLEMS&DEVT. 131 184 65 16 2 9 - 10 2

POLITICAL PROGRAMMES 47 107 40 14 4 10 23 2 2 13 8

LITERACY/EDUCATION 4 26 11 4 1 1 1 5 1

ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES 17 30 14 9 34 10 33 1 7 16

H0US1NG& ENVIRONMENT 5 14 4 1 2

COMMUNITYSELE-HELP&

DEVT.

16 31 3 3 2 3 1 1

TOTAL 251 477 168 60 9 51 53 36 4 44 29

% 26.0 49.4 17.4 6.2 0.9 23.5 24.4 16.6 l.B 20.3 13.4
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To détermine the lengths of the stories, two measurements were used. One,

number of paragraphe; and two, page dimension. Some stories, because of the

way they were laid out, could not be measured, in length, by page dimension, that

is, full page, half page, etc. The genre mostly affected is the news. Thus, most

news items were measured in terms of the number of paragraphe, while the rest of

the genres were measured mostly in terms of page dimension.

Measuring stories in terms of number of paragraphs was without préjudice

to the fact that paragraphe are not equal in length; they occupy varying number of

inches, ranging between one and five.

Table 7 indicates that most stories run between 6-10 paragraphe, as this

category takes the highest frequency (477 or 49 4%). The least number of

paragraphe used was 21 and above. This resuit is understandable as news items

are not, usually, long.

For the other genres measured by page dimension, stories that occupied

half-page had the highest frequency of 53 or 24.4%, followed by full page, 51

(23.5%); one- third, 44 (20.3%); three-quarters, 36 (16.6%); two-third 29 (13.4%),
The one-quarter group is the least with frequency of 4 (1.8%).
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Research Question 2;

In what proportions are journalistic genres used in the dissémination of

development messages by Yoruba

•  . newspapers?

TABLE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS INTO NEWS AND FEATURES.

NEWSPAPERS NEWS
t

FEATURES

Ail
Development-

Oriented
Ail Development-Orienîed

GBOHUNGBOHUN 1,300 249 (19.2%) 327 186 (57%)

IROYIN YORUBA 995 135 (14%) 455 116(26%)

ISOKAN 1344 483 (36%) 562 196 (35%)

TOTAL 3639 867 (24%) 1344 498 (37%)

The items, in général, were broàdly catégorisée! into two et the level of

journalistic genres. Ail items that are straight news - reporting particular events or

statements - either verbally or pictorially, were catégorisée! as news. Ail other

items - features, personal and corporate éditorials, photographs and cartoons -

were regarded as just features.
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Among 3,639 items categprised as news, 867 of them, representing

23.82% ( of the 3,639), were found to be development-oriented. One thousand,

three hundred and forty-four items were categorised as features, 498 or 37.05%

(of the 1,344) were found to be development- oriented (Table 8).

Aiso Table 8 shows that of the overali 3,639 news found in al! the

newspapers, 1,300 (or 35.7% of them) were from Gboungboun. Two hundred and

forty - nine (or 19.15% of the 1,300) were developinent-oriented. Nine hundred

and ninety- five (or 27.3%) were found in Iroyin Yoruba. And. of this number, 135

(or 13,56%) were development-oriented. One thousand, three hundred and forty

four news representing 36.9% of the whole were found in Isokan. Of the 1,344;

483 ( or 35.9%) were development-oriented.

Among the 1,344 features in the newspapers, 327, representing 24.3%,

were found in Gboungboun. One hundred and eighty-six ( or 56.9% of this 327)

were development-oriented. A total of 455 (or 33.9% of 1,344) features were

found in Iroyin Yoruba. Of the number, 166 (25.5%) were development-oriented.

For Isokan, 562 (or 42%) features were contained therein. One hundred and

ninety-six (or 34.9% of the 562) were development-oriented.
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TABLE 9

NEWS FEATURES CORPORATE

EDITORIALS

PERSONAL

EDITORIALS

LITERARY PICTORIALS COLUMN TOTAL

AGRICULTURE 4T 5 4 1 9 60

4.4

NUTRITION É 1 4 11

0,8

HEALTH 61 8 1 2 •
17

■

89

6,^

FAMllY PLANNING 14 1 4 2 •
3 24

1.8

CHILD HEALTH SWELEARE 11 4 2 5 1 1 24

1.8

SOCIAL PROBLEfA S DEVELOPMENT 368 4 23 17 7 43 ■
462

33.8

POLITICAL PROGRAMMES 213 7 IS 34 2 48 3 322

23,6

LITERACY/EDUCATION 42 2 3 3 4 13 67

4.9

ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES 73 88 5 3 2 23 194

14,2

HOUSING& ENVIRONMENT 29 2 5 4 •

40

2,9

C0MMUN1TYSELF-HELP&

DEVELOPMENT

S5 4 2 11 , 72

5.3

TOTAL

%

913

66,9

125

9.2

65

4,8

67

4,9

25

1.8

167

12.2

3

0.2

1365

1  100

Development messages in différent catégories have come under varlous

journalistic genres, These genres include genres, features, corporate éditorials,

Personal éditorials, literary forms, pictorials (photographs and cartoons) and

columns containing a number of stories.
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In terms of the distribution of the various development-oriented

items into différant genres, Table 9 indicates that news bas the highest

frequency of 913 (or 66.9%). This is so because news items are

published mostly and they corne in short forms, some just one paragraph.

Pictorials (photographs and cartoons), as indicated on Table 9, is second

with 167 (or 12.2%). The pictorials either tell stories or express opinions,

as the case may be. Because of their nature, they easily cail attention to

them-selves. Multi-stories column is least with frequency of 3(or 0,2%).

It is observed that only stories about political programmes were published

under the genre, column, A good number of the development catégories

are also not published in the literary forms. These catégories include

Nutrition, Health, Family Planning, Housing and Environment, and

Community Self-Help and Development, Only the Agriculture category does

not corne under the pictorials, This means that pictorials (photographs and

cartoons) were also considerably used for the dissémination of development

messages (Table 9).
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Research Question 3;

Does the coverage of development issues by Yoruba newspapers

vary in extent, catégories, prominence and depth of treatment according to

ownership?

TABLE 10

ITEMS OWNERSHIP PATTERN

GOVT-OWNED PRIVATELY - OWNED i'

GBOHUNGBOHUN IROYlN YOR. ISOKAN TOTAL

DEVELOPMENT-

ORIENTED
435(26,7%) 251 (17.3%) 679 (35.6%) 1,365

NON-DEVELOP

MENT ORIENTED
1192 (73.3%) 1199(82,7%) 1227 (64.4%) 3,616

TOTAL 1627 (100%) 1450 (100%) 1906 (100%) 4,983

= 157.91 df = 2 Significance =<0.05

As already mentioned in Chapter Two, Gbohungbohun is government-

owned, whiie Iroyin Yoruba and Isokan are privately-owned,
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From the data in Table 10, Isokan contains the highest proportion

of development-oriented stories - 35.6% of ail the stories found in its

issues content-anatysed. It is followed by Gbohungbohun with 26.7% and

then by Iroyin Yoruba with 17.3%.

With the mean of the two privately-owned newspapers put at

26.4%, the government-owned newspaper does better. And, considering

Table 10 which indicates a statistically significant relationship between

ownership and coverage of development issues, we state that

government-owned newspaper covers development issues more than the

privately-owned ones.
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TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS INTO VARIOUS DEVELOPMENT
CATEGORIES ON THE BASIS OF NEWSPAPER

OWNERSHIP

GOVT.-OWNED PRIVATELY-OWNED

CATEGORIES QBOHUNGBOHUN IROYIN. YOR. ISOKAN TOTAL

AGF|ICULTURE 15 (25%) 7 (11.7%) 38 (63.3%) 60

NUljRlTlGN 1 (9.1%) 8 (72.7%) 2(18.2%) 11

HE^L.TH 27 (30.3%) 15(16.9%) 47 (52.8%) 89

FAIVl _Y PLANNING 10(41.7%) . 3(12.5%) 11 (45.8%) 24

chiL
weL

D HEALTH &

FARE 12(50%) 2 (8.3%) 10(41.7%) 24

soqi
PRQE

denJe

AL

3LEMS/

:LOPMENT
142 (30.7%) 97 (21%) 223 (48.3%) 462

POLTICAL
G. 108(33.5%) 48(14.9%) 166 (51.6%) 322

LlTtRACY 20 (29.9%) 16(23.8%) 31 (46.3%) 67

ECÔ
PRO

NOMIC

GS.
60 (30.9%) 43 (22.2%) 91 (46.9%) 194

HOU

ennI
SING AND

RONMENT
16(40%) 1 (2.5%) 23 (57.5%) 40

COI

HEL

MUNITYSELF-

& DEV.
24 (33.3%) 11 (15.3%) 37 (51.4%) 72

TOTAL 435(31.9%) 251(18.4%) 679(49.7%) 1  1365

= 41.69 df = 20 Significance, = < 0.05
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Table 11 reveals that Isokan contributes the hîghest proportion,

49.7%, of the development-oriented stories found altogether in the three

newspapers. For almost al! the catégories, the newspaper has the highest

contributions. The only exceptions were Nutrition where Iroyin Yoruba

had a very superlative contribution of 72.7% and Child Heaith and Welfare

v^here Gbohungbohun has 50%.

Gbohungbohun follov^ed Isokan in contribution to the development-

oriented stories with 31.9%.

Table 12 indicates that Isokan, privately-owned newspaper, has the

highest number of stories on both the front and inside pages, while

Gbohungbohun, government-owned, has the highest on the back page.

A further analysis of Table 12 indicates that 23.3% of ail stories

content-analysed in Gbohungbohun are on the front page; 13.5% of Iroyin

Yoruba and 15.1% of Isokan. AIso, 21,5% of stories content-analysed in

Gbohungbohun occupy the back page; 16.7% of Iroyin Yoruba and 12.9%

of Isokan. This indicates that Gbohungbohun gave greater prominence to

its development-oriented storivos than its privately-owned counterparts,
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TABLE 12

.„T,nM np P. ACEMENT (ON PMËS10LDEVËLgPMENI:0^^
nWNERSHlP

CATI-GORIES

agriculture

NUTRITION

HEALTH

l-MilLY PLANNING
CniLD HEALTH &

welfare

SOCIAL PROBLEMS &
nFA-ËLOPMENT

}'()!., PROGRAMMES.
I.ITERACY

ECONOMIC PRO-
GRAMMES

HOUSING & ENVIRON
MENT

COMMUNITY.SELF-
HELP/DEVELOPMENT

TOTAL ,

FRONT PAGE

GOVT-

o\vni:d

OBOIIUN-

GBOHUN

3(1S.S%)

1(33.3%)

6(37.5%)

4(66.7%)

45(5n.6''.o)

25(3T.3%)

5(41.7%)

g(42.1%)

2(40'%.)

2(66.7%)

101(42.4%)

PRIVATEL'i'-OWNED

IROYIN

YORUBA

1(6.3%)

2(66.7%)

3(18.S%)

2(33.3%)

12(13.5%)

8(11.9%)

1(8.3%)

5(23.6%)

34(14.3%)

X- = 202.10

ISOK^VN

12(7.^.0%)_

7(43.7%)

2(100%)

32(36-^1.)

34(50.7%)

6(60'!'o)

6(31.6%)

3(60%)

1(33.3%)

103(43.3%)

BACK P.AGE

GOVT-OWNED

gbohungbouun"

I (47.5%)

12(70.6%)

37 (36.3%)

20 (35-1%)

5 (50%)

I (12.5%)

8 (88.9%)

6 (54.5%)
93(41.7%)

df = 80

PRIV.ATELY-OWNED

IROYlN

YORUBA

1(14.3%)

1(50%)

23(22.5%)

14(24.6%)

2(20%)

1(12.5%)

42(lS.8'^o)

ISOKAN

2(28.6%)

1(50%)

5(29.4%)

42(41.2%)

23(40.4%)

3(30%)

6(75%)

1(11.1%)

5(45.5%)

88(39.5%.)

ANY INSIDE PAGE

GOVr-OWNED

OBOllUNGBOHUN

8(21 6%)

9(14..S%)

6(33.3%)

12(54.5%)

60(22.1%)

63(31.8%)

10(22.2%)

49(29.7%)

6(23.1%)

16(27.6%) • •

239(26..4%)

PRIVATELY-OWNED

IROYIN

YORUBA

5(13:5%)

5(83.3%)

12(19.8%)

1(5.6%)

2(9.1%)

62(22-9%)

26(13!i%)
13(28-9%)

37(22.4%)

1(3-8%)

11 (19%)

175(19.3%)

Significancc - ̂  0.05

ISOKAN

24(64.9%)

1(16.7%)

40(65.6%)

11(61.1%)

8(36.4%)

149(55%)

109(55.1%)

22(48.9%)

79(47.9%)

19(73.1%)

31(53.4%)

493(54.4%)
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•■1

With the average scores for the privately-owned, newspapers' front

and back pages put at 68.5% and 65.0% respectively.; the government-

owned newspapers did bettei in giving prominence to dévelopment stones
f

"

(table 12). It is only in the less prominent inside pageslhat the privately-

ownêd newspapers have a higher mean. Table 12;, also jndlcates a

statistically significant relationship between ownership and placement on

pages of development stories.

. Table 13 indicates that Gbohungbohun, the government-owned

newspaper, cast 7.1% of the headlines of its deyelopment-oriented stories

analysed in 72 and above point-sizes. This represents the highest

percer|tage any of the newspapers côntent-analysed cast its headlines in

this point-size category.

Gbohungbohun tailles with Isokan in the use of 54-80 point-sizes

for development-oriented stories headlines. They both have 5.8%. .

Table 13 indicates a statistically significant relationship between

ownership and use of point-sizes for development-oriented stories
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headlines (X^ = 237.29, p < 0.05). The déduction is:that the government-

owned newspaper uses higher point-sizes than the privately-owned ones.

This aiso reinforces the earlier déduction that government-owned

newspaper gives greater prominence to development issues than the

privately-owned ones in their coverage.
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TABLE 13

DISTRIBUTION OF HEADLINE POINT-SIZES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED STORIES

ACCORDING TO NEWSPAPER OWNERSHIP

CATEGORIES

GOVERNMENT-OWNED PRIVATELY-OWNED

GB0HUN6B0HUN miN YOWBA isom

18-24 . 36-48 54-60 ir 18-24 36-48 54^ ir 18-24 36-48 54-60 ir

AGRICULTURE 9 5 — 1 5 1 ._ 1 20 10 5. 3

NUTRITION r-
.... — 1 3 2 ... 1 1 ... —

HEALTH 13 7 1 2 4 1 ... — 25 17 1 1

FAMILYPLAN-NING 2 4 .... 2 ! 2 ... 8 2 — —

CHILD HEALTH

SWELFARE

5 4 1 2 1 1 —
... 6 1

— 2

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

&DEV.

68 49 7 7 4! 31 4 4 132 55 11 10

POLITICAL

PROGRAMMES

48 31 8 6 14 13 3 3 74 50 14 11

lITERACy/EOUCAIlON 9 3 .... 2 6 4 ... ) 15 9 1 4

ECONOMIC

PROGRAMA^ES

43 2 5 ... 3). 2 ... 64 17 5 2

HOUSING S

ENVIRONMENT

9 2 .... 1 ... ... 12 9 ... ...

COMA^UNITY

SELF-HELP S

DEVELOPMENT .

TOTAL

9

215(56.9%)

7

114(30.2%) 22(5.8%)

1

27(7.1%)

7

1)3(60.1%)

1

57(30.3%) 9(4.8%) _ 9(4.6%)

24

38(60.2%)

1)

182

(18.8%)

37(5.8%) 33(i2%)

X' = 237.29 df = 110 Significance = < 0.05
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TABLE 14

DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTHS QF DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED STORIES MEASURED IN P.ARAGRAPHS ACCORDING TO NEWSPAPER OWNERSHIP

GOVERNMENT-OWNED PRIVATELY-OWNED

GBOHUNGBOHUN IROriN YORUBA ISOKAN

CATEGORIES 1 -5 6-10 11-15 16-20 2r 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 2r 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-

AGRICULTURE 2 6 1 2 .... 1 1 1 1 13 18 6 .... 1

NUTRITION .... 2 ....
.... 1 .... .... 1 1 .... .... —,

HEAETH A 9 2 1 ....
.... 4 4 3 .... 7 25 7 1 ....

FAMIEY PLANNING 7 3 1 .... .... .... 2 .... .... 1 8 2 .... ....

CHILO HEALTH & WELFARE 5 1 4 ' 2 ' .... 1 .... .... .... 2 4 3 1 ....

SOCIAL PROBLEMS & DEV. 4T 75 20 6 .... 27 27 15 3 .... 63 83 30 6 ....

POL PROGRAMMES 16 34 12 5 1 7 18 5 2 1 24 55 23 7 2

IITERACY/EDUCATION 1 6 2 3 1 8 ] 1 .... 2 12 8 .... ....

ECONOMICPROG RAMES 6 1 .... 7 .... — 1 3 2 .... 11 28 11 .... ....

H0USIN6 S ENVIRONMENT 2 5 1 .... ....
.... 3 9 3 .... ....

COMAWNITY SELF -

HEEP/DEVEIOPMENT '
4 5 I 3 1 3 1 .... .... I 9 24 2 —

TOTAE- 76

24.9%

146

48.5%

45

14.8%

32

10.5%

4

1.3%

39

26.7%

6!

41.8%

32

21.9%

12

8.2%

2

1.4%

136

26.4%

267

51 ..7%

95

18.4%

15

2.9%

3

0.6% I

= 409.98 df = 140 Significançe =;< 0.05
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Tables 14 and 15 indicate varying lengths of development-oriented stories

content-analysed in both the government-owned newspaper and the

privately-owned ones, VVhile Table 14 indicates lengths of stories
measured by number of paragraphe, Table 15 indicates lengths of stories

measured by page dimension.

Table 14 indicates that Iroyin Yoruba. a privateiy-owned newspaper
had the highest percentage of stories of twenty-one paragraphs and about
1% of Iroym Yoruba's stories measured by number of paragraphs are of
twenty-one paragraphs and above. m this regard, the newspaper is
closely followed by Gbohungbohun, government-owned with 1.3%,

Gbohungbohun. however, had the highest percentage of stories with
between sixteen and twenty paragraphs. In this regard, it had 10.5%
followed by Iroyin Yoruba with 8.2%.

Considering the mean of the two privately-owned newspapers, it
was found that the government-owned newspaper did better than

pnvately-owned ones. For instance, the privately-owned newspapers had
a mean of 2.5 and 13.5 for stories of 21 paragaphs and above and those
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of beteween 16 and 20 paragraphs respectively, When compared with

Gbohungbohun s 4 and 32 respectively, vje found the privately-owned

average scores low.

We found out that thare is a statlstically significant relationship

betv^een ownership and the number of paragraphs used for the

stories (X^ = 409.98, p - < 0,05).
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TABLE 15

DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTHS OF DEVELOPMFNT-ORIENTED STORIES MEASURED BY PAGE DIMENSION ACCORDING TQ NEWSPAPER OWNRSHIP

GOVERNMENT-OWNED PRIVATELY - OWNED

6B0HUN6B0HUN IROYIN YORUBA ISOKAf

aiBORIES EULL HALF % % 1/3 2/3 EULl HAIE 'A '/< 1/3 2/3 EULL HALE 'A 'A

AGRiœmE — 1 — — —

— 2 — ... ... ...
... 2 ... ...

miRirioH — — — — — — — ... ... ... 1 ... ... ._ ...

HEmn — 1 — — — — —
...

—

... ... — 1 ...

FMiLY pmme — — — — 1 ... 1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

CHILDHmH&WElfARE — — — — ■  1 — — 1 ... ... —

—

— ...

SOCIAL PRO-BLEMS/DEV. 2 — — 5 1 ... 4 2 ... ... 5 ...

—

POliriCAL PROGRAMMES 8 2 2 2 6 6 "... 3 ...

— 4 ... 2 18 ... ...

LimCY/EDUaTION 1 — ...

Q
U 1 ... 1 1 ... 1 ... ... ... ...

ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES 29 — — ... 2 1 1 ... 27 ... 1 — 4 10 6 1

HOUSINGANO

EmomEHî -J 1 ...

COMMUrnSElE-HElP/
OmOPMEILÏ 3 1

ÏOÏAL 44

55.7%

4

5.]%

2

2.5%

2

2.5%

17

21.5%

10

12.7%

1

2.0%

12

21.5%

28

55.0%

10

19.6% .
--

6

7.1%

37

43.5%

6

7.1%

2

2.4%

= 257.38 df = 150 Significonce = < 0.05
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Table 15 indicates that Gbohungbohun, government-owned, by far, has the

highest percentage of full-page deveiopment-oriented stories 55.7% of its stories

measured by page dimension are of full pages. In this regard, it is, distantly,

followed by Isokan with 7,1%. Isokan, privately-owned, however, has the highest

percentage of half-page deveiopment-oriented stories. ' It has-43.5%, followed by

Iroyin Yoruba, another privately-owned newspaper, with 21.5%. Iroyin Yoruba has

the highest percentage of three-quarter-page deveiopment-oriented stories, Its

percentage is 55.0, distantly followed by Isokan's 7.1%. Isokan has the highest

percentage of deveiopment-oriented stories of two-thirds of pages. With 23..5%

it is followed by Gbohungbof-un's 12,7%. Iroyin Yoruba, however, has no deve

iopment-oriented stories of this particular length,

With a very substantial percentage of its deveiopment-oriented stories

(measured by page dimension) covered with fui! pages, Gbohungbohun aiso

appears to be doing better in this regard,

Taken together with the findings obtained from Table 14, we deduce that

government-owned newspaper treats deveiopment-oriented stories in greater

depth than the privately-owned ones.
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Research Question 4

Do Yoruba Newspapers vary ïn styles in the dissémination of

deveiopment messages?

This question will be answered with the analysis of the styles of the

newspapers.

We start by examining the graphetic/graphological properties of these

newspapers and consider how adéquate or otherwise they have been in

conveying deveiopment messages.

Graphetic/Graphologicai level

Yoruba newspapers have been very generous in the choice of point size for

their story headiines, most especially, when they coma either on the front or back

pages. The newspapers are packaged like tabloïd newspaper-magazine, that is,

they blend the characteristics of newspaper with those of magazine

(Akinfeleye, 1987:59-61 ).

Like typical Nigérian newspapers, their front pages are adorned with a

number of news stories, ranging from three to five. And, like magazines, they carry
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lead headlines in bold types, the size of which ranges between 72 and 120 points.

The lead headline dominâtes the front page of the newspaper and is aiways an

attention-arrester, mostly in Roman, and, sometimes, in Gothic type-face. Se,

when development stories corne in the lead, they enjoy this kind of treatment.

The headlines are usually dramatic in tone. Consider these from Isokan:

'Gbeseee! Agbe Onikoko busekun'. (Debtl Cocoa farmer bursts into tears); 'Apero

Ofin Ile Wa: Talaka fee sore' (Constitutional Conférence; The poor want to talk);

and 'Buredi d'onje olowo' (Bread now for the rich). Of the three newspapers,

Isokan is most dramatic in the casting of its headlines.

Notwithstanding the variations in styles, Yoruba newspapers in général

thrive on casting screaming and sensational headlines. Imaginativeness, in this

regard, should, however. be recognised.

Isokan casts al! its headlines on the front and back pages in upper case.

Gbohungbohun and Iroyin Yoruba, however, vary in their approaches.

Gbohungbohun casts only its lead headlines on the front and back pages in upper

case, ail through. Supporting headlines on these pages are cast in upper/lower
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cases. Iroyin Yoruba casts its headlines-major and minor- in either upper case, ail

through or upper/lower cases, ?^s the case may be.

Isokan seems to be more interested in having its headlines cast in upper

case. A look through the inside pages of the newspapers. indicated large

proportion of the headlines are cast in uppercase, ail through. This is contrary to

what obtains inside Gbohungbohun where the larger proportion of the headlines is

cast upper/lower cases, with very few in the upper-case ail through, The variations

in the front and back pages headiine casting of Iroyin Yoruba are also what obtain

in its inside. The inside stories' headlines go between 18 and 48 points.

Concerning body text, while Iroyin Yoruba and Gbohungbohun use mostly 8

points size, Isokan varies the size between 7 and 8. Some of their inside stories

(news, features, éditorials) appear in between 10 and 12 point sizes.

A good number of the paragraphe are unusually long, some occupying as

much as four inches. Iroyin Yoruba is, however, the most guilty of this. One

striking point about this paragraphing is that no matter the length, most of them are
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one-sentence paragraphs. This observation, notv^ithstanding, a good

number of the paragraphs in these newspapers are just betv^een one

and two inches long.

In many cases, the print is fair except in instances when the

blanket used in printing is ageing and, therefore, causes the erasure of

some portion. Al! these points have implications for aesthetic appeal and

readability of these newspapers and, invariably, their effectiveness for

conveying development messages.

Again, at the graphetic/graphological level, the newspapers are

handicapped in marking the tone of their words, Yoruba language, being

a tonal one. Since the printing technology is foreign to the language, the

machines do not have facilities for marking the tone. What the journalists

resort to when they can afford it. or when they feel it is imperative, is to

mark the tones manualiy. And, when they do so, the touch lacks the
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utmost finesse. AI! the same, it facilitâtes the easy compréhension of

the message. Oniy Gbohungbohun and Iroyin Yoruba, sometimes, take

this trouble; Isokan does not attempt it.

The use of punctuation in the newspapers Is fair except In some

cases where there are omissions or mix-up of necessary punctuation

marks, and this robs the affected portions of easy understanding. An

example of this is found on the back page iead story of Gbohungbohun

of January 3 - 9, 1995. in the ninth paragraph of the story, we do not

know whether the second part of the quote which begins with the adverb

of reason, 'Nitori' (beoause) Is the voice of the source or that of the

reporter/writer simply because the second wing of the inverted comma

that begins with'bl' (if) is missing from where It should be.

By and large, the newspapers are not sophisticated in their use of

punctuation marks. They commoniy use the common marks Ilke the

capitals, the full-stop and the comma.
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contains thirteen sentences, eight of which are complex, and the

remaining five, simple. For instance, the first simple sentence in the

story, which, alone makes up the second paragraph, contains a finite

verb and a non-finite verb. The fourth paragraph is aiso a simple

sentence, the subject of which is realised by a noun-clause.

Another striking point in the construction of sentences in the

newspapers is that there are a myriad of subordinate clauses embedded

m the sentences. And, there are reasons for this. Noun clauses, for

instance, become inévitable since most of the writings of the newspapers

are reports; the noun clauses mostly contain reported sîatements made

by sources of the stories. Adjectival clauses aIso become necessary

because newspapers are known for ascriptions and appositions in an

attempt to disclose the identity of the source or any character mentioned

in the story. Adverbial clauses are aIso found necessary because a

newspaper primarily aims at informing its readers about the what, the
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how, the why, the when and the where (Akinfeleye 1987:98). For

instance, the front page lead story of Isokan of February 1-7, 1994 has

six adverbial clauses in its second sentence. Two of them.are adverbial

clauses of time, tv^o adverbial clauses of place, one adverbial clause of

reason and one adverbial clause of manner.

This, hov^ever, does not mean that ail the v/ritings in the

newspapers are this complex. In contrast to the one just mentioned is a

back page lead story of Isokan, Aphl 1-7, 1986. In this example, the

complex sentences contained therein have only few subordinate clauses,

withjust one in most cases.

One disturbing aspect in the writings of these Yoruba newspapers

is the awkward construction of sentences and improper use of adverbs

which rob the slories and the headiines of most of their meanings.

Consider this lead headiine on the front page of Isokan April 1-7, 1986:

Ng pari ija Alaafin, Ooni'. Although, what we have here is not so much of
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a problem of construction but that of improper orthography, yet it distorts

the meaning of the headiines. The Yoruba modem orthography, at least,

does net allow two consonants following each other as we have it in A/g;

the only exception to this rule is the consonant (mark, it is a consonant)

gb. The orthography Ng does not look Yoruba; the headiine cast in al!

caps makes A/G looks like an abbreviation of some English words. The

fact that this orthography looks strange hinders the easy compréhension

of the headiine. Actually, what the headiine says is 'I will settle the rift

between Alaafin, Ooni - Alaketu". It is a statement credited to a monarch,

the Alaketu of Ketu who was taking it upon himself to settle the rift

between his two brother monarchs. Actually, the pronoun ï which

realises the subject in the statement should be written N or N yoo/Maa (I

wil

The problem of bad construction in the writing of Yoruoa

newspapers can be traced to some defects such as misplàced modifiers,
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dangling modifiers and squinting modifiers. Ail these defects rob the

affected write-ups in the newspapers of their effectiveness, sense and

logic. A feature write-up on family planning, found on page 12 of Iroyin

Yoruba, Dec. 11-17, 1996 suffers from these defects. Even though,

some of these problems nay be due to carelessness and incompétence

of the writers, on a good number of occasions, they are also due to bad

proof-reading which is a graphetic/graphoiogical probiem. Another cause

of this probiem is inadéquate use of ponctuation, It is observed that there

is inadéquate and improper use of ponctuation; and one of the

ponctuation marks affected in this regard is the apostrophe. In an

attempt to demonstrate an enclition, the apostrophe is placed in a wrong

place. Instances abound. An example is found in this headline: 'Ifenukan

t'omo se pataki fun tokotaya'. Here, the apostrophe on t is wrongly

placed, it should have been placed between o ( ) and m. To write the

words out completely, it would be to orna. When the two words are

pronounced together, it is the first o ( ) in orna that is enclited; thus. what
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we have is to 'mo and not t'omo.

In some other instances, it is outright omission of the

apostrophe in words where enclition takes place. An example is found in

this headline for a feature story in Iroyin Yoruba: Teto somo bibi (eko

keji)'. Between f e in feto and s o in somo, there are enclitions! Thus, the

words should be written feto (fi eto) and s'omo (si omo).

When the ponctuation marks are properly used, they aid

undérstanding of messages. But, when they arê not properly used. they

distort the grammar of the message. Ail the same, there is considérable

excellence in the whtings of the Yoruba newspapers.

Lexical Level

At the lexical level, most of the whtings of the newspapers are

done in simple language. Except on a few occasions, the choice of

words is ordinary. Thls is so, it is believed, because the writings are done

for mass audiences. Typical of the language of newspapers. especially

news reports, the language cornes simple, except when the language is
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used in an elevated form. In such instances of the use of eievated

language, we have proverbs, allégories and others like that. It does not

matter the genre of the journalistic writings in the newspapers, the

colourful use of language cornes in différent forms; but most often in the

opinion (personal éditorial) pièces and the literary write-ups (short stories

and poems).

In the éditorial and literary pièces, one cornes across neologisms

in the attempt by the wrilars to express their intense feelings. Words

created from these efforts are usually multi-syllabic. Apart from this, a

number of words in Yoruba that are of common use are also multi-

syllabic. At a glance, four of these are pointed out in an opinion piece,

found on page four of Isokan, January 4-10, 1994. They are; 'po-lu-ku-

ru-mu-su'; 'i-gbo-ke-gbo-do;' 'ku-ku-la-ja'; and 'a-ja-n-go-lo-to'. Ail the

same, a good number of the words used, generally, are just between one

and three syllables.
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Another observation is that the newspapers adopt various

methods to express certain concepts that are alien to Yoruba culture, in

such instances, words in Engtish that do not have ready translations in

Yoruba are either expressed with their descriptions in words or phrases,

or they are written in Yoruba orthography, as pronounced in English.

Examples of the lirst option are olofoofo which stands for

symptoms and kokoro-ti-n-pa-eso-dra (Human Immunodeficiency

Virus,HIV). The second option is more common :taasi (starch), roobu

(robb) and so on.

It is further observed that there is a dearth of write-ups on the

description or explanation of processes or mechanisms. A possible

reason that this study adduces for this is that since such write-ups are

usually of scientific nature, the Yoruba writers may feel handicapped to

embark on such for fear of being unable to express the scientific

concepts in Yoruba. We shall return to this, later in our discussion.
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However, there are instances where the choice and ordering of

words in the storles or wrlte-ups leave much to be desired. Certain verbs

that do not naturally collocate with certain nouns are taken together with

such nouns. And, when it is a matter of ordering of words, you find two

adverbs following one anotfier as we have here, "Iode lasiko" (two

adverbs of time). The back page lead story of Gbohungbohun, January

1-7, 1986 contains this and other problems of this kind. Exemples:

yonda ara a re, lati yera fun lilo, kiko awon akeko nipa imo sayensi lati

odo, and gbogbo araye.

It was observed that these problems of syntax and lexis are not a

"house problem", that is, they do not represent the style of a particular

newspaper; rather, they emanate from individual writers of stohes/write-

ups.

Semantic Level

About semantics, It is observed that the newspapers, in their

write-ups, try to be as warm and as personal as possible. A good number

of the news stories begin with proverbs which seem a way of luring the
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readers with rhetorics. Yet, a good number of the stories seems not to

be interested in any colourfulness; they directiy go into the gist of the

news,

An examination of some of the feature stories also reveals this

interest in exchanging greetings and pleasantries with the readers

before the writers go into the kernel of the write-ups. This, it is observed,

may have emanated from the Yoruba oral culture which plays large

premium on courtesy. Yet, there are other feature and opinion write-ups

that are just formai in tone and in approach. The newspapers' corporate

editoriais, just like those of their Engiish counterparts, are imbued with an

utmost formality in tone.

This point about the éditorials also reminds us of the attempts by

the newspapers to, at tlmes, in their news stories, editoriaiise,

The implications of ail these for the dissémination of development

messages shali be discussed later in this chapter.
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4.3 Discussion of Findings

This section discusses the results resented in the above section

with a View to making the findings richer/instructive by the addition of

other information obtained and insights made. It will aiso review the

results with a view to comparing them with existing Knowledge on related

issues,

Research Question 1;

To what extent do Yoruba newspapers carry

development messages?

Even though, Ashong(1993) did not tell us the proportion of général

development items found in Nigérian English Language newspapers

content - analysed, he, at least, told us that "rural development

communication (RDC) items constituted just 4.1% of the entire éditorial

contents of the papers surveyed". When we consider this and consider

that 27,39% of éditorial contents of issues of Yoruba newspapers

analysed are development-oriented, we tend to give the Yoruba
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newspapers a pass mark. This, however, is not losing sight of the fact

that only a fraction of development issues was considered in the Ashong

study.

On another considération, we found out that the prépondérance of

development issues covered by the newspapers centred on social

malaise (61.9 percent of the category total) grouped under Social

Problems/Development iosues. The issue that takes the second place is

democracy/transition to civil ruie (48.8 percent of the category tota')

grouped under Political Programmes. Going by this, this study believes

that the Yoruba newspapers have not been dolng enough in covering

other areas of development. Social malaise is seen as a matter of

crime; the researcher observed that most stories categorised this way

were sourced from customary and magistrats courts and that some of

these centred on the probiems of matrimony. As much as this research

appréciâtes the importance and relevance of this in building a peacefui

and morally upright society, it, however, believes that other relevant
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issues should be consciously and considerably covered. Such issues

include increased food production, good health, reproductive and family

health.

The fact is that most of our journalists do not consciously venture

eut to cover and write about these issues; perhaps, because, they find

them "boring" or difficult to handie.

Meanv^hile, it v^as observed that the development stories (of

whatever kinds), whenever they are published, are given fair treatment in

terms of placement on pages, point sizes for headiines and lengths of

stories. Ail the same, this study would not prétend to be oblivious of the

fact that the Yoruba newspapers are conceived to be popular press.

therefore. they "pamper" their readers with such popular stories. We

believe that the média, most of the time, set the agenda (Savarin &

Tankard, 1992:207-227). the Yoruba newspapars could, therefore, do

better to tell people about what to think about (Lang & Lang 1959:230)
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development. A réalisation that should dawn on the operators of these

Yoruba newspapers is that peopie aiso want to know more about various

other things that wllt improve their well being and that will gaivanize them

to better values, aspirations and achievements.

Research Question 2:

In what proportion are journalistic genres used for the

dissémination of development messages by Yoruba

Newspapers?

Just at it was in the analysis of Ashong (1993), with English

Language newspapers, Yorubal newspapers aiso disseminate

their development messages mostly through the news. Our analysis

reveated that 66.9% of ail development-oriented items content-analysed

in the Yoruba -'V' (Newspapers were news. It was only distantly

followed by pictorials with 12.2%.

Wiebe (1972) proffers three types of mass média messages.

These are 'directive' messages, 'maintenance' messages and

'restorative' messages. A' ' jrding to him, directive messages are those
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that command, exhort, instruct, persuade, and urge people toward

learning and new understandings. For the print média, these would

include éditorials (either corporate and personai) and features.

Maintenance messages are those which provide information that

updates and élaborâtes one's view of reality. Uyo (1996) remarks that

whereas directive messages call for disciplined intellectuel efforts,

maintenance messages require less effort from the audience. As such,

they présent greater opportunities for socialising the audience than

directive message, and are, therefore, more effective in bringing about

social changes which development is ail about. News and news related

messages are the rtiajor types of maintenance rnedia messages,

Restorative messages, however, provide the média with the great

opportunities for socialisation. These are messages that renew and

refresh the individual and they include photographe, cartoôns and items

in literary forms.

Going by this Wiebe's typology, we would adjudge the Yoruba
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language newspapers to have done fairly well a large majority of

their development-oriented stories being published as news which is

considerably effective for socialisation.

The newspapers will, however, do better if they can disseminate

more of these development-oriented messages through pictorials and in

literary forms. From our analysis, it was discovered that a good number

of development catego-ries include Nutrition, Heaith, family Planning,

Housing and Environment, and Community Self-Helpand Development.

Similarly, no pictorial was used for the Agriculture category.

Research Question 3:

Does the coverage of development issues by Yoruba newspapers

vary in extent, catégories, prominence and depth of treatment according

to ownership?

The results indicate statistically significant relationshlp between

ownership patterns and coverage of development issues.. Government-

owned Yoruba language nev\/spaper does better than the private-owned
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ones in terms of extent, prominence and depth of treatment accorded

development-oriented stories.. For instance, while the government-

owned newspaper had 26 7% of its analysed content as development-

oriented, ihe privately-owned ones had a mean of 26.4%.

in a similar study, Ashong (1993) aiso reported that government-

owned newspapers did better in coverage of development issues than

the privately-owned ones. In the study, Ashong recorded that privately-

owned newspapers carried rural development stories 2.65% of the time,

whereas government-owned newspapers devoted 4.92% of their total

space to the issues.

According to Ashong, these are predictable results because

government-owned newspapers are naturally expected to be more social

service oriented than those privately-owned. One of his reasons which

this thesis also subscribes to goes thus: governments may not insist on

their newspapers posting profits as much as the phvate entrepreneurs

do. This places their newspapers in a position that permits them to do

what they consider socially responsible and désirable even by so doing
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they lose some of their urban based readérship,

It is, however, of importance to note that analysing the Yoruba

Language newspapers content-analysed in the présent study,

individually, one would find that Isokan, a privately-owned newspaper,

perfornned creditably well on most counts. For instance, the newspaper

contained the highest proportion of development-oriented stories -

35.6% of ail the stories found in its éditions content-analysed. It is

followed by Gbohungbohun, government-owned, with 26.7% and Iroyin

Yoruba with 17,3%.

Again, Isokan conthbuted the highest proportion, 49.7%, of the

development-oriented stories found altogether in the three newspapers.

For almost ail the content catégories, the newspaper had the highest

contributions.

Research Question 4:

Do Yoruba newspapers vary in styles in the dissémination of

development messages'^

The only area where variation in styles of these newspapers is
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noticeable is in graphology. As for the grammatical, lexical and semantic

levais of stylistic analysis, nothing is reaily peculiar to a particular nev\/s-

paper. As already noted in the analysis, it \was observed, for instance,

that the problems of syntax and lexis are not a 'house problem', that is,

they do not represent the style of a particular newspaper. Rather, they

emanate from individuel whters of stories or write-ups.

Despite the inadequacies observed in the style of the Yoruba

language newspapers, evidence still points to the fact that the language

of the nev^spapers is effective for the dissémination of development

messages, These inadequacies in style, however, are not peculiar to the

indigenous language titles. English titles have their own good share of

this (Nv^osu, 1990:90).

This study observed that Yoruba newspapers usually attempt to

be dramatic ■ and sound interesting in their headiinès; the study

appréciâtes this with the understanding that the average Yoruba speaker

loves and enjoys taies. Sd, when headiines are presented this way, they

are likely to tickie the cuhosity of the average reader. But. then, the
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Yoruba newspapers, in an attempt to sound outlandish, must avoid

being regarded as a junk press. When sensationalism gets too high,

readers are not likely to take the newspapers and its stories serious.

Though, the so-called junk press enjoys the popular patronage of

people, that does not mean that the readers take the contents

serious. Most people would read these publications simply for their

entertaining value. But, média business goes beyond entertalnment,

albeit, it is an essentiel aspect of it (Sonaike, 1987:91 ).

Meanwhile, if the Yoruba newspapers would be seen as a

véritable vehicle for development communication, they must be seen

to be serious, both in the content and présentation of their stories and

in their layouts, Again, let it be reiterated here that this study is not

totally against some form of entertainment in the publications of the

Yoruba newspapers; et least, studies have shown that performing arts

-drama and music — have been very potent in the process of

development communication (Jefkins and Ugboajah, 1986; Ibagere,

1992; Eyoh 1986). What this study is advocating is that Yoruba
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newspapers should avoid undue sensationalism. As a vehicle for

development communi:.:ation, the newspapers should be one thaï

policy makers should be able to take serious.

The study aiso observed that a number of development issues

are embedded in literary writings (short stories, poems) contained in

the newspapers. More efforts should be made in this regard as

Africans, by nature, chehsh creative efforts and, as such, the form of

literary writings would, definitely, facilitate attention and rétention of

messages.

That aside, the crafting of news stories in the Yoruba

newspapers is déficient. While this study appréciâtes the use of

proverbs in a number of the news stories in furtherance of the

enhancement of the language and culture - it (the study) is of the view

that this should not corne into news stories, especially, the lead

paragraph (or introduction). News, by its nature, is written in inverted

pyramid formula, meaning that the most salient points should corne in

the introduction and down to the subséquent paragraphe in a
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desfending order. This is done with the view that an average news

reader is interested oniy in getting the salient point; he does net have

time for pleasantries and elegance. So. if the Yoruba newspapers

should use proverbs, they should reserve these for the features, the

essays, the éditorials and the literary pièces. This problenn is aiso

noticeable in a few headlines (Icoyin Yorubd, Jan. 3- 9, 1996.5).

One other area the Yoruba newspapers should look into is that

of layouts. Although, over the years, there has been an improvement,

it can still be better. A situation whereby news and features/essays

are put together on a page is not idéal. There should be seperate

pages for the différent genres. Another observation is that Yoruba

newspapers do not sustain their columns. The researcher observed

that certain columns, especially on development issues, do not stand

the test of time in these newspapers. It was aIso observed that the

Yoruba newspapers do not consciously croate regular columns on

issues like agriculture, heaith, reproductive family health, housing and
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reader is interested only in getting the sallent point; he does net have

time for pleasantries and elegance. So. if the Yoruba newspapers

should use proverbs, they should reserve these for the features, the

essays, the éditorials and the literary pièces. This problem is aiso

noticeable in a few headlines (Iroyin Yoruba, Jan. 3- 9, 1996:5).

One other area the Yoruba newspapers should look into is that

of layouts. Although, over the years, there has been an improvement,

it can still be better. A situation whereby news and features/essays

are put together on a page is not idéal, There should be seperate

pages for the différent genres, Another observation is that Yoruba

newspapers do not sustain their columns. The researcher observed

that certain columns, especially on development issues, do not stand

the test of time in these newspapers, It was also observed that the

Yoruba newspapers do not consciousiy create regular columns on

issues like agriculture, heaith, reproductive family health, housing and
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environment, nutrition and so on. The conjecture is that the

newspapers do not consider this necessary because of the feeling that

such issues do not easily lend themselves to writing in Yoruba

language,

If this feeling were real, this researcher had demonstrated its

lack of merit when, in 1996, he ran a weekiy column, Idagbasoke

(Development) for Iroyin Yoruba. The column discussed issues in the

areas of agriculture, reproductive family heaith, child care, nutrition

etc. And, by 1997, Isokan aiso joined in this crusade when it started

publishing two columns — /se Agbe (Farming) and liera l'oro (Heaith

is Weaith). To adapt relevant terminologies in the stàted issues to

Yoruba language, what Idagbasoke column (see appendix) did was to

translate them in a way that would actually capture the meaning of the

concept (Elugbe, 1991:44). When a concept first appears in a write-up,

the original (English) would be put within parenthesis in front of its

translation; afterwards, only the translation is used. Some otherCODESRIA
 - L

IB
RARY



writers, when dealing with such situations, only write the foreign name

in its Yoruba transcription, as it was the case in Idagbasoke column on

AIDS where the newspaper editor wrote it as eedi. An Isokan éditer

argued for the legitimacy of this manner of transferring foreign ideas

into Yoruba language {Isokan April 12-18,1998).

Even though, the Yoruba newspapers style corresponds with

the findings of Crystal and Davy (1969:172-192) about the styles of

newspapers, they can do better at the graphetic, the grammatical, the

lexical and the semantic levels.
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CHAPTERFIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The day will corne when the progress of nations will be

judged not by their military or économie trength, nor by

the splendor of their capital cities and public buildings,

but by the well-being of their peoples: by their levais of

heaith, nutrition and éducation; by their opporîunities to

earn a fair reward for their labours; by their ability to

participate in the décisions that affect their lives; by the

respect that is shown for their civil and political

liberties; by the provision that is made for those who

are vulnérable and disadvantaged; and by the

protection that is afforded to the growing minds and

bodies of their chiidren. (UNICEF. 1997).

This chapter summarises and draws conclusions from the findings

of this study and nnakes recommendations for policy and future research.

The thesis has explored the possibility and effectiveness of using

indigenous language (Yoruba) newspapers for the purpose of

development cornmunication. Importantiy, it sought to know more about

indigenous language newspapers, particularly, in relation to development

communication. And, in spécifie terms, it sought to know whether or not
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indigenous language nêwspapers carry developmenî information. And. if

they do what is îhe nature of development information carried by them,

The study, further, probed the effectiveness or otherwise of the language

of the newspapers in conveying development messages.

In the process of addressing these issues, attempts were made to

answer the research questions raised in the study by applying the

relevant data.

The findings of this study had been discussed in the preceding chapter.

Be\ow \Ne présent the tiighlights:

5.1 Summary of Findings:

1  There is just a fs:r coverage of development issues in the Yoruba

ne\wspapers. Just about 27 percent of the entire stories in the

neNA'spapers are development-oriented, But, the development

issues coverage in the Yoruba newspapers is skewed too much in

favour of social malaise which borders on général crimes and

matrimonial probjems. A high proportion is aiso given to political

matters. especially party politics and electioneering whereas other

equally irïiportar.t (fiatters such as increased tood production,

général and reproductive family heaith do not enjoy equal
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coverage. There is fair treatment for development-oriented stories

published in 'terms of placement on pages, points-sizes for

headiines and lengths of the stories.

Yoruba newspapers are operated like newspaper-magazine

tabloïds. They are newspapers, quite alright, but the way their

front pages are designed with one big headiine dominating the

entire space tilts them also towards the classification of

magazines. Magazines are known for putting just types on their

covers without any story. However, this is not to say that Yoruba

newspapers do not put stories on their front pages; they do, but
»

not much. The newspapers have some in- adequacies at the

graphetic/graphological, grammatical, lexical and semantic levels;

but these inadequacies are not enough to mar their effectiveness

in disseminating development messages. A good majority of the

respondents who read the newspapers(about 92%) of them

ackowledged a very high degree of comprehensibility of

development messages disseminated by the Yoruba newspapers.

Respondents adjudged Yoruba newspapers relatively more

effective than their English counterparts in the dissémination of
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development messages. Curiously enough, they, for reaciing

purpose, prefer English titles to Yoruba titles, even though they

have a positive perception and attitude towards the latter. About

63 percent of the respondents read Yoruba newspapers but only

about 29 percent read them regularly. While only just about 14

percent of the readers spend their money to buy the newspapers,

the rest get to read them free of charge, either from news stands,

borrow from frlends or just corne across the newspapers by

chance. Majority of those who do not read Yoruba newspapers do

not do so not out of any négative feeling (shame, demeans one's

status), but, simply, that the newspapers are not availablé. Also, a

great majority of the respondents, about 80% would want thc-

publishing of the newspapers to continue. This obviousiy

corresponds with the anaiysis of the conceptual framework

developed for this study, namely that people would understand

better development messages disseminated in their indigenous

language, In other words, development communication would be

more effective when done in the indigenous language of the target

audience.
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4. Development agencles (change agents) do not make use of

indigenous language newspapers for their communication

stratégies. A plausible reason for this, according to the research,

is that the agencies/organisations know little or nothing about the

existence and opérations of these nev^spapers and their

organisations. The Yoruba newspapers have not been well

promoted by the operators. The newspapers, for reasons of lack

of money to buy them and efforts to read, have not been enjoying

the same kind of attention as the broadcast média (radio and

télévision). And, the indigenous language section of the print

média, for reason of cultural imperialism, is even the worst for it.

5.2 Conclusion

The quote, from. UNICEF, at the beginning of this chapter tells us

about development and its two paradigms. The first part

enunciates the dominant paradigm while the second parts

introduced with the phrase "the well-being of their people"

concerns the alternative paradigm. One thing is instructive about

this introductory phrase: the alternative paradigm of development
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which is the focus of this study is about the well-being of Ihe

people, This is why a study in this direction is important.

In a worid, especially the developing countries, where there

are a myriad of problems confronting humanity, discussing

development and ways of facilitsting it cannot be over-

emphasised. UN1CEF(1995:9) underiines the urgency of this task:

In the past, the international development

effort has lacked any real urgency, there have

been no deadiines attached, no imperative

other than the humanitàrian, no spur other

than the nag of conscience, no conséquences

of failure other than for the poor theinselves,

Ali this is now changing, Development now

has a deadiine. And failure to meet it will

bring conséquences not Just for the poor but

for ail.

Development now has a deadiine. Ail hands must now be on deck if we

want improved quality of life for humanity. Sustainable Human

Development has différent dimensions; UNICEF(1995:5,7) explainsCODESRIA
 - L

IB
RARY



eœnomics; of government action to ensure

that growîh benefits the many and not just the

few; of meeting human needs and investing in

human capacities through better heaith,

nutrition and éducation of ending the

discrimination against women and giris of

reducing fertility through a comprehensive

approach of rethinking unjust and

unsustainable patterns of consumption and

pollution in industhalised nations.

So moving, yet so insLructive. The excerpt above, graphically. captures

the essence of the nature of development which is the subject of this

study. In succinct terms, the administrator of the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDR), defines the concept^ sustainable

development;

Sustainable human development is

development that not only generates

économie growth but distributes its benefits

equitably, that regenerates the environment

rather than destroying it; that empowers

people rather than marginalizing them. It

gives phority to the poor, enlarging their

choices and opportunities, and provides for
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their participation in décision affecting them. it

is development that is pro-poor, pro-nature,

pro-jobs, pro<iemocracy, pro-woman, pro-

children(UNiCEF. 1995:7).

If the kind of development we are talking about is pro-people. then, how

do we get those people informed, and, therefore, mobilize their inforined

capacities? The answer is communication. Information can only be made

available through communication. Therefore, communication is a factor

in the development process. Rogers(1962:6) notes that "information is a

différence in matter-energy". The UNICEF publication from which we

have copiously quoted reiterates the essence of communication in the

development efforts (UNICEF,1995:13,35.39 and 40).

Aithough. the pervasive influence of the mass média has been debunked

(Klapper,1960:64),the fact still remains that they are potent channels for

generating awareness (Soola,1988:251) and accelerating information

flow. Therefore. they are very relevant in mobilising people for

development efforts.

Broadcast média, radio in particular, have been adjudged to be the most

potent in (rural) development communication efforts(Moemeka. 1990:65).
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Yet, the print média have their own advantages. Moemeka(1990:63)

notes that the print média have an enduring characteristics which neither

the radio nor the télévision has. He adds that newspaper can be read

and re-read at convenience, thus allowing for fuller and better

understanding of message contents. The newspaper, according to tiim

can also be stored away for future use. thus making for the préservation

of materials that are considered important for the future reference.

Nwosu(1990:190-191 ) also points out:

The (rural) press, in addition to performihg the

traditions! média functions of informing,

educating, persuading and entertaining, are

more usefti/ in providing better interpreted or

indepth developmental stories that place

developmental issues and facts in greater

perspective. They also have what might _be

called place and time or exposure flexibility as

opposed to radio and télévision and which

require that one is at a pèrticuiar place and at

a particular time to be exi^osed to or share in

these rnedia's communication output The

pace or speed of- > exposure. and

compréhension is also more flexible in the

(rural) press than in the (rural) radio and
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(rural) télévision. It is aiso relatively easier to

store and retrieve development-oriented

information in the (rural) press than in the

(rural) electronic média.

If the print média must continue to perform al! these functions, its

sustenance must be encouraged, And, if indigenous language

newspapers, as a section of these média, going by their perceived

potentials for informing and mobilising people for deveiopment efforts

must survive, then,. they must be given a chance. Dare(1990:8) paints

the picture of the pitiable situation of the indigenous language press.

According to him, the buik of newspaper advertising goes to the English

language newspapers, adding, as a conséquence, the indigenous

language newspapers are for the most part a misérable adjunct to the

English language press. He, further, notes that because it is presumed

that there is only a small audience for them, they are produced for the

most part on a weekly basis and as a cosequence, they attract little

advertising and thus, they are not self sustalning. And, because they are

not seif-sustaining, because they are held to constitute a drain on

resources, Dare observes that little effort is made to deveiop them and
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broaden their appeal. And because such effort is lacking, the indigencjs

language newspapers continue to stagnate,

The root of this problem of discrirTnnation against indigenous

language newspapers, in favour of their English counterparts is found in

the discrimination against the nation's indigenous languages and tne

preference for English language which, though, foreign is the officiai

language of the nation. Aniche(1997:73-79) graphically demonstrales

how fast Nigérian languages are dying among Nigérian children.

According to her, one research shows a national average of 7 percent of

secondary school students, while another shows a 30 percent figure of

phmary school pupils (in the Rivers State), ail of whom are unable to

speak their ancestral language. With this trend, she exclaimed that most

Nigérian languages v.'ould be towering on the brlnk of extinction in the

21 st Century, bringing along with it very grave socio-political and

économie conséquences.

She also noted that the shift to English is causing' our children to

feel ashamed of net only their "primitive" Nigérian languages, but also of

everything Nigérian; pointing out, however, that the use of English as the
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médium of instruction, especially in the: rural areas where most children

do not understand English, résulta in very little learning.

For our children, the unfortunate thing .s that why they shun their

ianguages, they do not have working proficiency in the language of the

culture which they so chehsh. Okedara (19971 gives us a graphie picture

of woes of students in English language at the West African Senior

School Certificate Examination.

If the indigenous Ianguages and our communities must survive

and grow, the média, especially, the print must be encouraged to use
V

them. Print média aid literacy, therefore, the média operating in these

Ianguages must be encouraged for it is vi'ith these Ianguages that our

people can be effectively Informed for development

purposes(Fafowora, 1995:469). Banjo(1995:186) underscores the

indispensability of the média and creative writing in this regard.

In as much as the study recognises Ihe importance of English in

our national and international lives, it is of the view that indigenous

Ianguages must aiso be accorded their pride of place. Banjo(1995:1d7)

captures this essence:
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The dominance of the Englkh language at

this stage of modernisation is inévitable, but

the situation is evolving rather than static. In

that proœss of évolution, ail the languages

have a part to p/ay, and if Nigeria is to make a

distinçtive contribution to human civilization, it

will have to be as a resuit of the symbiotic

relationship between English and the

indigenous languages, a pooling of the

resources of al! the languages without

foreclosing the contributions that any of them

can make.

5.3 Recommendations:

1  The indigenous language newspapers should improve on their

coverage of development issues. The newspapers will do better if

they can improve on their coverage of development issues iike

agriculture and family and reproductive health. They wil' aiso do

better, if they can disseminate development messages, in générai.
ir.
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more through pictoriais and literary forms. These genres are

interesting and, therefore, bring better attention.

2. They should aiso improve on their designs and layouts, as well as

the présentation or crafting of their éditorial matters. Less

emphasis should be given to pools,

3  Public and privaîe sectors, Including média operators, should

. confie together to organise seminars and workshops where there

can be cross-fertilization of ideas on how to improve the lots of

writings in ■ indigenous languages, in général, and indigenous

language newspapers, in particular.

4  The nation's linguists have an urgent task in the publication of

glossahes of scientific and technoiogical terminologies in the

Nigérian languages. This v^ill aid journalists handiing stories in

areas that are scientific and technoiogical.

5. Inorder to encourage communication in indigenous languages, the

first step is to promote vigorousiy. indigenous languages through

the nation's educational policy. Let the government be more

serious \Afith the implementation of the provisions of the National

Policy on Education of 1977, revised in 1981, which stipulate that
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pre-primary and junior primary classes be conducted in the

language of the immédiate community and the study of two

Nigérian languages as subjects in the Junior Secondary

School(JSS). Meanwhile, government should be sensitive to the

resentment of the minorities against the provision that one of the

Nigérian languages to be learnt al the JSS should' be one of

Hausa. Igbo or Yoruba. A vital point is that government should

ensure that these requirements are fuily complied with in ail

schools, whether government- owned or privately-ov^ned.

5.4 For Further Study

1  This study advocates that, to create and maintain a high tempo in

this area of research. scholars of other tribes and language

groups in Nigeria and in Africa, generally, should endeavour to

carry out similar researches on the nev^spapers published'in their

own indigenous languages.

2  The study also recommends that efforts should be stepped up in

the study of indigenous language newspapers. Presently, the

study of indigenous language newspapers'suffers neglect. This
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should not be so. Similar attention given to the study of Engiish

language newspapers should aiso be given to the indigenous

language newspapers, and the study should cover the various

aspects of the inedlum.

The study of development communication should go beyond

description of message and patterns of diffusion. Rather, it should,

aIso, as a matter of necessity, cover the design and treatment of

the development messages, as well as exploration of ways to

develop these.

□
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P" îvcrc Uli ojo na'a,
n..,ijinciiielogunpcrc ni
yoo je pASiparo fun cyo
dola lii se owo île Amer»
ik.i k.an.
Iroyin -lo le ISOKAN ^8ijn.,.obitibiii i;bcsc. l.i
lowo jakej.ndo awon
ipinle li owo koko li gbile
Icrileede yii fi han pc, lati
ojo li ikede Ogagun Aba-
cha obun li wayc ni
awon agbe onikoko aii

• av/on onisowo koko ba-
k.mnaa ti berc si sa kijo-
kijo kifi, li îcluio ohun

6  A-C^f^ cui^ t a R-E" ■

gbo -- pc ogooro awon
agbe ati onisowo koko n •'
je ienu bi eni n je isu
lowolowo bayii, il won.
ko si lii mo 'nt> odo il
wonyoodaorunlasi. ,
Siwr.ju sii, iroyin'lo lc';i:

ISOKAN lowo,ni pc/kikp
ni'awon li won n ra koko
lowo awon agbe ail on-r'
isowo n ko koko li won '
ba fi lo won bayii nilori•'*
pe oro ohun li di ascse- •

.jjw'e-aka.rij'li'enlkcnl kc
"mo.ibi lo n lo. Cege bi
iroyi- kan ti ISOKAN hu .
gbo lai pc yii, o le ni •.
itinwo apo koko ti awon..
lo n -ra koko k9 lali ra'.
lowo okunrin onisowo
koko kan ni llu ile-lfe, :
eyii lo ti niu ki ironii o

. dofi agba okunrin ' naa .
kotio bayii.
Se oju lo n roju sa.inu. Bi '

isole n.ia se fun av/on
agbe ati onisowo koko
lofun 10 bayii, Ijolia
Ipinie Ondo, lab^ akcso-
Ogagun Mikc Torc^' li
scleri pa, ijoba cun yoo
ran awon agbe ti Oro naa
scwo mo iara lowo, ki
ircwcîi 0 ma baa ba won
ju bo se yc lo. A o 'rantf
pc Ipinle-Ondo lo p.bs
i[» kiimi ninu awon
ipinle lo n pose koko lor--,
iioédc yii.
Yon'ba bo, won ni bi ko

»'oo,'«c*T*r/t,
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VE D'ave Obinrin n

"asiko yii.kl gbogbo aNva
)jieko pe a ku ojo mêla

,ci ku itoju a>von bmo

... Cibomo ghoiTio ko rii
>omo Io^vo wa 0, gbogbo

";:in ni voo si lowo ala bo-

i.n lagbara OloBuinare.
• Awon omo wa n le iioju
pcye ni çbogbo igba.

inpaajuloni asiko ojo li a
yii.

Se libiiirc la wnlc ayc,
O,%lo r>:

111 iC H J IM

.lilire niiori pe bo ti clara
pa kan lo lun lewu jojo
ba kejî. Nieba li cjo ba ro.

, a yoo lu wa. opolopo Lre
je bii isu, aia. c^vcbe,

1  jiaJo aii becbec lo yoo

'  . cyi yoo si fa opo ounjc.
' Dakan naa ni asiko ojo
■•jnToniruuruaisan bii iko,
^jiu. kaia aii bec b^e lo

n wopo ean - an. Idi
.i u opolopo arucbo il
I  • n m leru nipa lasiko
,K

M fi h:«n ebaneh? pe o
La ;naa\voc\vu lo nipon
:  .:V\.'n omo Ui-^iko vii.

<L

kl \s UWO

m•n

I U uo ^o>« «aji a »J

cwu mcji po fun won li won
ko ba ni cwu oiuiu.

Idiabajo fun sise gbogbo
elCN'ii ni ki oiuiu ma ba
daamu won.E\\'e, li omoba
wasaare lehin akiiiyan wa
cje ka :eie gbe e lo funiioju
lodo awon dokiia niiori pc
ijafara lewu.

O ti di asa awon abiyamo
kan lati maa fi omo silo
laïaaro di asale ki won lo
dclc.

Iba dara pupo ti a ba le
jawo ninu iru asa yii l'un
anfaan: ara wa. Opo ieha lo
je pe oiutu le maa mu omo

^  c\ r»«lrs !<%•-••
L  »>« nii*-' CSC.
nigba-li ko ba si aJabojuio
niiosi. nnkan mitran le sele.

Opo omo li aka si abiku
lo je pe airi iioju lasiko lo
ran won ni ajo aremabo.

Bnkaii naa, a g bodo mrui
kiycsiounje liomonje. Kii
se pe ka fun won lowo lasan
bikosc pe ka rii pc won ko
je ijekuje. Diapeerc.cwoni
ki ojo maa ro ki omo lun

maa mu gaïu-i. A ko ebcxJo
jeki ise se idiwoiitoju ounjc
fun awon omo wa.

Bi awon omo wa .<0 n lo

.sile eko lowolowo yii. o
jowo e je ka maa u n eu u

OlUlU fun 'VOn. m oy
maa wo ibose ki won /o wd
bara. / /
/ A (un le maa fi soto labi

roQbu ra ara won. O yc ka
maa te opolopo a.9o .sori cni
fun awon omo li ko ni
anfaarti atisuri lori ibusu
niionjjg^ile lu^ni asik^^i-

yaio si pe omo nlo si île
eko, i wonba ni ise riran won
niiori ojo aJaiegun lo n ro
lenu ojo meia yii. Iji lo n ja
le gba idoti si omo loju. ici
tabi alapasi le wo lojiji ki o
Jasi ipaJara fun won.

Ewe bi ojo ba n ro. aara
le san ki osi deru ba omode
debi pe ko subu. Omi si li le.
gbe aJara odo miiran lo fun
idi paiaki wonyi, o san ki
awon omo wa ninu île li ojo
ba li su labi lo ba n ro.

AyeD'ayg^Cuinrin n fi

E'A'il

mt

>SU

ramidele adeofji
ohun kerc lo. odo li a ba fi
oju re ni i gbe nii lo. Hiwon
igba (i omo ba wa labo obi,
koiiikojaibawiaii iiosona.

Fun idi cyi. e je ka kilo
fun awon osooro

omokunrin wa li won maa
n si aya site. Ako ni won ro
pc won n se sugbon ohun to
wa l'ehin ofa ju ojc lo. Arc

ikunle abiyamo bowapcka J'won ion daran. orun L-lesc
mrtsc gba\awon omo wa "^^mcji ni won n da a si. Ti
laavc laii luwcc ninu-odo \jiutu labi aya riro ha berc
kankiin. Bi lyi le u u ki odo lan. awa obi ni won \ oo ko

\

SI ywyoo.
jj^Oju boro'-ko se e gba
fomo lowo ckuro o. Awon

omo iwcyi ko se fi owo
yepcre mu ki oluware ma
ba jcbi. E je ka sa.saro lod
.nwon imoran ti ati ka vil ka
si.fl won se iwahu. Agbara
ojo ko lohun ko ni wole.
onile ni ko ni gba fun un. A
gbodo mari pc akiycsi baba

di ivvtf ai^uoiiui ywon omO,
paapaa awon omo ti won ba
ti balaga nitori pe se ni won
maa n fe di oko mo iya
lowo. ti won yoo si so ara
won di apase waa mo iya
lowo.

Adura wa ni pe iku ko ni
pa omo wa o, aisan ko si ni
gbe wa de lase Edumare.
Gbogbo abiyamo yoo jcre
omo won, gbogbo eni lo si
n sunkun airigbejo ati
airigbepon, bi e ti n ka iwe
yii. Olorun Olodumare yoo
nu omijc vin nu.

A ku iicnu. a si ku
oungbe. cmi wa yoo rehin
osu. Titi dLfiscjo n bo^c'
loju O'vo n ri. Ire o.^
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■ - V OJUEVVEKEWA 't<-: '

u/?^.

■:i' v^iSvS;^s'A.^^V;3isôKANN0VEM n-no^mbe
•.\ •V;^

3ï

4^
^S-r

tsâs

. MO ia eyin baba mi -
• ki eyin agbe ku ise; ARC KO .

^  ft •_ O^*/0" * kl eyin aguc /vu - . ..

.. , " »_'j.._ _.;: ii-î O'o»**'"
■ " " tiasiseagoeiuuunj.. .

^^„I-,^ nwo ti a ri 's.-■ • 1.1 a oia*- , ^ ^

•  -• ^:- • • ri,;^iëkan wà'toy^o'fimtên

•• adEMOLA OMO le'gba lo agbàdo, lati le mu . ■. CYeast) ti ara agbad.  -' pin wa leere. Gbogbo awa ti a ti _koreawonohunogbin,ejckatoju
>- -ikorc-wa- ;" : '• •• .-r ...■ -• • •. . ; ,• v.-. à ba se njeun ajeyo bayii e maje

•  ■•:'■; kajcajetan,cjci^j^™- ^ taxt'-'^"
L :• bam"o'."AMOpUN. BU- DBJAH - ̂ ^3,

■  ■■' > - KENI ma MEBU SUN JE; Oh^ ti ^ j"^h y^ào^èhïioâxjnàcnpanlocTn^
."'i'i ■-, 1 oV.în flwnnohunogbin )f5«S^Lara Olinjé b

• —•"'Âi' »'• * , y ^ ^ ^ i A <
-•.•J^^"kaT2baëbelaùgbinavvonohunogbm -.
- •- Yf A 1^ i^îhduntobo. Agbe.-:. ; ipanu

(Com Starch)/ercy^logu
pcValri "fiinî^-Syrup) adbeeb^.,lgAiràg^jï-M?^-^^^^ Conlamers) atibt

Y £jy£ répété lôriisèokoArnin.- • • - . eroja av/on ileese nla-nJa go
'-V ':v.v -- Awa agbe taati kore agbadb ati a\^ -, -j^wmatérials forIndus^es;. ;?j

- :">. -V-.'tiaieWoagbetiapsibawondeoko_ Jugbogboelpanloagbadogc
. . . -• ' .■ it. finonfîdo ^r", U;—!..,,.'or-.o<-,K«Hnfilr)UD(

eroja av/on ileesè nia .nia
•- -•-• •- • -r • _

=^Gbogbo ohund.wonniia!
^■-'-Mrno'erbtia'mb'I •:- , ..î

r-v^lrfrf'mb on '6ye,âv/onagbalagba, 1
"•- 1 in fi îî n TI as

'...• iiiu uii v.'j' . — _

.;: jS';î^.gbb«nju lati sal2^ ohmtiann i
•••* *1 •' ^ ^ Ko Vi 1 ti eyinV "î ï£"se ,bado je ohiin bgbin. Eyi tp baku.çHek^o••.'>• ^.-. - Vagbadô senipdugbô'ti
•••>'/•;,.j>^<.'anfaani ati sb rùbi e

on yape.Ctoo Agbt
mn h ebè fiti soro 0 fo nh

î:"i§rl^^agbaye
'  4 *- ««i 1 i>K T r-#^i^Sobinkantiaf^bponotltlam9?^ .^toniagbadonirmwqn^^
ri;^^^:WHEAr-.-;^:4^:^:::^^^^ . c y--' - - .X ̂

VCx-:.-i
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\

E ku deede iwoyi o,
eyin abileko elegbe mi, e
ku bi gbogbo nkan (I n lo
lorile éde wa Naijiria.
Ohun li emi Ayedaye
Obinrin fe menuba lose
yîi ni awon orisirisl iwa tî
ana abîlcko maa n hu li

0 ni i se pelu igbesi aye
awon omo v>a yala lona
kan tabi omiran.

'Cegebi a ti nio pe
orisirisi isele ni o maa n
waye laarin awa ati avi'on
oko wa ti ko see so siia li

o le De a fe o. a ko o. a

se osun paragbodo fî
wa.

Oke aimoye awa

abileko ni ko H aaye sile

fun baaie wa laii to awon
omo wa si ona ati laii fi

ona li won yoo lo han
won.fun igbesi aye rere

• nipa eyiti opolopo omo
se bee sina yala lona kan
labi omiran.

Abileko kan wa ti

Olorv^'pese awon omo
fun pelu oko re to bee ti
awon ti won je okunrîn
laarin won lile ti to.O'U

ibo.

N

ifenukan t^omo se '
pataki fun tokotaya

,V

-'-ir. ;•

Loro kan igbakigba li
oko abileko. yîi ba ti n
gbiyanju lati lo -awon
omoknnrin wonvi cnna
ni abileko yii maa n gbo
ewuro soju re.
Oro yii je ogbe okan

fun baaIe yii to bee ti o fi
-pe-awon omo-kunrin re

ti o si se alaye iwa iya

won fun won. Qro yii
buru lo bee li o fi je .pe
okan wa lara awon omo
wonyi (i o je pe
gbonyingbonyin ni o
maa n wa leyîn iya re.

i-oro kan, baaIe yii ba
okan re pinnu Jati
yowoyose ninu oro'omo
yii pe iya re ni yoo maa

gbe bukaala ekose omo
naa niiori bi oju ba n se
îpin bi a ko ba yoo ki a fi
han an, ki yoo m'o pe
oun n huwa ibaje.
__Oro igbesi aye omo

.yii, paapa eyiti o jemo
ekose re di ohun ti akude
•fere de ba ki oko yii to yi
igbeser.e pada.

Oro ree, eyin abilj
ôlegbe mP, o II pcj
Ayedaye Obinrin Ei
sekilo j^e cnu kan n['

. dara fun awa .obi t '
maa fi to awon, çmb
Ibkunrin alî lobîn
nttori ko .si asirî kah^(,
le maa sele laarin a

obi ti awon omo wd^
ko n ri. - -

Ayedaye Coin tin lui
50 pe bi ko ba je c
Oiorun li o ko sinu c

abileko yii bi iwa abik
yîi i ba li .se akoba f
igbesi aye omo v/on r
ni yii.
Yoruba bo won ni

a ba .fi bi ejo li gun
d a n a. i I e yoo
nitorinaa, pcicpeie do* ^
awa abileko niiori o, ^

îw.iju ̂  palaki fun av
obi nitorinaa a gbodo .
ifun ati edo wa ki a
soro ki n dekun a.ij nl^
di awon baaic w'à I6\t f-"
paapaa nipa tijo aw^j yv;-' f .
omo'wa sona. Asedo^ " ./,>

Obinrin lun n lu agog
oro yii .se/igbo êyi ''
abileko. G d/aba.

m
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2£3<a..<U2iSS3esSB acetsi-.^ aaawwjinàm

'A

]  |P£ li k? Si 9dk? aw^
I . îçmQ-bibi'llu-lba'niîv..
I  ;;agbegbe- lipbav.ibll^...-;;
:'• MiçSoc^jnrlpinlçQi^nni.V
•-"Itiîe-loko.'iatikaramasiki'';)-

ilu. naa.^W'o 'iô.'màaV:
'.{igagbéga'p^ awpn'Bu:
.' ' nla-nlayîX)ioj nilgkaarc^/,';

Eni'li'o pô[îpé.Vn'hl,y;i'
. Alayftluwa'^':]?^;Oba'^^^
'.•BuràitnQhx^Adedejr;?
.  " Fçlçrunshg.iÔipyode-.J:;
- •," Barnigbadé.": Ijadunoyè,;.-!''
:■" Ksji," Ebunj li.lb'a,- lasikoiw,

• ay e y e i; A y a j ç v I b a '••
eleekçlà iai re ti o v^ayo

'  lopin. QSG* lo- kçja' nlv
;  ••"agbsgb^aaiin rç:'".:;,';X''. ;!

•„ Lasiko ayoyG yii kaR_ ;
•  ''naa ni Ebum U Iba ti pe'-j
' ""fun ifgwçsov/Qpç iaarin J

awçn, Qmç ilu"'■'fun', ,
•"klagbasoke ilu ghun. •

•  • Ewg. Olijlilple pataki '
• nil:)|:ayeyç ayajo ail '
'ikowojp. oni 'mitionu'
m a ru n-un . . fun •
'idagbasoke- ilylba;'
;Ornppba ""■Abimbpla^'
.Oyinipla knri'saarajsi."
Qba Bamigbado .(un •

• akltiyan'- ■ re •ylori;-
'idagbasoke; ilul iba,-'.-:
nigba li.o'lun.'ro'av^^pn;'
çmpbibiilùnaànipàlakV

■  lali mu' idagbasoke- ilu:
naa gegp bii

"• lara bwpn eniyan
jnnkan-iani'.ai"! a'.i 'ayÇ'ii
içbolpba li v*.|pn poju'sibi

■ ; • " ■■ ■ • :

y

'VT"r •

aypyp;_naa:ni-aMi ri:
Atapja ti ilu Osogbo,
ÇbaÔyewalo Màlanmi,
•QwaUi,''Obokun Oba
;Â^Rùnle "Aro"rnpiaran;yX
Eiejigbo l i Ej-gbo., Onjbay-
ki lba,:Eko', QbaYusHau

p»..

 Qba, &-iralmph"' Adecteji -
:v''Xu-^unj- li Iba'' ■

ôoripia O^ni, 'Jlunbâ- |;-
ali .Erelu'-Qba S/B: fç
Babalunde.-.'-'Apata,- |
ployé. Ajibpla 0/ln!p!a; |.
•'AiaaiiAliduAlablLadeji,- ')
AlaajaTawoAdebimpe,' • y:
Olowu il Oriie-Ovu'. Qba",' • •=

.'Adejpbi Afeleip, Alaaii' ' ::
-'Okanlawpn' Jimpb, '
''■Oiuvb:ti ilu Iv/u.'Alaaji
-,-RaimipmgOrû,nigbati s
'yàwpp'.; çmp . i!8;i\ve '
.••alakppberp'.: rBrook-
:  'side",']ba fi onn ibilê da " ■
;; ay/pn.eniyan iaraya!;::;
.  :;'-'Cv",-Tîi o' ie u.i'idaju"
."miik , . ,1; v/pn ri
•'.ko'ip lasiko ayeyepliun. '

•vtl

^'y.y
'V

,x:;

<^n\mMN.lT-/ ■^"E'LF-WLP
4

••p
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YOHUiSA NiTYParAiraii ■■ •■' ■Tîé'
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î * —Y* 1 • • *>*v-. ;• •ij'!? \i

;  NU -AU v.. . ,, ,, : ^ ".
'*1 -"*NUaRY I-TUESDAY JANUAHY7. IWJfi PRICF ÎHK
^  , •'• ,•» _ —

<•-

fc.-rJ>L/ 43^

n v:v

à-i-

A,;
f

•'jk.'ieJ' j

' •- • !.• . ;!•*<■■ V-.4 \ '•; *■ ■•■ •!'.aijuî.;.

OGAGUN'GOOLA ■
.iini-- "

r-A

î-'VJ.'jir

I-' -'

I
)'-^u ..i,. 1,,.^^,
\ "l:iknl»nr liti ,i^. ,
r".' I.MI, ,..s[k.i „
)  '" '"='j" '"■ Ipi.ilr I kl.
t'omiiM Ohvmi Ipmlc

] '-^O. O^tiijtnii C;hol;,:
j  ̂l'iila.sini 11, kaJo/ "'uyin :iyo yi, si cii^jho
\ >il>onbo ;uiiyc niiui oio

kuodun
1 KCICMMK-.si 10 k;i si
l'iiybo :i\\nii o,„o cvIh*

Un, (Voiùl,;,
l 'i'anÎN Club) m i^ko

''b»> Isoyiin 10 Ktijii.

lui

)i|l:i

l1:1 I•■Iv

l>f,'

y-îht-»-; •<%■'■.
%

V-.-;
fé
I A!?js

KS. -} hW

i
a

fç

(i dawolc isc ni
pcrcwii irni ycrn nui lilo

J  Miulusln, ok: kan-lo-cgba:i iycwu
loaa d.i yliuyho .iia\c .ikawc ailjo (22.000) 10

)  ' ivi lY l|oki Oloyiiii "'a knaklri aii pc ccbna
,  Ipink- I ko yoiul.i ara to "'
'  liiii iposs- adlaani rko.
p'i;' Kto lau lie iwe

•iLik'obcty (II,
I vuiiil'asiii I.Kiko. Mi. O

:P '"ijo arayc ijoba
' " «lunolc akiinan kija
"n'K'vii lori aniiuo

' .cboçbo ilaiM ck,i .ni po
ilob.i gbodo j-bisanin

aiun.|aii rit |xr
^'ko olV kfis-jari jiba ?gîaTfiaif

; p.uapaia ni ipinic naa. ccdcghcia oluko'C^fjOO "
'  M'iase U-kunrerc pe icaobcri) onimo ijinlc

• "Il ps eguaa
lyiNii ika.wc i liijii {2.000
olassroom.s) il pari bayli
iiin lilo awon akckoo
kaakiri ipinic naa.

Ciomina icnunioo. pc
ijbba u pcsc. orislrisi

hin kik.^ ,iu..|i
akekoo nipa

kiin auoii lis;,
nik- eko idcri
ijoba li fun

cgbaaia oiuko (6.000
icachcrs) ni i;:bcpa Icnu
IH' pclii.

Ogagun Mudasiru
kcdc .si ciigbo gbogbo
niuiuniuss'a "pc ijoba li -

•  gbc cto b\voya"*rûn
ibugbc kiko kalc fasvon
oiuko sugbon ■fi^inina';;;;;^
SO poiD. p(< O^-TT^ir..
(JajKlan 'fu|\.

.akckoo arL'oi^ulsq,,;Vn •"
^  luiwa driïvlywabi" j)clùY"

gbogbp asiko. i
0 50 -c "jolta

K3

mliîSa

fà/til
2S

ipinic,.,naa li
CIO s gbigbc

akckoo laii kinui kan si
omiiran—ni-J dandaïf
bayii nitori de akckoo
■"0 ba jarafa, le jj ycjjo
■pinu idanwo doju ami
nikan lo le ni licsiwjijui
iaiî kilaii kan si kilasi (

Ogagwn Mudasiru (
pasc pc ki gbogbo ar'ayc '
icramd : cto^ jmoloio I

-adugbo ' fun
fera gbogbo

_. I>e oju cnikc
^.huwa ccri aii

kaii inabo'i
»dO"ijobii.
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<CLA-T&qo|^t

M

SPi

ELOMÏÏ^^^* lec
50 pe kin ni mû ba bc
ibi kokooro toni. Eniti
0 bâ >vi bee ko Jcbi,^
sugbon o'd't tulaflsi iun
•wa la'tiso nipa reniton
pearaifani fabmo'v^'â.

- Aisan ni aisan n je. A .
Icesoo pe aisan tq je .
mo ti alejo'obinrinyn^

\ko',-.lce" gba.'-enu;
■ sugbon sibc afokan si
^■'rc leescakoba alaafia
^ai'aT .iq v". •

Aburupataki ti^awon .•
- aisan'alejoobiriTin^nsc
? julo ni- p_c 5 .
adlnagbopku fun ôçao

■ bibi/Se gbogbo ni a "
• Icuku rhd pe bi a ko n.
; mdtd. ilu Ekokb sec Ip.";
: -.becgcgehibiobuv7 .ba
: ni'isord
; - r^aii osu rç, 6 wx>po k\

oju'omo pon ira obmnn
-.bce.
:.r.Ninu à\von aisan to

I- maanseaw'OnobiniTnni
-.""ki alejo.maa duda;ki

niikan dsu rnaa riiâd|l
•' oku eranj kinrikan osu

■' iriaiee wa
rinkan osu maa wa ni

. idakurcku tabi segcsege
! tabi saki .ebu eyin v<a
•'ninùsiscalaada>ii. Eyid
anpe ni ebun eyin ni pe

• ki ojo osu 'ma dln ojo
jneji tabi ojo meta si ojo^
tdyêlatiwa."'

■ Yato si gbdgbo awon
ise aisedcedc tabi aisah.

,:-ti n'io ka sile.yi, eyi ti b
* "tun scku ni pc ki^ob inrin.
'  rnâalaalasennkanosu

re loju oofun, tabi ri cje
E'nnkan osu loju ocrun^

saaju'ki o toc p.ileTii.
■" Gcgeil . uku
■b'atdkiinfunjigA ti irxin
. Idkunjc alokun fun ipile

•v..' werc bee gege ni aisan
b/^ejo ob'in^Jc'apejuvye ̂

tabi idena fbn omobibt.'. |
/■•-ÎAwon rihkan wcnyn ni ̂
:.;awa ti a ni imô nipa
'.- 'égboogi B gbagbô pe ko

hiopoigbâkosc
•  lati-bpri cyikcy

.* -j _V'iS5E33i ^ - - •• - \ d aisânyii, ayaa
i."si oogun omo>"odgun •' -yèsTs). ' py .si awon obLniin ton se, •*• njimu agbo tabi :
;-amnIo wa,- -' d '- l-'l won ti mo pc ojo alejo A .tabi tabLJecti'taiPupo'ninu'^àwdn . isegimni flrnTa oyinto scr; -g^vonwondcrniuajï p;:
, olofofo aisan osù u mo ; pe nnkanyy^ ly--y-.-y, Avvonârnonaaicjojâid^^^ ^
;tokasi yii ni won ni_ b.lau igba^cçV^nl^t^ lcdniitojutorajaiâpi^bg;fccfia%v-on^oniruûru'egbœ^ da lec • ■ omô ogqjic^'^^^ ^ Bi bbinrin ba ti berc s^.-j i,^^loîdin t^clc
fi koiutabikâpawon-.Bt,. • nHi avya, kp yq _ ujrno Won aisan amoia p:'j;t\von/Awi

kadara

Vcnnka.no:
tabi m<
tdlcc

eyiti;segcsege.

'yva d' a c'ida'aràii
wa'hi idakùrekù "Va£'/,^^^^^.^,^;tnpji^;^yojdimpç,orp ^lipc
kobasi
sLobu
pb;inHn siv^
6su ;^;p=lu ose
marunlelaadota^J^O ̂  ■■■ .. - '• -——- ^
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f

À

ùô'ona !aii

(
ill cVî-yM -._; ■ -p-:- , .

Ici t'iç to cogun tabi gba.-' : ps eniyafTko çoç<iç oa
'  ' . . /-Ilir/-»r^nrtnn

çs çina ni eîo yii je fun J •.

sçmçbibi. •J <-hw *• • T • t

Ic^' n)yl.-'-obinrin li a?i?0 ibimç. 'J absre rara îi adura wçn'";;-."içç -Qionjn duro^rton.
^ ̂  . .. . " _ _ _ i.-riT: ?5fni

vvçn cbinrin çuçbçn eyi V r"

IIclilQ li O ba je oko
kan. sya k2n..'ysv-^o ko
nbç^dç ko.crorjn sisun

v:o tuan -"' e^jnni's! (^keji kii ba.<1 ko ri bse rera bi ko çe

IISaîi icoî.n siona sina

idî

3 1*^9 l! O

sç>mo

lanned

d-sralbo ;

on LXi :

-TV :rv fî< R )

^" "e^on -i a l^la bimp ' bi;ajndidi,ojuçiçpio-3e, • lati !o Jun imçran awçn
1:=!»ra&iUek9,ko'l8Si.. 'sçç àsto tara a!i bçç ' efeionaa, . •
j.^ n.,' -. ■ ■ ... ■■■ ■bçèto.(>'!aii£5sEl2daa. ■K\3yeaiii9, .=..-on^^
; -A da çk'jnrin fun isç." S te vyEye-.ni-pa-ki.a.f9to. .nlawam •lafi?:-; si-çmv bibWa ko 'i i^awo o
.  ' - ---T- .- î=li v.'nn ÎO Qûaci. OAJ7n3

fun 9k9/<p-^nrin ti o ba n
kûibaldpbivî^Ç-'^?
on- eio h?mu. eni e'&ni

ko ni gba içe wa se îçd-ç
cko wa AiTiin Ase

siçe nilcripe won mas n
gba awon cbinrih .ni ':"ï b _
imçran pa ieyin îi won

ba li Qba iloju lan, wgnR - -
ko o-bç-co lo .ba okunrin • ^Rvv!^

-■'l

K!\ t!î! eka
îbsdsn ..
pcbfni
n ni a ii

r'Q

vgn ••
)rr.iîOi'

oiu

;!Gbçra
Dadun

ko s.ri

sunmç wçn îi won bs nçuçbçn diun iyalçnu /O

Gooe bi on? li a obç - .ir^iran papp. bi ko $9 _
ipnu sgbaleru fslo son^g çAp wyn nik.an, niîcn pe
î^bi (PPFN)R^beni^.-"'bf2y.3Jpupg,ibsrUyiisij.;^i;;^-g^
Yinka Ad9niii__ekajji :; maa

Elo yii îunge çns isiiupp;"'p.-

o wa Rjn C.-W w. .

msa se aQl>3ye^vo y.-çn R'K
p] çiçg n tels, o pen ;; ba raays run 9Î<v ■  rvrV."

• G'a;---"'v-"7gbogco pna, îi ko si vAyA:d^ndan OQ -li iyswo - / • . , • yi
eniyan ba çe e." ok? :3we 1= n,u '^ - ;, ryawo raaye lun -•.--.-v

.inu basie s mas cun s'.y__.y-y

ir-r_

nniun

ra wa,

iorjn,
inu île
-ikpkç
ciHon

'.vos

v.-ç.n lur. zç ps eîo yû v/s
fun cTAyn îi ko ti: kpkç
t^b^ f? i>'S"T.o rsra nrlori
k] cyun airolplç ma baa
waye.

Ajg agbalçm îelo
sçmç bîbi rç a-.vgn ti Wçn

jf fun avAjjç ps, cTwçn li
ebi n pa tun n pe ohun li
agbara v-on ko ka, bîi k)
vvçn bi Ç'Tx? Il w?n ko io
tçju, kj v/on si maa ça
aç3 pe Çiçrjn b n tçiu

funpmç lçyan;--o yojfoV^
hjn oWçn îi wç'n ba ra\
iyawo pupo-.çugbçn
igbadu.ri îbalopo wa fun

'oko ati 2yéj-^t?-''P ba n
çna igbacun îb-aîc-cç lai GL-kpml Gbç^snen^

7C-5n5'.7*;ccsc."

iyawo- ni^
ni- ■ -

T: eniRgni ca .ni
beere bri feto &ye~'9 rî . •_
pibi yà ki ç, kç kva si iî lyw/
Clccîu Iroyin Ycruba. ç
osi ri idahun yin gba lali J._ -vçcç 2çbalçnj elO;| _.__pC
naa tekun un rçrç.

.rw*35^ •
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Z-ti

M.
«

m
.V -V.W>Sr *'AI

.•.. ■■•••■

'M mvt'fi

%.c»r . *,»
Ea .1 s • r •^' !. -i

P.T'.'i'li^ff
V^{ m'V

«iî

s-V
m

i'A
ii>.s-

1ii.v
fi!?

rH/?/
Ut fi3^

Lnli çwo
nONKE

ADGOYE

K-
lic!'.'iî;;';}ji

iH
li-i".' ■'M'

iZl'i i
♦A mQtl .U"

WQUE .V?>.yri-ji mu-ctc ?;.j/;>"A-ADEOEJI ?Us;s-ï.'»';

OLOW0 l'o n i'çja.
^ja nikaii kç ni

olowo n jy bayi".
oiowo lo n jç burçdi
pçlu.

Gçg(; bi okoiçpç Iroyin
to tç wo Içsvo Uni Kwato,
Oy<?, Ondo, Ogun nil
Eko, burçdi li di "ko $co.
ko" lOfii 310. Nib' li QfO,

. burçdi de b.iyii. çni li yoo
i ba tun ri çwçnyogo nna -

ra yoo ba titn dirçbo lodç
usvQn l'o n taa ni, bi bçç
Ko olo ni yoo ra.

Eyl jç abajadc ybajorc
li awçn çgbç oniborçdi il
!i Kc latari lati bii Qiç> inoia
po, o^-'po olutn-oelo bi
(ulaw.i, iiu lycasi) aii
rugo ti wpn n lo lun
burodi sijc.

Nibl li pwçngogo t>na
de, awgn biirodi iitobi
gan an ti di nalia mçia ..i
fr.çrin. Beç rii naitn meji ,

ni v/pn n la cyi lo lobi ju
içlç. Êieyi ko din.ni naiia
mçrin bayii. Ko si buredi,
silc inçia lobi mprin
nibikibi ma loni. Owo cyi
lo karo ju bçrç laii çilu
mafuun 150kl, bço ni
wpn tun luyç jii cwo
çgçiç Ip.

Oniroyin wa. RONKÇ
AOEOYC lo Ip k.mkiti
Eko aii apa kan Ipinio
Ogun, panpa, SnngoO'a
titl do l(p sp pc agbata
kaka ni awpn niniç n
rii (jba aii pe pupp awpri

^c. ..
ils l;ç burçdi ni wpn li ko
'gbas'ilo.

Laii Akiifç, WOLE
ADEDEJI loy-n pc, i'-olu
1)1 nnkofi jc n Ip bnyii ni
Ipinlç Ondo. ko ni' si
burçdi rnc lait ri ra niwçn
pgbpnjp si asikoyii.

Burçdi lo jç • pgbçn. <
kpbp Içlç li di ogoji kçbp '
bcçni pip pbun ri pçlu .
burçdi o^la kpbp içlç, li
naica kan atl oni $ile "
mciilaa içlç.

Awpn ile-içç burçdi
nlanlo i'Akuiç il ISQKAN .

Idi ni wi pc. bi awpn i]p> ba s^'prp sp pc laii ibçrç
i^ç çc wi, ko si luiawa pdun yii, awpn ko lii ri
liçç ni awpn croja burçdi
miiran li di gooiu. Ni
bayii, Iwpn bU' <51
gbogbo (i dinku ni ,.ro
bçç ni iyc owo wpn li
liokc.^ii.

(ulawa gbo laii jlo içç
Iulawo. l'Eko. IFIour
Millsl. Bi wpn çc _wl,
loara l.'awçn n gba pja
fulowa ni ilo-içp fulawa
l'Apapa ad wi po ni

mm

i

M
■  vo»uui»Aikinfin»<»«.i^'t;-

ibçprç pdun'iyiKlI 'wpn<*
do Eko,';Wph"'.tii;jlçkufiy£
wpn nilori arsi^ofoja'lairtj

'  çiçp."' ̂ ! i * ', i i'i'j L-!
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EDI je arun ti o n

.  ■
gbocbo ohun

\^ïl?;ifiaabobo ara ti o si

wonyii ti Iwe Otito

/ffbe, ^ye
>4/aa^.^ fun wa le',/

Ktiiaa n îun aisan

®ori?îrisi ni aaye lati
•■gjr.^jà eniyan rno'Ie.

Qin ajai'j arun.yii ku.^ r^;: '^/on si ni'îiera.
-  1. . ■ Eedi je arvh "''c" Enike.nitio bafura
kan ti ko gboogun, ti pe oun le ni kokorc
a n ko nipa ibalopo eedi gbodo io wa ibi
/  ' % r ■ \ ^ \ O .

ba.bôio, niîori naa. wpr
ko le'wu. - • • ' ;

MU a J ■ cy i;:è a

•./ ••XV*

Lati pYs'9
ii^X'-iBiçdun Salawu

^  takotabo, lati -ara. : ti won n n ye ni wo *;
ejetip'batiko-o~ati. ■ fun êedi.vQ;-pdn ■

0! a ti . n\ka
.  V»- «•'* ' 'l ï ' -*• I v' * ••>;c,v-v:abaia vfi, ko îi i si
'-X^{:i-ooGun re ti a me.
.V'.>v r- - •= - •

L^=ggGbogbo aye ni o n
,si 'çkan,

avvon

;4:jÇ^3n!yan ni o si îi ni
• L:i-à-.:^Gkoro re l'ara bayii
•ci'" ̂ -ari âye. Omo ti a n

kokoro
.;g|tin pû si i, aimoye gke
-•^•Çî^o ni yoo si so di
C,-','2i2i!'obi).

lati ara iya. ti 0-ba.tL^
ko o SI çmo inu aîi
omo îi a çeçe bi..
9 Ki isegbogboeni" "
t'o ni kokoro eedi ni ■
b n ni aisan' 're,' -
sugbon enikeni t'o
•  sJ • • •

ba îi ni kokoro' eedi ''
10 le ko arun yii ran -
awon miifnn "

.dandan fun erii ti o
ba ni kokoro eedi lati
gba imoran, ki b si.
ko bi oun ko se ni ^
gbe e run elomiran. .

Awon VÇna . ti '
\okoro eedi fi le de _
ara eniyan niwonyi;'
(i) Nipa eje tabi aio
" *nb' oeJ n'"

*Ko Si ami ti a le ni . • ôbinrin tî o ba ti
ko .0 Iq si ara
elomiran nipa

"j'fp. A w 0 n ̂ kokoro

lati fi han pa erii kan •
ni kokoro eedi. Ni
irisj, won le wa bi o - Ibalof^o.' ■ "
seyekiwonovyà,ki (ii) Nipa gigun ara

. eiîi . m . abere'
egboogf oloro.

' Jijp Io abere tabi'
■ sirihji ti a ko se
fun'gigun abere

-  egboogibloro je
. oria.ti 0 v/opg ti

"  - kokoro' eedi-k fi .
■  maa n îankabni ■

' p. "i ni . orile- ■
-  ̂ .ed' . o ti dide'le! .
(ii'b^Nlipa.eje.gbigbab

iiâko'ba ye eje,
■  - ti a.gba'vvo;'.'\-. ,. :"

"(iv)Laîi ara iya îi 6 ti ''
ko o, si gmg inu

b re tabi ey: ti o
sese bi.

f"vv: .! ti a }<- !e li

owg gba'ya fun naa ■'
wa fun eni ti o ba 'n
baeniyanlobur'ggsi -
iabi abe. .' 'yb

Ko dara lati ^ 16 .

ohun elo îi a ko se
'ati fi ro eti, kg lia,'go

- apa tabi fi se
- akupgnsg.'

•  Ab/yamocionikokoro
• eedi gbodo si maa fun .
- omo ni oyan. Ewu pe

^  kokofo eedi !e koja si
•> ara omo • v •• nipa
--"'ifpmolgyan kere.

Sugbpn ewu i! a mp fo,
■ "• sompniigofpmprounje

■  ju eyi Ip. " • ,
..b-''Ko' scese-ki a ko"'

kokoro arun eedi nipa
b' fifi pmp kan eni îi o ni-

kokoroarjnyfi.ifampra,
ifenukoiiu.pwpbibp. tkp

'aîi sinsin ko le ton
•• kokoro arun yii'ka. A ko ..

ko k'~'koro arun eedi
.u;i ijokol :'e igbe .
leiifoonu, awu. ile-iwe •

.gbogbogbco. • ■ .•
•  -• Abere tia se ni a maa ..
-ri Io lâarin eni kan si.

•'eîomiran nibi' igbabere. '
"ajesara ti iioba.apapo ■•'

W

Ibasepç ti ko l'e-fW
ni eyi î'ojepc h-jsiey-. r-
sisan yii ti i ran ni;.

•  •« vwawçn mejeejt, wçn je\ '-
olootç si ara wçn. v/çnl
si n io rçba ti iVp/?" ba n\
ç'iyerneji. : ■ • ,
■,Àwçn obinn'n. ti0 ba'L.,

nikokoro eedigbçdosa f
fun oyu'n _nini.

. '■ .Tiawonobinnnfo
ba ni kokoro eedi ba
bi .gggrun-un pmg-

:-sile, aadoîa av/pn

ômg. yii, .ni.yoo ni
kokoro eedi. O ferG
je pe gbogbo omg

t'o banikdkôro yii ni
yoo ku ki v/gn tn pe
omo odun meta.

. pbinrin ti o ba fe
0! omg, tic si fura pe
boya oun .ni, kokoro"

"eedi, gbgdg kgkg lo'-^'
ye ara re^wobçy ..'b'

".•k ■r-'.'".'--

'- r ,-L-
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MO)A-^<OSA, agtM Jo
moôo }a,.to »1 moon m ni
YOO ri Iji milrin Ja. Owe
yil ni Basonjn M.K.O.
AWoi* n cUhun tl ibecrc

IJQBA TiWA-N- TÎWA,AGID1 KO,
^fowviAYOOCVNTAOL

Ih^dét, SUURU NI- '.■o"-b^w3la3Ycnioun
•  I • Icc se akoso fcrc le won

■' 1. '• '55"

igbcsc oun ko te won
lorun, 0 wa fi ofo Cnikan

_ll adigunjale da lona, lo
"yo ibon $il ni agbari, lo so
pe ki 0 mu kokoro motor-.» %u IMU

okan laarc, o ni da|u saka

|o n K âwoo c«y.in Wcan . ayokcle re wa. O ni li iru
UlaHi W G ti « raina lali eni , bce ba se agidi. li

l)oba tl ara re kale .adigunjaie naa si laa nj-
nJ^ li oroo^luwakj bon. lo gbe moto re lo. 6
kltlpl todun to kofa.
Ccge bl Basorun Abiola
ti wi, 0 ni eeyan li cri re , môio to kuii
ko PC ni yoo se aya landi Q ni sugbo
nlwaju ibon soja nlgba lo '
je pc bi oluwaare ba il
Vu, abuse II busenuun.
Ni ogba Fasill Ibadan lo
Il loro yi! lopin ose to
koja lohun nibi apcjc fun
Idalola awon akeko ijinlc
11.Ile «ko naa nibi li Da-
sonjnyil il je alai^.
NI Ilcsiwajv ninu oro rc.

ni^bi avyon

molb rc.
-

dopa lile ri
m.olo naa gba, il oni-

'  ■

!' onimolo
b«, ba rora jade ninu
moto ni alaafia. li olc si
gbe moto lo, o ni o sccse
ki awon olopa it oninxiio
ba loo . fejo sun. tàbi
awon ara ilu ri molo naa
gba pada. ki onimolo yii-
si tun maa jayc-oba pelu

lori gcge bl won li fc -

awon x)ja, inj eeyar
yowu .li. awori clahoro
soja bec Icc ko sodi. o ni
iyen ko tumo $1 ijoba li ,

. ara ilu fe, li yoo si gb'ode
pelu ogo Olorun. O ni, \
niwon Igba ij.Aare Ba-
bangida li lo lai si itaje

• silc gcge bi awon ecyan
se lcro.. tl ijoba fidib-e
Oloyc Ernest Sonckan si
fcyin sile,' o ni dajudaju
ijoba lo wa Iode naa yoo •

, . ---f Oasorun n awon ara iiti*'' lûiasa rc naa ni.10 . ni oun- mo 'pe lo)U' lokan baie pe. bi o lile je" 'i"0 ni ki awon omo Nal- l'A-
Ipgunjogo-awon ecyari.- pc imij. pip» :j maa se jifianigbagbopc, nigbaii "; •

. •ItASOtUH

M.K.O.ASIOIA

,

PP-OQR/VAAfVleS —
tTYvo cj2_/vdry I \ 1 1 d
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m-.

ï -v/.-;

rhy-

'  \TJSy^y..

:• .• :«ife
"•■■V.u

.v>'' ." . ' ■■-"•' y .^t^"'-vî.v.' '/■'<'^yf'fi'>^'A
..^A-

);0 ■L'AWON:OI:O.SE1;U;3K4
*>> .,;'ij II nui li.i %%■■ iluix\-
.Ml ■•r>i < utl pii|Mi ninti .(\miu

ni dio iijnclMin Un
Il ti (iiiiko ri- n ji- Kliiiivncv

>i nil l'nV.in kiilrkdlc. lun
]r.»;l>c n.ij Ici in b.>vii |>c:
iiIcKilii ni nlnsrlii ni.i.^ n ni

i>.i iRbi'ip II', iiln l'cnii iililii
'emi lin |ii}M, uio l'cmi ili-rt
l'cnii iivj iciv, o»o l'cmî iwj

s^te?v'4i

Il l.<i iili* lui) ni'U ;i>liil>o rnu
<m tv.i l.i |> n-ii (x* nnUn n iio
kiVi* .niiiii wltr>i*lir'<ln vV.I,' Idl
il \i MU' i!i'ii .i\.iii I' .m <1.1 (K ni
VhI.i. M iiTi |ii|i.i. y.Mu ii

■ Il won II >1.'(Jloruniml.i won. . ' , • • . ;
Ewe. nix').» n.vi lolnin-tin. };boj<bo .iki- 1..'. • . ^ •. - — • " ; «vr»

li«-.iii .ili ixliokcxboiJO' B.iionin Alnolii .■■ Juxlion m'ko ix- ku [inn.i iv cjin }•'>"• •' My-ulyo nilp Amctikâ'ljb! Ofi'l.iipJ^!î;o }[![(
Ipifi d.iM) iyi fo 1)11,'kl ilw.i-n-liwA il I!,i- _|;|)ii .iw-on oIiim'Iu d.i.i yu m." nitnri pi- nii jiy.m ri' r.Ijuf ' " '1 i'J"
l>.iiixitij II .'0 .0 il)i)<ji>o ijokilo xi'V.i: bii • li .nvon xii.i j),isc |)v ki kiunv.i . SukIxjm ,nvon .ixl),i li p.)ii'of9.'n'HbJ Ip'p^
v'xi) (»ii '.'bo-ki) kiikii niiunio loju .iwon . won o ko ,i.ii,) ic kum lori ivikiwii ijoli.i won wl pc i\v.i omu ni n mu Jçi '•
nlosdu k.in nl^b-i na.i.'cfu" ll.)lj.inxi3.i ni jrix'ic li Rli'nn.ci !<.• won luwo. li «Àixbc. Awon oloiclu NoilUiii '
lo si nb.) won. suj'.bpn ppiu cini ixljoyii -^xiioxliu lii-ilv won si yori y! niuuli'mulo -i -- -i. - -i *- i- '-*- ■ " ' ^ivri

•

^

... . n'ciik.in. niiuri |)c aisodo<lq

^T/

ml ^j.>4Vn!»
m

m

 •A-o•Vil.--.»

 ,-.s »n.

.'jii pgôofoV!VN-' ,ni U.iv«'»in Aliiol.s fi gbc ps-a-gi k.injj^i .hi.sr.n). Pun-ipctiiv. nixlM li s'.ij.» k* won .i-.von jw.) kinllçkuilic miiiIin'lô'aiyw6j'Ji,'''q
W'iij U.)b4nxi<l.i. liii li i.sr.uTil.ibi'n icyintiiikixlw. cc li je li won kii i.ik»i brrilm m» wnn loiun biî cwo kii je klVdn\V")"flVi'^'»H' •
qc kiRiiC won lOwo jx; soj, li .lRl>.1l^xb•i fC si fi oglion $0
l'un m.ilijii. L.iisc .iiii.inî, xc;',c bi ofin

■ti «mil riiu nii lui |i k.ilok.ili). . Ak'kiy.i se wo odi Iciiko loju kinni, bcr
1(H>liHi yi| lili< lui) Il li li.in n.).) ni U.iMiriiii' Ailiol.s fi .iyn niini .sii

cnii ixlKiy.i lii.ui ijub.s 0.ib.snRiJ.i sonu
li'jVii'li'. ' • " " '
K'ii'.b.» Il iibb.) vvbijyi'bu li wnn n pi; ni
'■(!ilir,w.i liiri .sk'i'f.i, xIxik''0 w.i i.i mo
[M- n.wolun Abiiil.i ko sinmi .ikiliyAn ic

■vp. oiti (xinlvlc l,»>von olosciu
on p\' SMin kii n nrik.in lu b.l

frii.ib.slc svo bi xixixbo cm
V'i sr |K)liikunim»iN<i mo wj

ixlo nv) |)>) .SiMin iilini'lu x.in.
kl wnn II NC .SI.) sMin lususu

Hu ciunxbj l.>ii si'Mibj' soj;
lo ic, niwun ixb.» lo li d-iju !« bi
rt>o Ij cnu. lo i' .iljni'.b.) lu Icc

.i ko.v.in won. sugbon bii li Kinniun. Abi. nlxb.svlj'-gd.niinâ^,i.'i;5i" 'l.).i lodil» (un soi.ll no b.i si'ii bi;C| kin . losclii li'xboxbo iki Bibo y.m ba'^iy^p*ii,''))'r. ' •
lo di: Il .iwun nloscki il won n b.ili! nio Miduin gba obp, ioi i}.i wn ni iii.\ ^ki (ciiV\\b'r '
Aliiol.i ly n j.i fijn cio Iiic ko lUc i.ipiilu, j.i nixb.i li cm'io Iciii b.i ko r.)ll^k(:'çfc(
lui d.i.ibo bo clo li .iM iki (un wonl; Ccy'" ki •iwon oloss'Iu fi, op.v aso.'rnçîl-Ij'']'r';.Koko p.n.)ki k.in li mo n Rbiùonjij lui l.i.i r.in" .iglwd.i. ki won Vo.ôwp";i\ir.blli|l[|F;,

<.ilo, ki won j.iyc aicdob3.',,.kkwoWj'll-jRy
ikfi al.ixbadA, iyoku biisc^iK/q^'i^trM's

(.lyo ni iK. oio pn.ii.iku n' oiiob.j.'o ninu
.iwon nlosdu Noiiiii.v tnp l.i.-s.u» bii li
■ilak.ii.i ni ivon ni, wtin kii,ri rnk.m lo

l.ili lo lui osdu liwj-n.liw.i ni aloyc... b.i le Mf.i. Icll mycn lo II je pc ni kulc li
won agba bo. won ni ib|,ll liçu-kclc?.^!

•lie de. 10 (i n sinmi, bi'aja bo sa |tù'çlcj?)\!{

I4>.i xii.iRbo. ni'ki-lr II l}.il).inRiila
V nun ÛRili' c>« 'lui "lune 12"
n jiiii.i awon nloselu li Iscrc si>

]C>. Il won si so ll.ib.mxi.l.i di
f li wnn n bo. Se c mnli jk"

se niRb.i n.i.i ni |ic bi .iwun
ko lu far.iino .iiiiniii ibo, iiun

i;Ik>);1"> ecin lu m <<■<■ nui nsely
Xe yii k.i pji.ip.-.M ib.ile obiin
lu l.<à li puixi innu .iwnn niu-eki

« Il n 1 n'iu. Il wcjn N, Il se Kboglxi
onRiHj 0 si'iii 1.1,11111 )Kt .iwnn
lu.i Im'iii eniv.ui elei.in ,ii.i lin

■ycwo, lalavou lu,' akuiupu yoo si bu
ix'iu. lit ss'ôn se n bù Abioi.i bcc ni won
n fa])oiiinu li svon si n Icdicka pc ko si
•lii .isvon ko se jcrkcxla.'awon gomina
k.iM li ss-on W.1 laii apa iia-ouiun iialc pc
bi al.n il>o "junc 12" b.i se. yiy.i ni awon
yoo y.ip.i kuio 1-iia N.iijiii.).
Kî

K()0 ib.ili
lo mi

iki li xbebvuu na.i p.ip.i bofA ickicic. , maa scnu ic (un svon.. Ohuni.'jiJlycn ^'i:.'!''^]'
ssM yoo maa - umo si ni pc, bi ixb.l li ara i|u kan.wiilc.f^i'iM' '
î^^i. ..î ^ îu ^ • I /• • ' ..rj'jjii»

_ Mu (ur,i |ie eyin opkawe ...
•1)1 mi ivi-rc pi: bi'iny b.i ic ok.m niny n fi' ibo won jona.laasan fun^isYon'v'iy»^;
W^m. vt* mn Ire* Hiirn rti l.ilii In Irn ni nîlnri nn ujnn Lt<0 Icc .olosclu ni. nilofi PC wo'1 kli..pi,ixl>oya',i.pv^foliun lyju iboni Loolo ni, siixbon mo li I.Ki o'.iaoo ion eclo li .i n (un syon: Ai^ajo^l^îffL
10 sa.ijii PC oio l.)won olosciu N.iijin.i| n elomii/an li l.i.ikn kyri pc c!un,kr).tun''

U.isoiiin Al)i()la yoo jokoo le bo ba ili sd),) jle Huiundl k.iliukii olufonbo losvo ioyc ilccbaba wnn. Lfickan iii;'fnq'luh*:;li.lt;^
A.1IC Naiprla. Kikc ni_won n l;e bii .uvon uloselu itinu <isu kcsv.i.i o<liin yii ia.i mo'lc ix:, ojo gUaa lawon'bloi'db-^-rt.;!''
Miaicsm li wun )a lofC. li ss-un si n ja- niiilia ii is-un fee fi liiMiIkuuku i,i .ikoso ilc yii, miq "Ajangoloip". i'i sl.'yc.ka }\,iV|V'
polo i\e);i' bii ejo li ko lii.ku ion. , ijol''i Rb-'f Si)|.i wo lo 5' ic d.i olosciu oi.i.i ko fun vs'oo, "k ' V

— - . . . J.Jl/.f

r^L-ixicAU pAa:)QfiAmrYie=.S-
TAiVfH.SlAibA ~rO R.(AL]S"
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l'30l't)fCI Içwç
bsbo mi Oodua, ptç naa

■:B«hIn'^Ropiibl[c)vj;tr,y,Yoo pafil'pdun v'i-"
ifloTeri'polIpum.yoo lo;.;. Q sq siwaiu pe> "Ninu
iflbogbo-eoborB'^^to'bn'l;ç^gn yli ni ng Ipp ri
WBjnl>lkaVv'p!oun|^ll^v^Qlçyç (AInoiin) lali boa
iparj.m^umulç'td wa'^. a'prç, Kodn, bi prç naa

iiQyç.i".'. ba gba mi l'pjp n ko kpi
'QbA.Q.l^WpWj^cleypi^jVAonn pmp iya kotinà koml; K9t£r^i_B_U,»Qpmj;lfç,"4^* gbpdp daru".

v/pn fi di olodt a
^9,'iV'no 0 si fi yo wpn po,

po ôUh'*o*)H(j.^ •oarinv.'.-i'awa lalaka ni ki wpp fo
®T^^i8ladd'^oIi;vd(kd,ri vî |-ori lo-mi-n-fa p. ti wpn

naa k'çdun po, liwpn<JMi!^^|^ ba al , nnkan miiran
,*<VQ4n çfun 10 çyç.lo.

®'° wpn. ,0•  8:inl;7pro emi l'agha, iwp'
Ç[)p'V'_ît^,rçgbpn'^,kà ',yç ko ^Ip .
^^itàVaarin';.wpn; nilorl- po, '

ni,nnkan bçp
koniyl ma l'oni,

.Adolutu, lo pe
y^layo.'^jffln rçpptp Inli li gbo prp
..w'yoni' rç l'psp sp paio po, to ba

■ kb'BdÏÏff*-^-'''^-**-

ÎVÎ

\m.

<5^

f. ''9 N^iii'ia
l'îXJn.we ni, prp nawp yii
l'V.ba, ti ■ ?çlp nliofl

"gbogbo wpn ni wpn mp
Alakelu bi çnl m'owo"

Qba yii ni, nigba lo jç
pc agba kii wa l'pja ki ori
pmp luntun wp,' 6un yoo ,

'■gbivanju laii rli po Ina ilç .
i jo.,l'oarln gbogbo . awa
"pmp • aledo : moloeje aii ■

:*/owpn pmp-pmp wa gbo
■gbo;"

•0 pc akiyosi mi si Ipio
' Obnl ana, Qba Adospji

Adofçmi, lo wa ni aafin
ip, lûil fi bon gbangba
00,' ojpçopp looip gygp

,. bi pmo iya wa.l'aafin oon
• oli awpn plpgbp oun ni
, Noijifiîi. 0 lun (i orisiiipi

^TEGCig-^'r,

■paq-jcAG pflûG^^lG?rtKMG^—
PE^AC^ AHb s'ir^O-fMTT'

ohun isçnbayo ban, eyii ' wpn ba fçç j'pba ni '• lic kinomi polu «ur
l-o n ipka sii pe. çjp kan -jbogbo awpn ilu ti mo llu rç ko jinna si mi •"
naa lowal'nfawa _ . ' parukp lo wa l'pdp yin, n'ihin. Nigbn li Si;.j,idi> 1

llç m awpn ocbo pin, , -wpn ko jç ma so fun mi. wa, o ransc sii, oun r-,oa •'
wpn ko pin . pmp lya . • , Ko si ohun li wpn Ico 50 ' li v/3 s'ihin. A io ic a io
Mo wa' n'Ihin' l-ootp,^ ',i wpn ko nii fi 10 mi, , minl-, À tunli s'odp re
5ugbpn ng ko loe ion po ' ,Tcii." ' ' • snbç peki Qpni, Bo çc .,
ng ko.fpç jinna.s'awpn^j■^.Oba yii sp pe, "yalp'si yp ki a rnaa so niyçn". ' • •

■ °ir''i Faranse ati Ç 0 ranii po, fjnge (jigboilpynnu", . ' •. .• .7; Gççsi il oin ilç mp ara iinn. pmp mcjo ni Oodua
0 ni, llç Kclu pp Ippp- wpn Ipwp, (loyii to mu ki ■ to çç ir?.n Yoruba s-lo bi •

'°i'y''' oun bp si ilç Bénin awpn ni wpniodo kaakir'i 'ni Nociiria.Çsifiowpnilu Idppmi), wpn ko ri pmp gçgp bi Qba al.ide. Awpn':
?n-,nAf?' c'^' okun pmp iya ojulowd pmp mojeejo •Içian-Alado, Éguo faia, ynpupç.-' naani: , '
Iwoyu. Owo.le ati awpn.. . . AlayoluSvo Qba Oba ilu Bcninllu nlanla bçç li wpn wa •• Adolulu, 16 Ji idunnu fç • Olowu Owi
m Maijin,! ço opyprç aii ' han si v/wa il ISOKAM 'Oninnnnifi
PC, «rnn oun ni wpn n j'p. , wa s'pdp rg lali baa s'prp

sp bayii pri: Woo •'baulg
Mara çgçg kuro n'ihin ni,
0 yç ki ç pndc rç l'pna, Bi
ihin lo n gbo ni. bi phun
ni, 0 ko loo rnp".

Alakfiiu sp ni:,
•Jnisabn li Snbo li oun

nua jp okon l'ota awpn
ijulowo pmp (Jodun wii

1)0 n lUg tili d'oni,
'oyo oïljç, Ainkoiii ni

'jDogbo awpn ilu b mo •
(ionikp yli n sin, wpn n
son isakpig fun nu, çu-

•Llbpn Inii iyba li Ipinip il
de, ti oju li la, ko si ohun
lo jp bçg ma. Sugbpn 0 fi
kun un po, "liii d'oni, bi

Onipopn li Popb
Onisobç Isnbg,
O'onçjun lia
"^'akclu Kblii
OfanmlyaninbiOlpvp
Oyp-'
^wor.i/} ii/nsopp is~7/p
yli n fi Çba Adoli/tu
finii ipba nafin rp- DA^
VID lOOVyu Io yo fpto
ylllphup.

.  - '<1 '-v/ '-j-. 1-^-' •

'V. 'n  i}.- ■ t.
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GJL' KWK XEJl Y-'- ^>^WK»NESPAï'.£i:P'r. 10 fj'fUtiSuÂY JKI'T. }S..'v

IWA JKA

Kin ni ere
re?

-  -.. ... -• - •.: - . ■.-■ir-'-v
.  Ibiigbe rç, b'o jç àafin.oln— ••"Cv^A;-

•• Ibi^gb" rç yoQ d'akilaiii "''.Vi

"liaruka nii guçyin b?ika;^>--YA - * .*•■ • • .
-/Arti "îii;:.:r9if:;"As'A?Ai 'E'EKG^:'(221) •:

'■■. Ibi r.iî sç) ilc won d'olioro. ; -i' * V,' . •- ". r  i' - ■' ■ ' ■
Onirjowo fc irc-aje,
Oni?eo\vo fç r-îc-a;
Oçiçç ijoba fç igbega,
Agbç fç §e a^ejsre..

;-.'-Bi eyii bajç ipin ojika.

Qrnocle fç darugbo
Arugbo fç ko sînu ayp:
Hniyan, ninu ilepa rç,
O Tl fç oivjn rers gbogoo^,
Ohun ti yoo n'.'ayc rç don;

$iigl?fln, cml ko nio,
O îiiç toju su
O-'i'ia li osika

Lçytn tbanujfcj

Agbç t'o ba gbin
lyçn ki: kore sgbacio
Eni f'ô ba g.bir. 3:2

0 S

">r-i

Iwç> t'o du ina sun iic os!;!',

v:""k'. i YATabi iwp abatçnijçi îJkob^"^
vr;i"';V''--V!'Iw9 ti ko'fç ki i'caikcji t"

-ÇV'Iwç ha le Ji içç rç gogo,

ti kô gba'iyin lawiiip^V;
ibaouj?;' i§ç Okunkun--:

-■ •;■•■; '-v- .yV/pn'ko ni ?ai;gegbê"Paye/.Yi.>V^^^ j.;.^ v
■  ijit. . - "■'■"^'Vypn'ko'ni saipai'un
laclo- . '^-A.wo.': ota ayp at'iré êriiyàn";;s>; y .)

:-^-v;k'-'kVA' .atic:
lyçn kii kore aiubosa; ' .t"-. v;c nVA IXA t'a
Agbç t'o ba gbin wcrepe, ibi t'_a
lyçn. kii kore awujç.

f j^ç iparun rç layc-lorun—
■ijço$i?>:: 'a -;<r
'  - ■.; ' A • •.

E sç fuji a.yebi
jiwr) ninu igç ibi;

kiio fun ogika, " ^ .ç-
i VVA ÏXA }ilç;

iÂ- ^

^5 -A

rj\:ilylr .k'

Jku yoo'kfl.O,jika fçbi-tan;:rv;fA;A:.-Ayp"ad i

- : ^•>-k

-  :• ^v-> -

- . ;

' r^-

•r,-, - ----x•-A>: :-n.A
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•'

Eni t'o ba

iyçn ko îii pad
-• / Eni L'o ba
I ïyen ko ni
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bJi; EWJE KZRINLAA
- î^WA^n'oCTOBERT-'oCTOBER 13, 199

Li tO"-OMO -iW i :i to;
••• • * :'"-r ■ • ■ ^ ® ^ ■ '■ ' ^ . . *. -

• X TTrN*^'ku dcde hvovi omo wonyî, ki a pcsc ohun ti , omo d ojc v.'if^.cinctai \ ko it : won ma j= fUn kii 5c . Icjumo m won ma n km oja^
'(Fhnobo wa D ba kiri. ' wipc ki awon omo naa ma ba won a km ogi lati nnkan bigbogDo wa.D oa K«IJ • ■ î»m^- •- agoeo mcfa ov/uro SI agogo . .

-  -

-wahala se dtori ki nnlian baa' 7 "
le dcnin. Ori awa ofalnrin ni .y
oro rii daic ju, awa ni a ma q

•. hu fwa bayit,' d a ma, ma se _
j av
bi a 0

■;''tile rand nnkankan, se ko die.

^F'ÂWQN
'lOBlP^N
l-JWOYU-

-rl^

j -

< A ' vV-.
c^!

I

liio omo ni ilo cru tabi lilo . a ba n pâte si iwaju jlc wa.
- -.omo ni ilokulo. €toojecrc Opo

-• igb«)^wo ad ohun idunnu ni. ^ n ro
' y odcde. Ko.si^pôinnn aîayo / .n; I2

dudu d yôo sè igbeyawo, d '
32 ko ni Fe xi oun riomo gbcjo
in !î^

.-niJu.Qfn

(b ûioru
.  pupo
.  mo iyi .. . - . . . . .

won yîi to"j.e.--wipe nise ni ' ninu sise c
won n lo'awon êbun Oluwa won ki won
;

. omo won se omo odo fiin eni
—— — li won 0 bagbe ri, cipmoyii'EgbagbeJeayvonomowcnyiniyvontiKosiowoawon . ti sise won ba

r  /T/J ...Ul n,,r, ti Ir'n Mf Ict HIOH maO JJq Qfjjj qjo,
l'tun ma lu nî alubomi.

..1 ni anfaanî lati mo omo
n nitosi adugbo ti.mo n-

omo y il koju omo odun
''-1 mcje lo ki won to wà fl se.

• naa gege bi'.igbaii a nio eru. yv w6n'je Olorun n.pc .ayw.. -- yii ni
>:;• .•Ti .a ba ri.pjy .opopona sya^ mo ohun d .won nko' ni. lie -> aye, ese k^ ooin la^a.E ma -jjo vu ni iso. cyi ti 0-'~"niayeodc-o".i'ao r.i biawon . Egbagbeje .awon _ orno ... . , gbb'rara.'kii se wipc fun omo Vii.ni■' ■obisenriornowdnsekara- . .wonyt m won ti ko SI ovo . - , . _-.v:... t.. ni'ainu fun omo ylimi

I -l-
'r~ .

.  ... . . . . nîna nn . -^i-.Nitooto nnkan le sugbon : awonc>nK)wa.kogb(^qvAiio ^ arabinrmkara riitori ati jç an atirnu. awon gbornogbo ni; o Icro'wipe awon omodc. - fun wa sugb-jn kii, se m ona..-.:.. .. ^ kan'ilckun"ni ki o !o kan'ilckuna gege bi-ôbi m pataki . 1 won ^ îj' wonyii lo Icio ki a ma fun ni. L dta oja kaakiri oju i>>pdna.- ^ o' ti'sun'ni nnkan bi
awa o_binf.in m jali mju awon ^ ^ maa ... e •- --- • • -

kan oru bakan n^. C'.-lr --

— C-IH / Kl<^kry^
FI t-T I r«-C_LUV'\sT'^N CESK V .

uvr

..•; w-3 '^'kan

Ji'joxo si i»i Oi'- j.i
nîgba d won waa titi. li won

V.^d n, aràbinrin yll so wjpc li.
ïf oju ba mo oun a lo fi to awon
^'olopaa IctL.'Nigba tj.o di
1- bwurô.'omô yii rin pada si île,

iya li o n gbc o<Jo rc yiiluu to
F;.jc wipc gbogbô ara rc lo di

cgbo, to je wipc ko ""F,
V joko paapaa_' .'.^:-.:i>'t T
T.:- ■- Iru iya woo ni Iya to bi omo
î yii iba maàjc ti ko le fi
' ki o mû awon omo rc si abc.

. t"Kdda'ko ic.'ga2fj.lasan m
tr cnlya^i n* wa mu, o dara kJ.
'Y awon orno rc wa ni akata rc,
C kî wonjijo maa rn_u.^'...^..»j^»-

: *sc bi awon obi d v-oril
-• .won olycD d awon fi w4

yy-'di oci yii, abî yyon f- si
•.-'. mi wlpe csan ni o

awon omôdc wonyii n; ̂
V  âwon obi o tiK; <

"i'iwc siTrlnkankan, v.;
cvgbagbc Mpc eko se pai

•;?Sc kokol.Gbogbo asiki
izicto ki awon'orcb • • '=
'•'> wa ni i]e^iwc'hî v.u..
F kiri oja kaakiri. Mo : -•
"• 'Wipc bi a ba dlc fcc ki
c.'ômo w-a taabja*a~gb^«

jckî woti mô on ko mo c
"i". ki won die ka'iwc rnc,
Y- kcfc ju| to'fi je wipc wc
"'• le rc won je nidi oja t
"F Ba fc îaa "i ojo iwaju.
"~'"a m'o daju wipc omo ti ;

ko ohun ni ypo gbc.ilç ;
:'i!' ko' UaJ .y

Gbogbô ̂ 'a d o wu k
'•'•je wa, cjcki a mo wipc

omb nii, mo tun fc kt
:c a"

ohun ti awon 'qrnc •
'Fmajjcc ki^^.wipc ki
-'..vawon'omo^wonyi n
-Jphun d a rw je fun v.-^d awayoojoko siîc, ti
• ' bja Icc orM Ipri Uti lo

wa." «cî
■.••yOhûn ti a^rna n.t^

i'J.'Ômô'wa .ko^nl '.won
''yv,LoôtqmonI^eyij5j.
"y^bayiî,'sugbôn,cmi Icri ;
i'Ô'd a ba se cto gt^gbolwa daadaa^ ajusc.jûnj ".,
'.^Ty O l u wa "X.» -• m a I
V'.'gbogbb wa olXa rira
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